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SUMMARY 
Effects of modal crors-carelations  on  the  spatial  distributions of vibration amplitudes  are investigated  for  a damped, 
unifarm beam having  localized  excitation.  Using  a  canputerized modal analysis method, analytical estimates of the 
space-average  mwn-square  acceleration response spectra were  determined far a  variety of unifarm  cylindrical shells 
and f lat plates  expaed  to  ducted progressive acaustic wave  fields, a  reverberant  acoustic  field,  and boundary layer 
turbulence. Several  approximations of the series response equation  are  introduced in  ader  to show how special s i tu-  
ations  can be treated  by  elementary methods. A comparison between  the modal analysis and statistical energy method, 
is presented for shell response to reverberant  acoustic  axcitotion. 
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1 .O INTRODUCTION 
During 1967 and 1968, acwstic and  vibration  qualification tests were performed on  the  Apollo structure at  NASA's 
Manned Space Center i n  Houston, Texas. The structure tested included  the  stacked  configJration  of the Command 
Module, Service Module, Spacecraft  Lunar  Module  Adapter (SLA), the Lunar Module mounted within the SLA, and 
the Instrument Unit. These tests were performed i n  the  Spacecraft  Acoustic  Laboratory (SLA) which i s  housed i n  
Building 39 at the NASA  complex. The SAL facil i ty was designed to subject the structure to  two types of acoustic 
environments, namely: 
a) A reverberant acoustic field. 
b) A progressive wave f ie ld generated within sixteen, axially  oriented ducts that  are close 
coupled  to the skin  of  the  vehicle  and  which  are  independently  driven at  one end by 
random acoustic  noise sources. 
These two acwstic environments were used to simulate the fluctuating pressure environments on the vehicle due to 
rocket noise at  launch  and due to  in-flight boundary layer  turbulence. By limiting  the acoustic  correlation lengths 
around the  circumference of the  vehicle, the sixteen ducts provided  a measure of  simulation  of aerodynamic 
turbulence  over  the  vehicle  skin. 
I n  support of the above testing program, an  analytical study was made of the vibration responses of  a  portion of 
the  Apollo structure when exposed to various types of fluctuating pressure environments, including: 
Axial ly oriented ducts of various circumferential  widths 
Reverberant acoustic f ie ld 
Boundary layer pressure fluctuations 
Comparisons of responses to acoustic  and boundary layer  turbulence  fields  allowed the acoustic spectrum levels 
to be adjusted as a  function of frequency so that  the  acceleration response spectrum to acoustic  excitation i s  
similar  to  that  expected  for  in-flight  turbulence. Response to the acoustic  launch environment was expected  to 
be similar  to  that  of  a reverberant or duct  field. I n  order for  the analyses to be  tractable, the portion of the 
structure  selected  for analysis was the SLA which i s  a uniform, truncated  conical  shell  constructed  of 1 .7 i n .  
thick  aluminum honeycomb. The short angle  of the shell i s  only 9 degrees so the analyses were conducted  for 
an  equivalent  cylindrical  shell  having the same length and same average radius of the SLA. 
The method of analysis used i s  a  classical modal analysis of the shell i n  which  all modes were included whose 
resonance frequencies were between 10 and lo00 Hz.  An  exception i s  that a l l  (m,n)-modes of  the  shell  for 
which  n = 1 were deleted because i t  was felt that constraints on the ends of  the SLA were insufficient  to 
permit such modes to  respond. A detailed discussion of  the method of analysis and  of the analytical results are 
presented i n  References 1 and 2. 
During  the course of this analytical study, a computer program was developed at  Wyle Laboratories, Huntsville 
Division,  far  the purpose of performing the detailed  calculations of the modal forcing functions, resonance 
frequencies, dynamic magnification  factors  and the summation of the space-average qcceleration responses of a l l  
of the modes of  the  shell.  Since  the submission of Reference 1, the authors have  extended this computer program 
to  inclucb: 
Analyzeable Structures 
Uniform Cylindrical Shells 
Uniform Rectangular Plates 
Excitation Fields 
Point Force 
Axially  Oriented Ducts 
0 Reverberant Acoustic  Field 
Boundary Layer Turbulence 
Distributed over entire surface or locolized  to  any 
rectangular  area. 
Printouts 
Resonance Frequencies 
Deflection,  Velocity,  or  Acceleration Spectrum for Space-Average or Pointwise Responses 
Third  Octave Responses 
Tables of  Individual Modal Responses Ordered by Response Amplitude 
Joint Acceptances 
Dynamic Magnification Factors 
- Plots 
Resonance Frequencies Versus Either Mode Number m or n 
Response Spectra 
Joint Acceptances 
Since the development of this computer program, i t  has been used to  amlyze the responses of a  variety  of  plote 
and shell structures. Included among these are the Apollo SLA, Supersonic Transport (SST) (Reference 9 ) ,  and 
the  Manned Orbital Laboratory (Reference 10). 
This report h a s  several purposes. First, an assumption i s  made in  Reference 1 that the effects of crass-correlations 
between responses of  different modes are small and  can be neglected, and hence that the space-average response 
of the SLA i s  a good measure of the response at  any point on the shell. Sane interest has been generated in  these 
crass-correlations. In reference 3, Wilby investigates the magnitudes of such terms for  flat plates exposed to 
boundary layer  turbvlence and he  finds  that in general  their  contributions  can  be  neglected. As discussed by 
Powell in  Reference 7, these cross-correlations account  for the difference between the space-average response 
level  and  the response at  a point; and i f  the differences between these are significant, then the modal crass- 
correlations  can  be  expected  to be significant. As an example of such a circumstance, response of a damped 
plate or shell to a localized  excitation  will display  vibration  levels  ot the source location (area of application 
of excitation)  which  are  high  relative  to  levels  at some distance from the source. This decay of vibration  levels 
with distance i s  expected  to increase with increasing  frequency. Thus, for response of a  structure to a  point 
force, or any other localized  excitation, the modal cross-correlations w i l l  be  important at  high  frequencies. 
Such cases can be of  practical  significance when aerospace shells are exposed to  localized,  high  level  turbu- 
lence and buffet loads in  the neighborhood of a  protuberance. 
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In an  attempt to  study the modal cross-correlations i n  a  simple manner, an analysis is presented in Section 2.0 of 
the  vibration responses of a damped, unifam,  pinned-pinned beam excited by a harmonic couple at  one end. 
This vibration  problem i s  solved analytically by an  exact method which leads to  a c l a c d  form expression for the 
distribution of deflection  amplitudesalong  the span of the beam. The problem i s  then solved by  the modal ana1.y- 
sir method in which  the  effectr of modal cross-correlations are  included. The results of  both methods were  nu- 
merically  evaluated for excitation  frequencies  equal to  the undamped resonance frequencies d the first and third 
modes of the beam, and it was found that the results were exactly  equal. Graph  are presented which show haw 
the  crou-correlations  control the dissipation of response levels  with  distance  along the span of the beam. 
As discussed in Reference 1, i n  the modal analysis technique, a  large number of modes of a  plate  or  shell  are 
employed in  the  computation  of  a response spectrum. At each frequency, the  space-average mean-square re- 
sponse of  each mode is canplted  by  accounting for dynamic magnitication  factors a d  the structural pressure 
field  coupling factors  (joint acceptances) for the two principal  directions d the structure. The total mean-square 
response a t  the  given  frequency i s  then found by summing the responses of a l l  the modes. This procedure is re- 
peated a t  1 0 0  excitation  frequencies per decade for two or three decades. AlthaJgh this large amount of com- 
putation  oppean  to  be  a  formidable and expensive task, Wyle Laboratories  canputer program i s  designed SO that 
the  entire  canputation f a  a  single analysis can  generally be performed i n   a b w t  2-3 minutes on a  high speed 
digital computer. 
This canputer program was used to determine acceleration response spectra for  a  variety of cylindrical shells and 
plates exposed to various fluctuating pressure environments. These environments include  ducted progressive acous- 
t ic  wave fields, a  reverberant  acoustic f ield and boundary layer  turbulence. For the duct  excitotion, responses 
were determined  for  different numbers of ducts (one  to  sixty-four ducts) and  a  special study was made to deter- 
mine the effect on  high frequency responses of an  exponentially damped correlation  function  for one sixteen  duct 
f ield. The results of these computations are presented in  this report in order to show the variability of responses 
of  different types of structures and different types of excitation. 
Section 3.1 of t h i s  report  contains o summary type  description of the shell and  plate structures thot were analyzed. 
These structures were choren with  sufficient  variability of geometry, stiffnesses and mosses such that  geneml trends i n  
response characteristics  can be noted fran the computed acceleration spectra. 
Mode shapesand generalized masses for  uniform shells and plates  are discussed in  Section 3.2. This section is 
included  since the mode  shape functions assumed for  cylindrical shells have been improved relat ive  to  thae em- 
ployed in Reference 1. In particular, the amplitude of the tangential mode shape is varied  with  circumferential 
mode  number so that  the  cylindrical  shell  asymptotically  apprwches  a  flat  plate  for  a  large number of  circum- 
ferential modes. The resulting  effect  on  generalized mass is also discussed. 
Resonance frequencies and modal densities of these structures are  analyzed i n  Section 3.3. Characteristics  of 
the various fluctuating pressure environments are briefly  reviewed i n  Section 3.4 and this i s  followed  by  a dis- 
cussion of the  coincidence phenomena in Section 3.5. Appendices A and B, in which  the  mathematical forms 
for  joint acceptance  are developed, are  included as supplements to the discussions in  Sections 3.4 and 3.5. The 
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general series equation used for the acceleration spectrum canputations  is presented in Section 3.6, and this is 
fallowed i n  Section 3.7 by the  development of several simplifying  approximations d the geneml response equation. 
During  the past few years, significant advances have been made in the development of  statistical energy methods 
as applied  to structural  vibrations. Such methods provide  an  alternate  technique for canputing  vibration responses 
of shells and  plates exposed to  fluctuating pressure environments. It i s  d interest to  canpare results obtained by 
the modal analysis method and the statistical energy method, and for this purpose, the equations used in the  latter 
apprwch are  reviewed in  Section 3.8. 
Section 4.0 contains  a summary type discussion of the many occeleration spectra computed during  the  cwrse  of 
this study. SLA responses to  acoustic excitation within 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 ducts are presented i n  Section 
4.1.  1. Here it is shown that  theoretically  a  rapid  roll-off  of response occurs above the ring  (actually  coinci- 
dence) frequency. A comparison is  made between these predicted responses and a comparable experimentally 
measured response which shows no such roll-off. The pcrsibility exists that  actual space conditions  differ from 
those assumed i n  the analysis; and as a possible explanation of this difference,  acceleration spectra are presented 
in  Section 4.1.2 for an acoustic field  with  an  exponentially damped correlation  function  for each duct. 
An  investigation  of  the modes of the SLA shows that this shell i s  a  rather  special case shell in  that a l l  shell modes 
are  acoustically  fast in  the axial direction, and the flat  plate acoustic  coincidence  frequency occurs at  approxi- 
mately  twice the ring frequency, whereas fw thin  wall  cylinders this factor i s  f ive  to ten times. It i s  interesting, 
therefore, to consider how the response changes as various structural parameters are  altered, such as the radius, 
extensional and bending stiffnesses and the mass per unit area. Several such cases are analyzed and discussed 
i n  Section 4.1.3 far acoustic  duct  excitation. For purposes of comparison, this section  includes  the  analysis of 
several other smaller shells with homogeneous  skins and a  few f la t  plates. 
The basic SLA shell and the other cylinders  and  plates  are  analyzed  for response to  a  reverberant  acoustic f ie ld 
and to  boundary layer  turbulence in  Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Reverberant responses of these structures are  similar 
to responses for  duct  excitation; however, there are  differences  which  warrant presenting responses for  both types 
of acoustic fields. The essential difference in  response to  reverberant ond duct  acoustic  fields  lies in  the circum- 
ferential  correlation lengths, which for a  reverberant f ie ld ore  quite  different from thcre at a  ducted progressive 
wave field. Structural responses of plates and shells are  often  analyzed by statistical energy analysis methods; 
and  for purpores of comparison with the modal analysis techniques, several reverberant response spectra are cam- 
puted by  both methods. Responses to boundary layer  turbulence  are presented for  different  Mach numbers and 
different boundary layer thicknesses. Comparisons of the response of  a  given  structure  to  different types of 
excitation are made throughout Section 4.0. 
I n  the computerized version of the modal analysis technique used for the above response studies, no  attempt i s  
made to  predict those modes which are expected to be daninant. The computation procedure could  be made 
more efficient if the significant modes responding at any frequency could be predetermined. Several example 
structures were selected  for a detailed mode-by-mode analysis by the digital computer, and  printouts  of the first 
40 most important modes are made a t  four frequencies for duct, reverberant  and  turbulence  excitation. The print- 
outs include mode number, joint-acceptance dynamic magnification factors, wavelength  ratios  and  accumulation 
percentage contributions of the modes to the  total response. In  addition, p l o i  are presented of  the number of 
modes required  to  achieve various percentages of  the  total response. (These data  are discussed i n  Section 4.0.) 
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2.0 RESPONSE OF A DAMPED BEAM FOR LOCALIZED  EXCITATION 
This section of the report  contains an analysis of the steady-state vibration response of a damped, uniform, 
pinned-pinned beam for  a harmonic point-couple  applied to one end of the beam. The absolute value  of the 
deflection  amplitude i s  determined as a  function  of  position  along the span of  the beam; and the space-average 
value  of this amplitude  over the length  of the beam i s  also determined. For purposes of comparison, the beam 
analysis i s  performed by two different methods,  nclmely: 
1 . An exact analysis which leads to a closed form expression for  the  deflection  amplitude. 
2. A modal analysis which leads to a Fourier series type expression for the deflection  amplitude. 
Due to the presence of damping, the vibration  levels i n  the neighborhood of the excited end of the beam are 
expected to be  higher  than the vibration  levels near the other end; and in  general, the  vibration  levels should 
decay with distance from the source of  excitation. Furthermore, the rate at  which  deflection amplitudes decay 
with distance along the span  depends upon the magnitude of  internal damping and upon the excitation frequency 
such that the decay rate increases with  either damping level or excitation  frequency. For nominal values of 
damping, the  spatial decay rate i s  not  large at low frequencies such as the resonance frequency of the funda- 
mental mode of the beam; however, at  higher frequencies, the spotial decay i s  pronounced. For a  fixed  value 
of beam  damping, this effect i s  often described simply as a constant decrease in  vibration  amplitude across 
each  elastic wave length  of the beam so that the decay rate increases with an  increasing number of  elastic 
waves along the span of the beam. 
The exoct analysis method provides a closed form expression for the spatially  decaying  vibration levels; and the 
functional  control  of damping and frequency upon the decaying  vibration  levels i s  readily  apparent. The primary 
purpose of this analysis i s  to show that  a modal analysis technique, which  involves  a series of non-decaying 
response quantities, can be accurately used to  predict the =me spatial decay of  vibration  levels  along the span 
of the beam. In particular, i t  i s  shown that the cross-correlations of responses of  different modes of the beam are 
responsible for this decay. 
Numerical examples are constructed for each of the two methods of analysis. Using the exact method of 
analysis, two numerical examples are presented i n  which the excitation frequency i s  chosen so as to be approxi- 
mately  equal  to the resonance frequencies of the first and third modes, respectively,  of  the undamped beam. For 
purposes of comparison, the second of these two numerical examples i s  repeated by using equations developed 
from the modal analysis. Comparable values of damping are used i n   a l l  of the examples; and i n  order to 
emphasize the spatial decay of  vibration levels, a  relatively  large value of damping i s  employed, namely, a 
damping value  which i s  approximately equal to one-half of  critical damping for the resonant  mode of  interest. 
Equations of  motion  for the two methods of analysis are developed i n  Section 2.1. Here, for the exact method 
of analysis, the  excitation  couple i s  introduced as a boundary condition  on the bending moment at  the driven 
end  of  the beam; while  for the modal analysis method, the excitation  couple i s  treated as the limit  of a dir- 
tributed  force  along  the beam-span. Based on the equations of motion, exact response equations are developed 
in Section 2.2 and modal analyris response equations are developed i n  Seclion 2.3. 
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2 . l  Equations of  Motion 
Consider a  uniform  pinned-pinned beam  whose basic properties are  defined as: 
L = length 
p = m a s s  per unit length 
I = moment of inertia of cross-section area 
E = Young's modulus of  elasticity 
c = equivalent  viscws damping per unit length. 
Such a beam i s  shown i n  Figure 1, wherein the following  quantities are used to describe the excitation  and 
dynamic response of the beam: 
x = axial coordinate; 0 5 x < L 
t = time 
U(x,t) = bending deflection 
9(x,t) = bending slope 
- 
= a u(x , t)/ax 
C(0,t) = external  point  couple  applied at  x = O .  
Internal beam bending moments and shear forces are shown i n  Figure 2 and are  defined as: 
M(x,t) = internal bending moment 
= E I a z  u(x,t)/ax2 
= - a ~ ( ~ , t ) / 2 ~  = - E I  a3u(x,t)/ax3 
V(x,t) = internal shear force 
Analternate form of excitation  of the beam i s  shown i n  Figure 3, where: 
F(x,t) = applied force, per unit length, centered at  x,, 
= F(t) - I(x-x,)/C 1, Ix-+,l 5 e 
= o  I I.-.ol > o  
F(t) = maximum value  of F(x,t) at x. + e 
C(x,,t) = point  couple at x. which i s  equivalent  to F(x,t) 
(x-%) F(x,t) dx =y  F(t) - ez 2 
- 
x. - c 
In the l imit as F(t) - co and c - Ox such that F(t) e 2  remains finite, and as x,,- 0,  the force distribution 
F(x,t) and the point  couple C(x,,t) reduce to: 
Lim F(x, t) = - C(0,t) d6(x)/dx e - 0  
Lim C(x, ,t) = C(0,t) 
6 
S(x) = Dirac delta Function 
= as, x = o  
= 0,  X # O  
dS(x)/dx = derivative of 6(x) 
= - 6(x)/x (see Page 743 OF ReFerence 8) 
The equation  of  motion  of  the beam can  be  written in either  of  the  following homogeneous or inhomogeneous 
forms: 
Assuming that  the  excitation  and response are steady-state and harmonic at  frequency w, any  function G(x,t) 
can  be expressed as 
G(x,t) = Go() eiot = { U(x,t), 0(x,t), M(x,t), V(x,t), C(x,,t), F(x,t), F(t)) 
GO() = complex amplitude = (U(x), e(x), M(x), V(X), C(x,J, F(x), F } 
In this case, Equations (3) reduce to  the  following  ordinary  differential equations: 
where 
4 
X4 = h p w 2 ( l - i 6 )  
= A: exp [-i 4 q f  i Z n n ] ,  n=0,1,2,3 
X, = L [,Ii - [p/EI]' - [l +62]1/8 
= [a2 + B2 J (from Equations ( 9 4  and (9f)) 
6 = c/p w = damping factor (0 5 6 5 as) 
t+ = tan" 6 = phase angle (0 5 I+ 5 22.50) 1 
7 
1 
Equation (bb) implies  thot  for S > 0, X h a s  the following  four  distinct complex values: 
X = a - i B ,  n = O  
= - B  -i a, n = 1 
= - a + i  B ,  n = 2  
= B + i a ,  n = 3  
a =  X, COS+,  ( 1 . 0 ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 . 9 2 3 8 8 )  
B = X, sin 9 ,  (0 <sin 9 < 0.38268) - - 
Equation (5a) can be used to describe  the response of the beam to the end couple  by  introducing C(0,t) as a 
boundary condition on the bending moment at  x = 0; and this approach l e a d s  to  an  exact closed  form solution as 
discussed in  Section 2.2. Equation (5b) can be used to  obtain  an  equivalent  infinite series solution i n  terms of 
modal responses to the line  force F(x,t), and i n  the l imi t  to the end couple C(0,t); and  this type of  solution i s  
developed in Section 2.3. 
2.2 Closed Form Equation for Response 
The general solution of Equation (So) is: 
U(x) = A c o s h X i + B s i n h X Z + C c o s X X + D s i n X E  
K = x/L = nondimensional coordinate; 0 5 P 5 1 
A,B,C,D = constants of  integration. 
Boundary conditions  at the two ends of the pinned-pinned beam  are: 
U(x) = 0 at x = O  and x = L   ( 9 4  
E I d2  U(x)/dx2 = M(x) = - C(0) at  x = 0 
= O  at x = L  
Note  that the negative  sign i s  used in  Equation (9b)  because the applied  couple C(0) i s  opposite i n  direction  to 
the beam bending moment M(0) at  x = 0. From Equations (&) and (9a,b) the constants of  integration are: 
A = - C = - L2 C(0)/2 E l  X* 
6 = - A ctnh X 
D = A ctn A 
Substituting Equation (9c) into Equation (&) gives the following closed  form expression for the deflection 
amplitude  of the damped pinned-pinned beum to the end couple: 
- 
U(x) = normalized  deflection response 
- s i n  X 7 sinh X 7 
sm X sinh X 
7 = 1 - z  
(1 Ob) 
(104 
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As a partial  check  on the validity of Equations (lo), the  excitation frequency can  be set equal to  zero  giving  an 
expression for the static  deflection, U,(x), due to a static  end  couple C,(O); and  the  resulting  equation  can  be 
compared with  well known solutions. Equations (6) show that X - 0 as o - 0; and  for  vanishingly small values 
of X, the functions in Equation (lob) can  be  approximated by the first few terms of  their power series  expansions, 
namely: 
Substituting Equations (11) into Equation (lob), and  taking  the  limit as X- 0 gives: 
L2 C,CO) 
U,(X) = - (2 - x3 (1 - E) j7 6 E1 
Equation (124 i s  equivalent to that presented under condition 19 i n  Table 111 on Page 104 of Reference 6 .  Note 
that a positive  couple C,(O) yields a positive  deflection &(x) as expected  on  the basis of  the sign convention 
shown in Figure 1 .  
Another  special case of interest i s  that  which corresponds to zero damping. I n  this case, c = 6 = = rS = 0 
according to  Equations (b,b,c). Thus, Equations (lOa,b) reduce to: 
U(x) = G(x) 
- sin X, 7 sinh X, 
U(x) = --  
stn ho sinh X, 
2 E I X ;  i 6 = 0  
When ho = mn, m = 1,2,3, . . .., the first term in Equation (13b) becomes infinitely  large  implying  that 
X, = m n  corresponds to  a resonance frequency of  the undamped beam, with sin mny, or sin mnx,  being  the 
associated resonant deflection shape of the beam. Thus, the resonance frequency and mode shape of the m-th , 
mode of the undamped, pinned-pinned beam  are: 
om = undamped  resonance frequency of m-th mode 
qm(Z) = mode shape of  the m-th mode 
= sin m n  j i  
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From Equations (lOa,b), the functions U(x) and u(x) are even functions of X, so that from  Equations (7), only 
X = a - i B and X = B + i a need  be considered. However, it can  be shown that 
It follows from Equations (14) that  the combined form of Equations  (100,b) is identically the =me for X = a- i B 
and X = 19 + i P; and hence, the four  complex  values of X defined by Equations (7) leod  to the same deflection 
equation. It is sufficiently geneml  then to let h = a- i 8; and in  this case, it is readily shown that the real 
(a) and imaginary (9) p a r t s  of the hvo terms in Equation (lob) are: 
[ slnh X ]  sinhXy = cosh a(2-R) * cos B;i - cosh a9 - cos B ( 2 - Z )  = 1 .O at 3 i = O   COS^ 2 Q -  COS 2 B 1 0 at  z=1 
sinh = sinha ( 2 - 3  sin B E -  sinh aZ - sin B ( 2 - E )  = 0 at  Z = O  [ slnh X ]  COS^ 2 a- COS 2 B 1 0 at i i = l  
In t e r n  of the quontities defined  by  Equations (19, the real and imaginary parts of ;(x), as well as the 
absolute wlue of c(x), are: 
From Equations (6) and (7), it is readily shown that  the absolute value of X2 is: 
10 
. . - . ""I"". - ". ~ ." " "" - "" ." 
Finally,  fran Equations (1%) and (18h) the absolute value  of U(x) i s  
Equation (15) defines the magnitude and the spanwise distribution of deflecl 
(1 5) 
to tian  along the beam. In  order 
simplify the theoretical results of a structural analysis, i t  i s  common practice  to determine the mean-square 
value of the space-avemge response. From Equations (1%-i), the mean-square space-average deflection of the 
beam is: 
lU(x)lz = mean-square space-average deflection of beam 
1 
= lU(x)l' - d x  = [ -1 . ~U(X$ LZC(0) -
0 2 E l  x; 
(U(x)l2 = space-overage of normalized deflection of beam 
1 
slnh 2 B 
-  
cash 20-cos  2 c ~  cosh 2 LY - COS 2 0 
sinh 2 a -  sin 20 sinh 2cr+sin 2 0  - -  1 ( a + P  ) + (  a - P  
2 cosh 2 a -  COS 2 0  
1 
" 
2 corh 2 P L- cos 2 0  
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For the special case of zero-damping for  which 6 = 6 = 0 and X = X, = a ,  Equation (15k) reduces to: 
Equation (151) can  be  verified  by  direct  integration  of  the square of  Equation (13b) for X = a =  real  quantity. 
The  root-mean-square value  of the spce-average  deflection (nomlized)  of  the beom is: 
In(x) I = rms space-overage of  normalized  deflection 
= [m]+ (1 
Resonance frequencies of the damped beam may be  defined as those frequencies for  which  Iu(x)l i s  a maximum; 
and it i s  expected  that these frequencies w i l l  vary with the damping factor 6 .  From Equations (6c), (7e,f),  
(1 7 b )  and (18), i t  i s  seen that  lu(x)l i s  a  complex  function  of frequency and damping; and hence maximum 
values of lo(x)l are most easily obtained by numerical or graphical techniques. As an example, Iu(x)l i s  
shown in  Figure 4 as a  function  of (I for  three  different values of 6, namely 6 = 0.10, 0.50 and 1 .W. Here, 
CY is  used as a frequency parameter, which  by Equations (6c,e) and (7e), i s  related  to w through the following 
relationship: 
- 
- 
--
= 1.0 for 6 = O  
= 0.9975 for = 0.10 
= 0.9459 for = 0.50 
= 0.9040 for-  = 1 .oo 
Figure 4 shows that as 6 -  0, the resmance values of (I - mw, m = 1,2,3, . . . . This i s  in agreement with 
Equation (13c) since (I - X, as 6 -  0. As damping increases, the resonance values of (I decrease slightly 
but remain approximately equal to  m n. The curves in  Figure 4 show that the space average deflection decreases 
with increasing damping and  generally decreases with increasing  frequency. Furthermore, as frequency 
increases, resonant response peaks become less dominant; and for  any  given  value  of 6 ,  there exists a frequency 
which i s  sufficiently  large so that the resonant peaks essentially disappear. This effect results from the fact that, 
as shown i n  Equation (6d), the damping c increases with frequency for  a constant value  of 6. Curves similar to  
those  shown i n  Figure 4 have been developed by Snowdon for beams with other boundary conditions; and these 
are  reported i n  Reference 4. 
Using Equations (16), two numerical examples are  constructed  which show the spanwise distributions  of ln(x)l 
at two different frequencies. The excitation frequencies are chosen to  be  approximately equal to the undamped 
resonance frequencies of the first  and third modes of the beam. Specifically the excitation frequencies are 
selected by setting (I = H and a = 3H. The value of damping i s  chosen as 6 = 1 .O. Numerical values of the 
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various parameters used i n  these two examples are listed i n  Table 1. The distributions of I&x)l and of i t s  real 
and  imaginary components are shown graphically i n  Figure 5 for a = I (first mode) and in  Figure 6 far a = 3n 
(third mode). It i s  seen in Figure 5 that IU(x)I i s  approximately equal t o   S l - r i n X  y/sin X], and that the 
distribution  of lo(x)I i s  approximately equal to  that  for  the fundamental mode of  an undamped beam, namely, 
a  half-cycle sine wave. Thus, even for the relatively  large cbmping factor  of 6 = 1 .O, the deflection  distribu- 
t ion i s  not significantly  altered  by damping. Conversely, Figure 6 shows that  a  significant decay of  vibration 
amplitudes occurs along  the beam for the third mode. It should be noted  that I q x ) I  represents the  envelope  of 
the maximum positive  deflection (normalized) of the beam and  that this maximum deflection i s  achieved at  
different times for different points along the span. Thus, I'u(x)l does not represent a mode shape for the beam. 
The root-mean-square value  of the space average deflection i s  shown for  both modes i n  Figures 5 and 6 .  
For excitation frequencies w >> 0,  , and  for 6 > 0, Equation (6c) shows that X, >> 1, and Equations (78) and (70 
show that (Y >> 1 and B >> 1 .  I n  this case, the  first term i n  the numerators and denominators of each of  the four 
Equations (1%-d) dominate the second term, except at F =  1 .O. Furthermore, the sinh ( ) and cosh ( ) 
functions  can  be approximated by (1/2) e( I; and hence, i t  can be shown that 
= o  at z = o  
= e  . -BZ at X = 1 .O 1 0 >> 0 1  
Equation ( l a ,  for  which beam boundary conditions are only  approximately satisfied, shows directly h w  the 
vibration amplitudes decay with distance from the point  of  excitation,  for  high frequency excitation. This 
decay i s  controlled  by the factor  exp (- B E). 
2.3 Infinite Series Equation for Response 
The general solution  of Equation (5b) can be developed in  an infinite series of modo1 responses by assuming 
the solution: 
where q i s  the  complex response amplitude  of the m-th mode and + (E) i s  the mode shape defined  by 
Equation ( 1 3 ) .  Substituting Equation (18) into Equation (5b) and collecting terms gives 
m  m 
The mode shapes + (x) satisfy the orthogonality  condition 
m 
1 
= O  i f   m # r
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Thus, multiplying both sides of Equation (19) by qm(ii), integmting term-by-term, and  invoking the orthogonality 
condition  of Equation (20) leads to the following expression for  q - m' 
1 F(x) qm(i() dx' 
2 0  = -  
qm EI (21) 
The integral i n  Equation (21) represents the genemlized  force  for the m-th mode; and using Equations (2a,b) and 
(13d), this  integral can be expressed algebraically os follows: 
i 2 F cos m n  Y, F(x) - qm(X) dX = sin m n  5 mu [x - c o s m n T  1 
0 
1: F e 2 1  5 cos mnEo for e = 0 
L2 
= C(xo) - cos m a  To m n  
L2 
= C(O) mn/L2 for = o 
The above integral  could also be evaluated by using Equations (2c-e) as follows: 
1 L 1 F(x) qm(i() dZ = - a 3 sin (ma:) dx 
0 0 
L dx 
L 
= - mn C(0) I a(x) dx 
L2 0 
-- - m n  C(0) 
L2 
Now, substituting Equotion (224  into  Equatim (21), and using Equations (64 a d  (lk), the expression for 
q reduces to the form: 
m 
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H(o/om) = single degree of freedom dynamic magnification  factor  for the m-th mode 
@/om) = phase angle for m-th mode 
cm = ratio  of  actual damping to  critical damping for the n-th mode 
= o 6/2 om = c/2 p om (See Equation (6d)) 
I f  the modo1 analysis i s  to be consistent with the exact analysis described in  Section 2.2, then 6 must have the 
same value  for a l l  beam modes, olthough this value of 6 MY vary with o. From Equation (6d), this condition 
implies  that  c i s  the same fcr all modes vibrating at  frequency o. Thus, Equations (24a) and (24c) are desired 
forms of H(o/om) and B(o/om) when comparing results of the  exact  and modal onolyses. 
I n  many dynamic analyses, such as those described in  Reference ( ), constant percentoge bandwidths ore often 
assumed for the vurious modes; and in  this case, < has the some value for a l l  modes, which from Equation (24e) 
implies  that  c increases with om. In the latter case, Equations (24b) and (24d) with cm = P =constant are the 
appropriate forms of H(o/om) and B(o/o,). In the numerical examples discussed at  the end of this section, o 
comparison i s  made between responses computed for  both types of domping. 
m 
It i s  interesting  to  note  that the maximum values of H(w/w,) ond the corresponding damped  resonance frequencies 
for the two different types of domping are: 
From Equation (le), the absolute value  of the deflection is: 
1 5  
The real  and  imaginary parts of qm can  be  obtained from Equation (23), and are: 
Substituting Equations (27) into Equations (26) gives 
J 
I t  i s  convenient n w  to  write Equation (28) i n  a form similar to Equation (15i), namely: 
From Equations (6c) and (13o), the frequency ratio o/wm is: 
( X 0 / m d 2  o =  
"m [ l + 6 2 ] t  
Space average responses are  often used to  define the respome level  of a structure because this provides a single 
value  which i s  independent of  location on the structure and because i t  i s  more easily computed. Using 
Equations (20 and (29b),  such a space average is: 
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It i s  of  interest now to compare the modal analysis method developed above with the exact method of analysis 
developed i n  Section 2.2. This comparison i s  made by using Equations (29) to  compute I a x ) I  For the third 
made of the beam for  which (Y = 3n and 6 = 1 .O, and comparing this lo(x)l  with  that shown in Figure 5. 
Based on the  numerical values of parameters listed i n  Table 1, the quantities A, and u/w, defined by 
Equations (29c,e)  become: 
A, = 4/(3u) (0.98079)' = 0.442 1 
I 
Table 2 contains a l i s t  of  numerical values of w/om, H(w/o,), (c~ /mn)~  H(w/w,),  B(o/w,) for the modes 
m = 1-6. Note  that  for modes m > 6 ,  H(w/w,) c 1 .O and B(o/o,) c 0. Table 3 contains a  list  of values of 
om, for m = 1-6 and r = 1-6, where it i s  to be noted that = B,. 
Numerical values of  lo(x)l were computed using five, ten and thirty modes of the beam; and these values,are 
listed in  Table 4 along  with comparable values obtained from the exact analysis of the beam. Here, reference i s  
made to those cases for  which 6 = 1 .O. Table 4 shows that values of Io(.) I for  thirty modes (m = 1-30) ore 
within 0.5 percent of those obtoined by the exact cnalysis method, which  implies  excellent agreement.' When 
ten modes are used, the maximum error in  the modal analysis i s  only 2 percent. A graphical  cornprison of the 
exact values of  In(x)I  with those for  only  five (m = 1-5) modes of the beam i s  shown in  Figure 7; and-here it i s  
seen that o five mode approximation gives reasonably occurote volues of . 
X) I 
The exact analysis of the beam as developed in Section 2.2 implies that the damping factor 6 i s  constant for al l  
modes of  the beam; and this assumption'  leods to the modal dynamic magnification  foctor  and phose angle as 
defined  by Equations (240) and (24c). These expressions were used in the modal analysis for the cases when 
6 = 1 . O .  The deflection  distribution  lo(x)[ was also computed for 2 1  = 1 .O and for  thirty modes of the beam, 
and the results are  listed in Table 4 and ore shown graphically i n  Figure 8. I t  i s  seen that o constant value of 1 
for a l l  modes leads to values of lo(x)l which are opproximotely the some as volues for a constant 6, except at 
certain  points  along the span. The general rote  of decoy of vibrotion  levels  olong the beam i s  opproximately 
the same for  both forms of damping. 
The main conclusion  to be drown from the obove numerical evaluations i s  that the modal anolysis method i s  
capable of accurately  predicting the spatial decay of vibration  levels  olong  a damped structure such as a beam. 
This i s  possible only when terms i n  Equation (29b) for  which  m # r are included in  the computations. Those terms 
for  which  m = r (self-terms) are  positive  at a l l  points  olong the spon of the beam,  whereas the terms far  which 
m # r (cross-terms)  may be negative  along the span. All significant terms i n  this series tend  to be positive and 
to  add i n  the neighborhood of the source of  excitation,  which  for the beam under discussion i s  in  the neighbor- 
hood of 2 = 0. However, at  some distance along the span, most of the cross-terms are negative and subract from 
the self-terms, and thus lead  to  a  lower response level  at some distonce from the source of excitation. The con- 
tirbutions  of six of the major terms i n  the series are shown in  Figure 9, three terms being self-terms and the other 
three being cross-terms. It i s  seen that the cross-terms are  quite  large ond hence they are significant  to  the 
computations of response. 
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3 .O ANALYSIS METHODS 
This section presents and discusses the various components of  the methods  used for  apalyzing  the responses of 
shell  and  plate structures to  fluctuating pressure fields. These components of  the modal analysis method comprise 
structural configurations, mode s h a p e s ,  resonance frequencies, fluctuating pressure environments, coincidence 
conditions,  and associated response equations. A section  on  approximation forms of the response equations i s  
also  included. The statistical energy analysis method extensively  utilized  by  other researchers and presented i n  
the  literature (References 14-17) i s  summarized herein. 
3.1 Structural  Configumtions 
The following  all-alumirmm structures are considered: 
Uniform cylindrical shell  equivalent  of Spacecraft Lunar Module  Adaptor (SLA)  segment of 
Apollo Spacecraft. (The shell  wall i s  1.70 in.  thick honeycomb with 0.015 in.  and 0.032 in. 
face sheets - References 1 and 2 .) 
Several shells similar i n   a l l  structural  details  to cylindrical  equivalent  of SLA except  for 
changes in  one or two structural parameters such as radius, stiffness or mass. 
Republic Cylinder No. 12, which i s  a  relatively small shell with homogeneous wall (Reference 1 1 ) .  
Two uniform cylindrical shells with homogeneous walls  which  have dimensions similar to, but 
different from, those of Republic Cylinder No. 12. (These shells, and stiffened versions of 
these shells are  presently  being used i n  impedance experiments at  Wyle Laboratories.) 
A flat rectangular  panel (9-bay panel) with orthogonal  stiffeners  uniformly spaced so as to 
consist of 9 equal  sized  uniform  rectangular  plates. 
Two thin  rectangular  plates  of equol size,  except  for thickness, one of  which i s  a  typical 
(center)  plate segment of the above 9-bay panel. 
Several flat  plate sections of the above uniform  cylinders. 
For purposes of analytical  simplicity, i t  i s  assumed that the two circular edges of  each  of the cylindrical shells, 
and the four  straight edges of  each rectanplar panel (or plate)  are  tangentially  pinned.  A summary of the 
dimensions,  stiffnesses, masses and damping factors used for these structures are summarized i n  Tables 6 and 7. 
Symbols appearing i n  these tables are defined  below: 
L, = axial length of cylindrical shell  or  rectangular  plate 
LY = lateral  width  of  rectangular  plate 
R = shell  mdius 
D = isotropic  bending stiffness of  shell wall 
DX, Dy = orthotropic  bending stiffnesses of  rectangular  plate  along the (x,y)-axes, respectively. 
(For isotropic plates, 4( = D = isotropic bending stiffness.) 
Y 
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K, = extensional (membrane) stiffness of shell wall. 
p g  = (average) weight per unit area of shell or plate. 
Q = dynamic magnification factor at resonance. (It i s  assumed that Q i s  the same for a l l  
modes of  a  given  plate  or  shell .) 
= 1/'2<, where < i s  the ratio  of  actual damping to  cr i t ical damping (C = 1 .O for  critical 
damping). 
Tables 6 and 7 also  contain summaries of  the types of excitation  fields employed for  each structure; and the 
corresponding figure number refers to the figure  containing  a graph of the comparable acceleration spectrum. 
Brief  descriptions  of the various excitation  fields used are presented i n  Section 3.4. 
3.2 Mode Shapes 
In  References 1 and 2, elementary sinusoidal mode shapes were ossumed for  the resonant deflection  distributions 
along the  axis  and  around the circumference  of the cylindrical  shell. A single mode of  vibration of the  shell 
involved  both  radial and circumferential  deflections;  and i n  the above references, the  amplitude of the circum- 
ferential  deflection i s  ossumed to be equal  to the amplitude of the radial  deflection. This assumption i s  valid for 
the  low order circumferential modes; however, the resulting  generalized mass i s  too  large  for the higher order 
circumferential modes. I f  the vibration  characteristics  of the shell  are to approach those of  a  flat  plate  at  high 
frequencies, the  generalized mass of the cylinder must approach the generalized mass of a flat  plate as the ring 
mode number becomes large. This flat  plate asymptote can be achieved  by  introducing the approximation  given 
by Forsberg on page 19 of Reference 18, namely, that the circumferential  deflection of the (m,n)-mode i s  
(l/n) times the  radial  deflection  of this mode. It follows  that  the mode shape equations i n  References 1 and 2 
should be altered  to  the  following form: 
qmn,(x,y) = sin (mnii) . sin (217717) 
qmm(x,y) =sin (mnjc) . cos (211-7) 
Radial Modes 
1 
= - sin (mrjc) . cos ( 2 n n 9 ,  n 2 1 
Circumferential Modes 
qImn*(X'Y) = 0 , n = O  
= -  sin (mrrR) * sin ( 2 n r 9  , n ?  1 1 
These equations imply  that the amplitudes of the circumferential  deflection components approach zero as n 
increoses. Thus, at  high frequencies, only  the  radial  deflection components are si,gnificant (for the particular 
modes of  interest in  this report) so that the shell charocteristics reduce to those of  a  flat  plate. As discussed by 
Weingarten i n  Reference 19, the mode shapes defined  by Equations (31) and (32) are approximate  and are valid 
only  for  large values of n.  However, the errors in  the final response computations due to the assumption of 
elementary modes i s  expected to be small. I f  the analysis i n  this report were to be extended to computations of 
internal loads and stresses near the edges of the shell, i t  would  be necessary to  refine the mode shape equations. 
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The genemlized mass, Mmni, of the (mni)-mode of the shell i s  defined in terms of  a  generalized mu fraction, 
tmni, and the  total mass, M, , of the shell as follows: 
M,,,i = tmni M, = generalized mass of (mni)-mode 
M, = pA = total mass of  shell 
p = mass per unit area of shell wall 
A = total surface area  of  shell  wall 
3.3 Resonance Frequencies and Modal Densities 
~~ 
The equation  given i n  Reference 1 for  the resonance frequency, fmn, of the (m,n)-mode of o pinned-end 
cylindrical shell  con be written i n  the following  alternate form: 
where 
m = number of elastic holf-waves along axis of shell 
n = number of elastic full-waves around the circumference of shell 
X, = m TI R/L, 
0 = [D/KelA/R for general shell 
= (h/R)/2 d3 ( 1  - v 2 )  for homogeneous shell 
fo = resomnce frequency of ring  breathing mode (n = 0 = 0) 
= IKe/p  I ‘/2=R for general shell 
= CL/~II R for homogeneous she1 I 
h ,= wall thickness for homogeneous shell 
CL = materiol speed of sound 
v = Poisson’s ratio. 
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Equation (34) i s  used i n  the  computer program which  numerically  evaluated  the  acceleration response spectra 
presented i n  this report. Except for small values of  m  and n, the (-1) i n  the second term on the  right-hand side 
of  Equation (34) can  be  neglected so that Equotion (34) can  be  written i n  the following approximate form: 
Following  the  approach used i n  Reference 14, contours of constant values of fmn /fo can  be  constructed in  o 
graph of X vs 9, or fl X, vs fl n. These contwrs con be found, for example, i n  Figure 14. Similar 
contours are shown i n  Figures 15-27. The advantage in  using such a graph i s  that the shapes and numerical 
values of  the  contcurs are the same for a l l  shells. Resonance frequencies of  a  given  cylinder  con  be  located  on 
the graph by  numerically  evaluoting a- and 9 for  integer values of  m  and  n. 
The first t e n  on the right-hand side of  Equation (35) i s  associated with extensional  (or membrane) deformations 
of the shell while the second term i s  associated with bending  of  the  shell wal l .   In general, l o w  order modes of 
the  shell  are  of  the membrane type, while  high order modes are  of the bending (plate) type. The division between 
membrane and bending deformations of the shell occurs when the two terms i n  Equation (35) are  equal.  Equating 
these two terms leads to  Equation (36) which defines a circle  of radius 1/2 centered at LE = 1 /2, 9 = 0. 
2 2 [a--+] + d =[+I Membrane-Bending Contour (37) 
This circle i s  shown as a  dotted  line i n  Figure 13. Within the circle the  shell modes are  controlled  by  extension 
while outside of this circle the modes are  controlled  by  bending. It i s  eosily shown thot the fmn/fo contours 
have a  zero slope on this circle. 
The equation used for the resonance frequencies  of  a  flat,  rectangular  plate  with simply supported edges is: 
Frequency graphs similar  to those for a cylindrical shell  can also be  developed for the flat  plate. 
The l o w  frequency modes of o shell or plate  are  generally  well separated i n  frequency space, and as o result, 
response levels are governed by the response levels  of  individual modes. A t  higher frequencies, the separations 
between resonance frequencies may decrease to such an  extent that modal bandwidths overlap thus leading  to  an 
overall response which i s  greater than the responses of the individual  contributing modes. In the latter case, the 
overall (mean-square) response i s  proportional  to modal density. A knowledge of the modal densities of the various 
shells and  plates  analyzed i n  this section i s  helpful i n  the  interpretation  and understanding of  their  acceleration 
spectra. Formulas for the approximate values of modal density  are summarized below  for cylindrical shells and 
flot rectangular  plates. 
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In Reference (16), Miller,  et a1 ., present two expressions for the approximate  overall modal density  of  a 
uniform, thin cylindrical shell wi th homogeneous wall  of  finite length.  One  of these expressions i s  w l id  in the 
frequqncy range below ring resonance where  the modal density i s  proportional  to fi; and  the  other expression 
i s  wlid in the  frequency range above ring resonance where the modal density i s  constant and i s  equal to one-half 
of thq modal density  of  an  equivalent  flat  plate  with  the same surface area. These expressions are  easily 
generalized to  include honeycomb and  stiffened  shell  walls  for  which  the stiffness distributions  are assumed to  be 
uniform  and  isotrcpic . The resulting equations are summarized below: 
A(f) = modal density  of  cylindrical  shell 
- 9 A  d f l  
an h cL (Homogeneous Shell) I 
A d n  
2 h CL (Homogeneous Shell) I 
f < f, 
f, < f  
The above expressions  show that modal density incrsases with increasing surface area and mass per unit area, ond 
decreases with increasing stiffnesses. Equivolently, i f  a  given structure i s  altered i n  such a mnner  that resonance 
frequencies are lowered/increased, then the modo1 density i s  increosed/lowered. More exact integral equations 
for modal densities of  thin  circular  cylinders have been developed by  Bolotin  ond these are discussed in  Refer- 
ence (16) along  with comparisons between Bolotin's  and  Heckl's equations. It i s  sufficient  to  note here that 
Heckl's equations underestimate the modal density by obwt  33 percent  for  f < f,; however, they are reasonably 
accurate  for f > 2 f,, . At  the ring frequency, Bolotin  predicts  a modal density of about 1.5 times that of Heck1 . 
Comparable equations for the modal density  of  a  uniform, flat rectangular  plate ore: 
J(f) = modal density of plate 
(General Plate) 
- A q m  
CL 
(Homogeneous Plate) (44 
Using Equations (39)-(U), rnodcll density wlues were  calculated and are summarized i n  Tablw 6 and 7 for h e  
various shell  and  plate structures analyzed in this report.  Note  that because of their  relatively small surface 
areas, the  flat panels hove modcll densities which  are  significantly  lower  than those of  the cylindrical shells, 
with the exception  of the equivalent SLA panel. 
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The frequency separation, 6f, between  adjacent resonance frequencies, and  the  bandwidth, Af,  of  any mode 
resonant a t  f, are: 
6f = l / .N (9 = separation between resonance frequencies 
Af = f/Q = modal bandwidth 
(45) 
Modal bandwidths overlap when Af > 6f, or  equivalently when the modal density satisfies the  inequality: 
J(9 > Q/f (Modal  Bandwidth  Overlap) (46) 
3.4 Fluctuating Pressure Environments 
This section briefly describes the  characteristics of various fluctuating pressure environments i n  terms of space 
correlotion  functions. These functions  ore used i n  Appendices A  and B to  develop expressions for joint 
acceptance. 
3.4.1 Boundary Layer Turbulence 
A discussion of  the  spatial  correlation  properties associated with  corrected boundary layer  turbulence i s  
presented i n  References 1 and 2, where experimental data are presented i n  support of the mathematical model 
selected  for the correlation  functions.  An  additional  reference  which  can be cited for  a more detailed discussion 
. of this environment i s  Reference 3. 
It i s  of  interest here, however, to  review the assumptions made i n  the treatment of this environment; and these 
are summarized below: 
The fluctuating pressure field i s  statistically  ergodic  and  stationary. 
The PSD of the fluctuating pressure field i s  uniform over the are0 of  excitation. 
The field  of turbulence i s  spatiolly homogeneous i n  directions  parallel  and normal to the 
flow  axis so that the spatial  correlations  are dependent only on the distance between two 
points. 
The convection  velocity, Uc, and  the boundary layer thickness are  independent  of 
frequency  and  position on the  structure. 
The narrow-band spatial  correlation  function  is independent of  time  and  con  be expressed 
as a product  of  longitudinal  (along  flow  axis)  and  lateral (normal to  flow axis)  correlotion 
functions. 
0 The l o w  frequency  correlation lengths are limited  approximately  to  the  thickness'of  the 
boundary layer. 
The narrow-band longitudinal  correlation  function  can be approximated  by  on  exponentially 
damped cosine function;  and the narrow-band lateral  correlotion  function  can  be  approxi- 
mated by  an exp_onential function. 
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The correlation  functions a n  represented as follows: 
- 
C(c;w) = exp [- 6x IfI] - cosy, < = longitudinal correlation function 
= lateral  correlation  function 
a, b, c, d = constants that may be  selected from a  knowledge of the  characteristics of the boundary 
layer  flow  field. 
Numerical values of Uc, 6b, a, b, c, d used i n  References 1 and 2  for  the analysis of  the SLA are: 
Uc = 9810 in./sec = Mach 1 
= 15,900 in./sec =Mach 2 
6 b  = 12.0in. 
a = 0.10 
b = 0.265 
In  the computer program, the constants a, b, c,  d  can  be  oltered  to represent various types of pressure fields. 
From exomple, a = b = c = d = 0 implies  an  acoustic progressive wave field  along the  x-axis. 
3.4.2 Ducted Progressive Wave Field 
The ducted progressive wave field consists of N independent plane wave fields  thot propagate at  parallel 
incidence  along the length, Lx, of  a  cylindrical shell or rectangular plate. This field i s  formed within a 
r ig id shroud that  completely covers the  structural surface and  that i s  internally  baffled so as to create  a set of 
N straight, parallel ducts which  act as acoustic  wave guides. The intermediate  walls  between  adjacent ducts 
are separated from the  structural surface by a set of  flexible seals that  minimize  acoustic  leakage  between 
adjacent ducts and  minimize  structural  constraints  introduced  by the shroud. The ducts hove  uniform  widths 
of 2n R/N around  the  circumference of the shell, and L /N across the  width of a  rectangular  plate. Sketch 1 
below shows o four ( N  = 4) duct system on a flat  plate. Each duct i s  driven at  one end by a broadband random 
acoustic noise source and h a s  an  anechoic  termination at  the other end. The N acoustic noise sources are  driven 
by uncorreloted random signals i n  order to  produce N uncorrelated progressive wave  fields. In the analysis, i t  i s  
assumed thot  plane  wave  frcnts  exist i n  each  duct. The acoustic field  along the  axis of any one duct i s  said to  be 
axially  correlated i f  ot  any  frequency  the axial pressure distributions  are sinusoidal. Due to  various acoustic 
phenomena i n  the ducts, these axial pressure distributions moy not  be sinusoidal, i n  which case axial  correlation 
lengths may be  limited. 
Y 
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Sketch 1 .  Flat Plate with Four-Duct Shroud 
3.4.3 Reverberant Acoustic  Field 
The reverbemnt  acoustic f ie ld i s  assumed to be an  ideal  diffuse  field  that i s  composed of  plane waves which 
impinge on the  structuralsurface  withan  equal  pobability for allangles  of  incidence.  In  anideal  reverbemtion 
room, the narrow band space correlation  function  relative  to  any two points separated by a  distance r i s  
[sin k r ] / k  r where k = w/co = acoustic wave number. The presence of the structure being analyzed i s  
assumed to have no  influence on the impinging  wave  field, as for example, a small flat  plate flush mounted 
i n  a  wal I of  the room. 
For both  flat  and  cylindrical surfaces, the narrow band space correlation  functions are: 
C(ij;w) =- sin k i j  
k ?  
In Reference 20, Wenzel shows that the above  equation  for C(e;o) i s  quite  accurate  for  a  cylinder  even when 
scattering i s  considered. Because of  scattering, the above  equation  for C(7;w) introduces some errors for  a 
cylinder; however, the errors diminish with increasing  frequency. 
Reflections of the acoustic waves from the surface cause effective increases in  surface pressures. At l o w  
frequencies, the  reflection  factor  on pressure level i s  unity,  while  at  high  frequencies this factor i s  2.0. An 
average wlue  of  fi i s  used i n  the analysis. 
3.5 Acoustic  Coincidence Conditions 
The modes of  the  shell  which  exhibit  the greatest response levels  for  acoustic  excitation  at  a  single  frequency f 
are those modes whose resonance frequencies f = f and whose elastic wavelengths Xe are equal to the acoustic 
wave  length X .  (This i s  equivalent  to  saying  that the elastic  wave speed of  the  shell i s  equal to the speed of 
sound c o   i n  air.) Such a condition i s  often  referred to as acoustic  coincidence;  the frequencies at  which the 
condition occurs are  called  coincidence frequencies; and the modes satisfying this condition  are  called  coincident 
mn 
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modes. Those modes far  which  the  Coincidence  condition i s  almost, but not  exactly,  satisfied  are  called near- 
coincident modes. 
Acoustic  coincidences  or  near  coincidences  can  occur  along  the  axis of the  shell  or  ararnd the circumference, 
or bath. Frequencies associated with  axial coincidence are denoted as f and those associated with circum- 
ferential coincidence are denoted as fcn. Using the resonance frequency contour graph of C vs 9, i t  i s  
possible to develop  a simple graphical method for  determining  the frequencies fcm . If the  acoustic  wavelength 
i s  equal t o  the axial  elastic  wavelength,  then one equation  for fcm is: 
cm 
fcm = co /X  = c o / b x  = m c0/2 L, = efo E/P' 
X = acoustic  wavelength 
Xcx = 2 Lx/m = elastic wavelength along shell axis 
co = speed of sound i n  a i r  
9 = 4 p 2  [ 2  X ,  L, fo/co l 4  = 4 K e  D/R2 p 2 c t  
(47) 
2 CL 
= 1(a) (q) for homogeneous shell 
3(1 - v 2 )  
Setting  fcm = fmn and  using Equations (35) and (47), a  relationship between X and 9 can  be  developed as 
fallows: 
(&-2 + 9 2 ) 2  = ab' E2 
2 2 
[X - + Eo] + w 2  =[; so] Axial  Coincidence  Condition ( 49) 
A graph of Eo as a  function  of 9 was developed from Equation ( X )  and i s  shown i n  Figure 10 for 9 5 1 . 
Note that Eo has two real va!ues when 9 < 1 ,  E= 1 when 9= 1, and Eo i s  complex when 9 > 1 .  Thus 
far b< - 1, Equation (49) shows that the axial  coincidence  condition appears on  an 9-, 9 graph i n  the form 
of  two  circles of radii Co /2 and centered at  (S,%) = (go /2, 0 ) .  When 9 = 1 ,  the  two  circles coalesce 
to  the  circular membrane-bending contour  defined  by Equation (37). Pairs of contours are shown i n  Figure 11 
far several values of 9. Note  that these contours do  not  exist when 9 > 1 which  implies that axial  coincidence 
conditions  do  not  exist. 
A  similar procedure can  be used to  develop  the  circumferential  Coincidence contours shown i n  Figure 12. I n  
this case fcn i s  defined  by  the  equation: 
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Now set fcn = fmn and use Equations (35) and (51) to  obtain the following  relationship  between N a n d  9: 
The con twn  defined  by  Equation (53) were  obtained  by use of  a  digital computer for several values of  the 
parameter So; and these contours are shown i n  Figure 12. Note  that  there i s  only one contour  for  each  value 
of So ; and 9 = 9 when S = O .  
0 
Acoustically fast (AF) modes are  defined as those modes for  which the elastic  wave speed i n  the shell i s  greater 
than the speed of sound, when the  excitation  frequency i s  equal to the resonance frequency. The opposite i s  true 
for  acoustically s l o w  (AS) modes. This implies  that X < he for (AF)-modes and X, < X for (AS)-modes. The 
coincidence,  or resonance frequencies  of modes which  are (AF) or (AS) along the x-axis or along the y-axis  can 
be found from the following  inequalities: (see Equations (47) and (51)) 
fcm/fo = co/fo x > c o h o  x,, = fi 9-/& (AF),-modes 
fcn/fo = co/fo x >co/fo xey = so 9 (AF)n-modes 
fcm/fo = co/fo x < co/fo x,, = fl iT/t9a (AS),-modes 
fcn/ fo  =c / fo x < co/fo xey = so s (AS),-modes 
The regions of (AF) and (AS)-modes can  be  determined most easily  by means of  an  example.  FigJre 13 contains 
a  pair  of  axial  coincidence contours for 9= 0.6, a  circumferential  coincidence contwr for 9, = 1.8,  and  the 
membrane-bending contour.  Now the fmn/fO contours (not shown on this graph) have a  zero slope on  the 
membrane-bending contwr;  and as a  result, the double arrows shown on the three  coincidence contours i n  
Figure 13 are  approximately  tangent  to  the corresponding fmn/fo contwrs  which  intersect the coincidence 
contwn  a t  the locations of the arrows. Then i f  fcm/fo or fcn/fo i s  held constant and N o r  4y varied i n  
Equations (54) the regions i n  which the inequalities  hold become obvious. (AF),-modes exist  within the inner 
t9 = 0.6 circle; (AS)m-modes exist between the pair  of 5'= 0.60 contoun; (AF),-modes exist outside of the 
outer 9 = 0.6 contour; (AS),-modes exist  below  the So = 1.8 contour; and (AF),-modes exist  above the 
Yo = 1 .8 contwr.  These regions are  identified  in Figure 13. Note  that i f  91 1 .O al l   of  the shell modes are 
(AF),-modes. The (g, 9)-space i n  Figure 13 can be divided  into the following four regions based on the types 
of modes within the  region: 
Region 1 - (AS),, (AS), 
Region 2 - (AS),, (AF), 
Region 3 - (AF), (AS), 
Region 4 - (AF), (AF), 
Since (AS)-modes have  lower response levels  than (AF) modes, i t  i s  expected  that modes in  Region 1 can  be 
neglected  relative  to modes i n  Region 4.  
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Another method for  identifying modes which  are (AF) or (AS) i s  to  construct contours of  cmstont values of n in 
a graph of fmn vs m, and contours of constant values of m i n  a graph of, VI n. Examples of such graphs (drawn 
by  the computer) are shown i n  Figures 28 and 29 for  the SLA. Also  plotted  on these  gmphs are  the  coincidence 
curves defined  by Equations (47) and (51). I n  both Figures 28 and 29, (AF) modes l i e  above the coincidence curves 
while (AS) modes l i e  below  the curves. 
3.6 Response Equations 
The equation used to  compute the space-avemge acceleration response spectrum i s  derived in Reference 1 .  This  
equation i s  presented below  for convenience: 
S [U;fl = space-average power spectral density of acceleration; g2/Hz 
S [P;f] = pressure power spectral density; (psi)’/Hz 
p g  = weight per unit area of surface of shell or plate; (Ib/in?) 
’mn = 2, m =  1,2,3, ...; n = O  
= 4n4/(1+n2)’,  m=1,2,3, ...; n=1,2,3, ... 
= 4, m=1,2,3, ... ; n=1,2,3, ... Plate 
Cylindrical Shell 
H (%) = single degree of freedom dynamic magnification  factor  for  acceleration response of the 
(m,n)-mode 
jk(s = joint  acceptance  for mth mode 
j:(S = jo int  acceptance  for  nth mode. 
Note  that  the above equation  for Bmn has been altered  to  reflect the changes i n  mode s h a p e  as discussed in 
Section 3.2.  Equation (55) may be used for  estimating the response of a plate or cylindrical  shell. Assumptions 
inherent i n  Equation (55) include: 
Mode shapes can be expressed as products of modes along  the  principal axes of  the  plate 
or shell . 
Space-correlation  functions  for the fluctuating pressure fields  can be expressed as products 
of  spclceeorrelotion  functions  along  the two p r inc ip l  oxes of the plate or shell. 
Mode s h a p e s  of  the  plate  or  shell  are  orthogonal  with respect to  the mass, stiffness and damping 
distributions  of  the structure; and  this  condition i s  va l id   i f  the structure i s  uniform. 
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This equation treats each mode of  the  structure as a  single degree of freedom system whore response i s  independent 
of  the responses of   a l l  other modes. The total mean-square response of  the  structure i s  then  equal to  the sum of  the 
ensemble of mean-square  responses of a l l  of the structural modes. 
The influence  of  crosrcorrelations  between  the responses of  any  pair  of modes i s  automatically  deleted  by space 
averaging the response. Thus, Equation (55) contains no cross-product terms associated with two different modes. 
The influence  of modal cross-correlations i n  response i s  demonstmted i n  Section 2 for  a  pinned beam. There it i s  
seen that these cross-correlations describe the variation  of response from the space average, and such variationr 
are  expected to  be important  for structures with  localized  excitationr.  In  the  latter case, response levels  are 
expected to be  high near the source of  excitation  and  to decrease with increasing distance from the source. As 
a result, Equation (55) cannot be used to show this  dissipation  effect  with  distance  and must be used with  care 
when localized  excitations are employed. When the plate or shell i s  well coupled, the space avemge response 
level should be approximately  proportional  to  the area of  excitation. This i s  shown by the jo int  acceptance 
equation  for  localized  excitation discussed i n  Appendices A and B .  These joint acceptances might be written as: 
where A x  and A y  are the length  and  width of a rectangular area over which the excitation i s  applied.  Substituting 
this equation into Equation (55) gives: 
A, = A x   A y  = excitation area 
A = Lx L = total area of structure. 
Y 
The jo int  acceptonce J,(o) and Jn(w) are relatively insensitive to   Ax and Ay .  
2 2 
I f  a localized  excitation i s  to be used, responses should be computed by two methods. First, Equation (55) can 
be used to  give  a reasonably good estimate of  the  overage response of the unforced  portion  of the structure. 
Secondly, the response of  only  the  forced  portion  of  the  structure should be computed to  give an upper bound 
on  the  localized response levels.  Actual response levels near the swrce  wi l l  be  lower  than those computed in 
the second calculation,  while response levels  for from the swrce should be higher  than those predicted  by  the 
first  calculation. A single example of  this method i s  presented i n  Figures 117 and 118 and i s  discussed in 
Section 4.3. 
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3.7 Approximations of the Response Excitation 
Special cases are  often  encountered in which  the series response equation, Equation (59, can be simplified  by 
means of various approximations. The resulting  equation may be  a  relatively simple  closed  farm expression for 
response; or several equations may result that indicate  a simple arithmetic procedure by  which the responses can 
be computed. These special cases are  generolly associated with the low frequency range where modes are  well 
separated i n  frequency space, hi&r frequency ranges i n  which  only  certain types of modes dominate the 
response, and  very  high  frequency ranges i n  which  a  large number of  closely spaced modes  respond with approxi- 
mately  the same amplitude. Several of these approximatiom  are  developed below and  are  validated by   mwla  
of examples. Approximations  of  the  type discussed here have  also been ma& by other  investigators  and  can be 
found i n  the literature. 
An obvious simplification of Equation (55) can  be  introduced at  low frequencies where modal bandwidths are 
relatively small and where resonance frequencies are  sufficiently  well separated to  ensure that modal bandwidths 
do not  overlap.  In  this  frequency range, the response i s  dominoted by a set of  distinct resonance response peak  
each of which i s  due to the response of o single mode; and i n  this case the  peak  amplitudes  can be calculated  by 
using o single term in Equotion (55). The first  few response peaks of most of  the  acceleration spectra shown in  
Figures 37-1 18 are of this  type. I n  several of these graphs, the peak  ore identified  by mode numbers (m,n). 
For most structures, the modes tend  to  cmlesce  at  higher frequencies due to increases i n  modal bandwidths, 
modal densities  and  the number of modes excited; however, Figure 65 shows an example of  a  thin  flat  plate whose 
respome to a progressive acoustic  wove i s  distinctly modal over o two  and  one-half decade frequency range; 
that is, the entire spectrum c w l d  hove been calculated  by using a  single term i n  Equation (55) at each of the 
response peoks. I n  this example, the modal density i s  constant with a IO Hz average separation between modes, 
the damping i s  relatively  light  with Q = 30, and the progressive acoustic  wove field i s  rather  selective i n  the 
types of modes excited. As an example of how Equotion (55) can be used to  calculate  individual response peaks, 
o sample colculation i s  given  below  for  the (1,l)-mode of the  plate whose response i s  shown i n  Figure 65: 
L, = 24.0 in. = length along propagation axis 
Ly = 16.0 i n .  = width normal to propagation axis 
h = 0.10 in .  = plote thickness 
p g  = 0.01 Ib/in. = weight per unit area 
p = 2.58 * 10" Ib-sec2/in? = mass per unit area 
D = 956.0 Ib-in. = plate bending stiffness 
Q = 30 = resonant dynomic maynificotion factor 
m = n = 1 = mode  numbers 
2 
fmn = ( d 2 )  a I Wrl' - [(m/LX)* + (n/LYl2 I 
= 149.0 I(m/3)' + (n/2)' 1 
= 55.5 Hz for (I,l)-mode 
c,, = 13,440 in./sec = speed of  swnd in air  
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an = 4.0 for rectangular plate with n = 1 
= amplitude of first peak i n  Figure 65. 
The amplitudes of   a l l  of the .other modes i n  Figvre 65 can be calculated  with the above equations. A similar 
procedure, but  with  different  equatims  for fmn, j i ( w )  and j:(w), can be followed  to  calculate discrete 
resonant response levels for the other  acceleration  spectra. 
For constant Q modes, an increase i n  frequency f leads to  an increase in  modal bandwidths, Af  = f /Q. When 
the modal density, A'(f), i s  relatively high, and the frequency-separation  between modes i s  correspondingly 
low, the modal bandwidths may increase to such an  extent  that modal bandwidths overlap. In this case, the 
number, N, of modes having resonance frequencies within the bandwidth Af centered at f is: 
N = number of modes within bandwidth A f  
= Af ..N(f) = f * A'( f ) /Q 
I f  a l l  of these N modes have approximately the some response level, then the total mean-squore response i s  
approximately N times the response of  any one of  the modes. Equation (55) can be simplified  to  reflect this 
condition  by assuming that  H2(fmn/f) = Q2, and that On, j,(w) and j (a) are the same for a l l  N modes, so 
that: 
2 2 
Using slightly  different assumptions, i t  i s  possible to develop  another  approximate response equation  which  differs 
by  only  a constant (n/2) from Equation (57). As before let 'an, j:(w) and jn (0) be the same for a l l  modes having 
resonance frequencies i n  the neighborhood  of f; however, assume that the modes are uniformly spaced about f 
with separation distance A fmn = [ J v ( f ) ]  . It follows from Equation (55) that: 
2 
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In  order to  apply Equation (57) or (58), it i s  necessary to determine values of j,(uj and jn (a) appropriate t o  the 
excitation Frequency F and  the  particular form of  excitation under consideration. Two special cases are considered 
below  for  flat  plate response to progressive wave  and reverberant excitation.  Since G cylindrical shell has  the 
same vibration  characteristics as an  equivalent  flat  plate above the ring frequency, the  special cases  discussed 
below are  also  applicable to  high  frequency  shell  vibrations. 
2 2 
Consider a rectanwlar  flat  plate  with a  plane  acoustic  wave field propagating  along  the  x-axis ot  parallel 
incidence. Since the waves have a unit  correlation  along the y-axis, ji(u) = (2/nn)' . 11, addition assume that 
the  excitation  frequency  f i s  less than the infinite  plate  coincidence  frequency faD = c: [p/D 1 4 /2r ,  and also 
that  there exists a mode (m,n) which i s  coincident  along  the  x-axis. The coincident mode number m = 2Lx f/c,, 
and  the corresponding value  of  the jo int  acceptance j2  (0) = 0.25 i f  m > 1 .  From the equation  for the resonance 
frequency  of  a  flat  rectangular  plate,  setting fmn = f leads to the following value  of n 2  : 
m 
Since the structure i s  a flat plate, on = 4 and A'(f) = L L [ p  /D  ]4/2 = I Lx Ly f,/ct . It follows that 
Equation (58) can  be  reduced  to  the following approximote  equation  for response: 
X Y  
Although many assumptions are  involved in  the development of  Equation (59), this expression provides  a 
reasonable order-of-magnitude estimate of the response and provides an  indication  of the average shape of  the 
acceleration spectrum. First i t  i s  interesting  to note that at  frequencies f << faD, the acceleration spectrum i s  
independent  of frequency; and this effect  can be seen in FigJrer 64 and 67. In FigJre 64, the  coincidence 
frequency f, =curs at 15,900 Hz  and i s  not shown an the graph, but the spectrum below 10,OOO Hz i s  quite 
flat. The coincidence frequency, f,, in  Figure 62 occurs at  322 Hz, and the increase i n  response a t  this frequency 
i s  predicted  by  Equation (59) as well as the relatively  flat spectrum below  coincidence.  (Note  that  Equation (59) 
i s  not  applicable  far  the  low order resonances.) As listed i n  Table 7, the surface weights  for these two f lat plates 
are p g  =0.0032, 0.0139 Ib/in. , respectively. 2 
Substituting these values into Equation (59) along  with  appropriate values of Lx, L , Q shown in  the figure  titles, 
the computed average responses are: 
Y 
S [U;f] . 2 . 2 5 -  10’ 
s 
“ , Figure 64 
- . 2.08‘104 , Figure 67 
These approximations  are close to those obtained  by more complicated analyses. It i s  interesting to  note that 
i f  Equation (59) i s  used to estimate the  acceleration spectrum i n  Figure 65, the estimate i s  2.19 IO6/[ 1 -f/5ooo] , 
which i s  much greater  than the accurately computed spectrum. This i s  expected since this spectrum consists 
essentially of the responses of individual modes. Finally, i t  should be noted that Equation (59) i s  merely  an 
extension  of mass law, S [U,f]/S[P;f] = l/(pg)’, i n  that i t  corrects  for the plate aspect ratio, damping, and 
the  existence  of  a  coincidence frequency; and i n  a sense, i t  i s  the applicable mass law at  frequencies below 
coincidence. 
The second special case of interest concerns the response of a flat  plate or cylindrical  shell  to reverberant 
excitation above coincidence. Reference 1 shows that above coincidence the joint acceptances j z  (0) and 
j (0) for a reverberant accustic f ield are: 2 
m 
Using these expressions along with Pn = 4, J(f) = TI L L f&o , and including a factor of 2.0 to   accwnt  
for surface reflections, Equation (58) becomes: 
2 
X Y  
Equation (60) predicts  an  f”  roll-off  of response for f > f,, and this can be seen i n   a l l  of the Figures 68-5Q with 
the exceptions of Figures 80 and 81 for  which f, lies  off the graph. I n  several figures, such as Figure 82, Equa- 
tion (60) was used to f i l l  i n  the high  frequency  portion of the acceleration spectrum which  could  not  easily  be 
obtained by the digital computer. Numerical evaluations of Equation (60) for any of the reverberant responses 
shws that this equation i s  an  accurate  approximation. 
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3.8 Statistical Energy AMlysis ~ of the Reverberant Response of Cylinders . 
A method which  can be used to  predict the response of structures to  an  external  excitation i s  offered  by  the 
statistical energy analysis (References 1 4  and 15). This method i s  based on the fact that the  time  average power 
flow between two simple oscillators, linearly  coupled  and  excited  by  a  wide-band  excitation, i s  proportional  to 
the  difference i n  their time-average. total energy, the power flow  being always from the  oscillator of higher 
energy to  that of lower energy. This principle  con  be expressed by  the  following equation. 
where 
<P12> = time average power flow from oscillator 1 to  oscillator 2 
<El > = time average total energy of oscillator 1 
< E, > = time average total energy of oscillotor 2 
*12 = coupling factor between the two oscillators. An expression for this factor can be found by 
using the admittance  concept (Reference 1 5 ) .  
This principle  can  be  extended  to  two  vibrating systems, A ond B, for  which the time overage power transferred 
from A to B can be written  in the following form: 
where 
*AB = average mode-to-mode coupling factor between the two subsystems 
EA = overage total energy of subsystem A 
EB = average total energy of subsystem B 
NA = number of modes in  subsystem A 
NB = number of modes in  subsystem B. 
The above expression i s  valid when the subsystems satisfy E of the following  conditions  (which in mort cases 
are approximately satisfied): (see Reference 15) 
a. The coupling factors between modes are a l l  equal. 
b. Modes within the same subsystem have the same time-average total energy. 
c . The time-average total energy of o mode i s  independent of i t s  coupling  to  any  particular 
mode in the other subsystem. 
When a  multimodal system i s  excited i n  o bond of frequencies, i t s  modes can  be  divided  into resonant and non- 
resonant modes within the band and  each of these  groups can  be  divided  into groups of modes which satisfy one 
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of the above mentioned conditions. Then, Equation (61) can  be  applied among the resonant groups. The energy 
transmission between nonresonant modes and  between resonant and nonresonant modes cannot  be  predicted by the 
statistical energy analysis and, usually, i t  i s  calculated  by  using  classical  vibrational  analysis. Equation (61) 
can be written i n  the following fashion: 
where 
w = center  f equency  of the excitation band 
, q A B  = +AB N B / w  = coupling loss factor 
nA = average modal density of system A over a band of frequency A; i t  i s  defined as: 
NA (f + A/2) - NA  ( f  - A/2) 
nA - A 
NA(9 = average number of modes with resonance frequencies below f 
nB = average modal density of system B .  
Now,  a power balance  equation  can be written  for each vibrating system. These equations w i l l  state that  the 
summation of the power received from other systems, the power given  to other systems and the power dissipated 
must be equal to  zero i n  steady state conditions. For example, the  power-balance  equation  for  the  nth system 
of  a series has the following form: 
where 
w q En = power dissipated 
q = dissipting loss factor 
Pn,n-l and Pn,n+l ore the power transmitted through nonresonant modes. NR NR 
If equations similar  to Equation (62) are  written  for each vibrating system of the series, a set of  linear equations 
i s  obtained. This set con  be solved for the energy of the resonant modal group in  terms of the coupling  and 
dissipting loss factors, modal densities and power transmitted from nonresonant modal groups. Finally, the 
response of the vibrating systems con  be  predicted i n  the form of power spectral  density. In fact, the PSDs of an 
acoustic f ield and  of  a  structural system are  given i n  term of  the overage energy by the following relations: 
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Sa(9 = w2 E 
Equation (63) gives the sound pressure level spectral  density S (9 (which i s  a  function  of frequency, 9 in 
terms of the  average energy, E, within a band of  frequency A ,  the density of the medium, po , the speed of 
sound, co, the volume, V, and the band of frequency A .  Equation (64) gives the  acceleration  spectral  density 
of  a  structural system SJ9, i n  terms of the average energy, E, the mass; M, the  band  center frequency, w, 
and  the band of frequency A .  
P 
In the case of  a  cylinder  excited  by  a  reverberant  acoustic  field, the following expression can be derived  to 
predict  the response: 
"- [ saz - '0 'I2AF,I "2AF + 'I SAS, 1 "2AS 'PI A p~ '0 2r12AF,1 +'I2AF 2q2AS,1 +'I2AS 
where 
So2 = acceleration spectral density 
Spl = sound pressure spectral density 
S pi  = 'IPAS,l n2AS+qlAF,l "2AF+'I3 "3 - 
sP3 'I2AS,1  "2AS + 'I 2 AF, 1 "2AF 
- 1 (= noise reduction) 
"2AS,1 ''I2AS  'I2AF,l ''I2AF 
c0 = speed of sound in  a i r  
p, = m a s s  density  of air 
A = surface area of  cylinder 
p, = surface mass density of cylinder 
g = gravity  acceleration 
n2AF= modal density  of  the  resomnt  acoustically fast (AF) modal group 
npAS= modal density  of the resonant acoustically slow (AS) modal group 
n 3  = modal density of the resononce interior space modes 
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. 
'I2AF,l = coupling loss factor  between  the  acoustic field  and the resonant AF mode group 
q2AS,1 = coupling loss factor.between  the  acoustic f ie ld and the resonant AF mode grwp  
q2AF = dissipating loss factor of the resonant AF modal group 
'1 2AS = dissipating loss factor of the resonant AS modal group 
= dissipating loss factor  of  the  interior space modal group 
'13 
Values of the above factors  and modal densities  are  given  by the following expressions: 
a) Modal Densities 
An expression for the total modal density  of a simply supported thin  cylindric01  shell i s  given  by 
Bolotin's  formula (Reference 16) 
-4 
a h  [I - 71 d9 
0 
where 
v = -  f = ratio  of frequency f to the ring frequency  fr 
r 
fr = cJ2na 
cL = speed of sound in  the material 
a = radius of cylinder 
h = thickness of  shell  wall 
The number of AF modes below the frequency v (for v <  vcj, N2AF, i s  given by (Reference 14, page 45) 
where 
. . 
fc = critical frequency = frequency at  which the free-bending wave speed i n  the panel i s  
equal  to the speed of sound. Therefore, the crit ical frequency i s  found from 
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a 
Cb = fi [3 = co 
or 
where 
cb = bending wave speed 
D = f\exura\  rigidity 
p = surface mass density 
co = speed of sound in  a i r .  
The modal density  of  the AF modal group can be obtained from Equation (68) as 
For frequencies above the crit ical frequency, a l l  modes are  acoustically fast and then 
The modal density  of the AS modal group i s  given  by the difference  between the total modal density 
and the AF modal density. 
An approximate expression for the acoustic volume modal density i s  
b) Coupling Loss Factors 
The coupling  factor between the acoustic field  and the  acoustically fast modes i s  given  by (Reference 14) 
= -  Po co 
'I2AF,l 2 n f  p, 
The coupling  factor  for the AS group (far f > fr  and when the cylinder dimensions are greater than  an 
acoustic  wavelength) i s  (Reference 14) 
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where 
X0 = accustic  wavelength 
‘r 
g,(f/fJ = (Reference 17) ’’ 
= radiating perimeter = 4 n a  
f < 0.5  fc 
f 2 0 . 5  fc 
g2(f/fc) = { ( l - f / f c )  I n [ ( l + m ) / ( l - a ) ]   + 2 ~ } / 2 ( l - f / f c f ’ 2  (Reference 17) 
When the  cylinder dimensions are  smaller than an  acoustic  wavelength  and  for f < fr, the following 
coupling  factor i s  used: 
c)  Dissipating Lds factors 
The structural loss factors  are  given by: 
where Q i s  the dynamic magnification  factor  of resonance. 
The loss factor  of  the  inside  acoustic volume can be expressed in  terms of the average absorption 
coefficient CY as 
The shell structures which were analyzed  by the modal method and presented i n  Figures 68, 72 and 82 were also 
analyzed using the above statistical energy method and the cmparative results were included i n  Figures 68, 72 
and 82. The results are in  good agreement for  the two methods i n  the  higher  frequency  region above coincidence 
as expected.  Fair agreement was obtained in  the  frequency  region between the ring frequency  and  coincidence 
for  the examples in   f igves  72 and 82. However, the comparisons at  the ring frequency  and  coincidence  and i n  
the low frequency regions are quite  different. Some of this difference  can  be  accounted  for  by the fact  that  the 
energy method uses a constant generalized mass for a l l  modes, whereas the modal method user a  generalizedmau 
which i s  dependent on  the  circumferm  tial mode number n. 
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4.0 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SHELL AND PLATE RESPONSES 
Acceleration response spectra of a l l  of the  shell  and  plate structures introduced  in  Section 3.1 and  fisted  in 
Tables 6 and 7 are presented i n  this section i n  Figures 36 - 118. The various applied  excitation  fields  are  also 
listed i n  Tables 6 and  7  and discussed i n  detail  in Section 3.4. Summary discussions of the  primary features of 
these response spectra are  included  below. 
I n  general, 900 modes were used for these computations, exceptions  are noted. Abrupt  cut-off  paints i n  several 
of the spectra are  the  result  of  a  lack  of  a  sufficient number of modes i n  the  respective computations. Tables 
9 - 31 and Figures 119 - 127, which  contain  details  of the modal contributions to the  total response and  auoci- 
ated data, are  included  and discussed at  appropriate  points throughout th is  section. 
4.1 Responses to  Progressive Wave  Fields 
All of the shell and plate structures listed  in Tables 6 and 7 were analyzed  for  their  acceleration response to  
variws  ducted  axial  correlated progressive wave acoustic  fields, The respective  acceleration response spectra 
are presented in  Figures 36-67. 
4.1.1 SLA Responses to Axially Correlated Duct Fields 
Theoretical space averaged acceleration response spectra for  the SLA are presented in Figures 36-42 for N axial 
ducts, where N = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64, respectively. The main features of the response spectra are 
summarized as follows: 
The acceleration spectra shown in  Figures 36-42 ore greater  than the comparable spectra s h w n  
in  References 1 and 2 due to the inclusion of the n = 1 modes and the correction factor, 
(n2+1)/n2, on the generalized mass of the cylindrical  shell. 
The acceleration spectrum i n  Figure 36 includes responses of only n = 0 (m = 1, 2, 3, . . .) 
modes, since N = 1 implies  a single duct with  unit  correlation around the entire  circumference 
of the shell. Such a  correlation leads to  zero  generalized  force  of all modes (n > 1) having a 
non-zero integer number of  full  circumferential  wavelengths. 
- 
The peak response shown in Figure 36 lies  within the 200-300 Hz band which i s  somewhat above 
the ring resonance frequency of 175 Hz.  Within this band the overall response i s  controlled  by 
the responses of  individual modes which  are  at resonance and  which  nearly satisfy the condition 
for  acoustic  coincidence  along the shell  axis. This can be seen i n  Table 10 which shows that 
the (12, 0)-mode produces 80 percent  of the total response at 248 Hz. For purposes of com- 
parison, o comparable summary of modal responses i s  presented i n  Table 9  for 175 Hz. 
As the number of  (relatively  uncorrelated) ducts increases from N = 1 to N = 16, the generalized 
forces decrease far the n = 0, m 1 1 modes and increase for the n > 1, m 2 1 modes; a d  hence, 
the peak response spectrum between 200-300 Hz decreases while the spectrum below 200 Hz 
increases. Furthermore, the average spectrum level increases to a maximum for N = 16, and 
decreases for N = 32 and 64. 
- 
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An experimental  acceleration response spectrum was obtained from data measured with several accelerometers 
during  the SLA acoustic qualification tests at  MSC. These data were  averaged to  obtain  an  experimentally 
derived space average acceleration response spectrum far  the N = 16 duct  experimental confiwration. This 
single response spectrum i s  overlayed on the several computed response spectra i n  Figures 36-40. Comparisons 
between the theoretical spectra and the experimental spectrum indicate that; 
At low frequencies, the experimental response due to sixteen  uncorrelated ducts i s  similar 
to the theoretical response for  two (N = 2) uncorrelated ducts as shown i n  Figure 37. This 
might be interpreted as implying  that some degree of  acoustic  correlation exists between 
adjacent ducts at  l o w  frequencies. 
The frequency band over which the theoretical  and  experimental spectra are  approximately 
equal moves towards higher frequencies as N increases. Thus, i t  appears that any acoustic 
cross-correlation  between  adjacent ducts decreases as frequency increases. 
The above implies  that  cross-correlation  between ducts explains the difference between 
theoretical and experimental acceleration spectra. However, an additional phenomenon 
that  could  be  partially responsible for this difference i s  radiation  damping  within the 
ducts. From Reference 12, the crit ical damping ratio, p , due to radiation damping i s  
estimated to be Cr = 81 .3/m4, whereas for 0, = 15, the  structural damping ratio 
Co = 1/2 Q, = 0.033. The following  factor  for  reducing the peak response values of 
the odd numbered axial modes of the SLA i s  
This factor  virtually  eliminates the first  four resonant response peaks predicted  theoretically 
and the number of remaining peaks i s  lessened. However, the even-numbered axial modes 
(m = 2, 4, 6, . . .) should be relatively  unaffected. Since the few even modes are also 
diminished, there appears to  be some additional phenomena present in  the low  frequency 
portion  of the experimental data, which  might be explained  by  introducing  a  partial 
correlation  of the ducts, which decreases with increasing  frequency. 
Figure 40 also  indicates  a marked difference  between the experimentally measured response 
and  the  theoretically  predicted response i n  the  high  frequency  region above both the ring 
frequency  (175 Hz) and the crit ical frequency (322 Hz). This discrepancy i s  probably 
attributable  to  experimental  instrumentation  limitations  on the one hand, and  the  exact- 
ness of  the  theoretical analysis on  the  other. In addition, above about 170 Hz, the ducts 
are  able  to support and transmit a  variety  of  acwstic cross modes due to the large  admittonce 
of one wall  of the duct  (the SLA) which  would  tend to  make the acoustic f ield  within the 
duct less correlated at  these high frequencies tending  toward  a more reverberant  acoustic 
f ield and substantially mare response. An  excellent discussion of this acoustic  duct 
phenomenon i s  presented i n  Section 9.2 of Reference 13. 
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4.1.2 The Effect of Axial Correlation Damping on SLA Responses 
Figures 43-49 contain  acceleration response spectra of the SLA excited  by  plane progressive acoustic waves i n  
sixteen (N = 16) uncorrelated ducts, where the axial  spatial  correlation has been  exponentially damped. This 
damped spatial  correlation  function i s  expressed as 
where 
Yx = Lx o/co 
= separation distance 
co = speed of sound. 
A damped correlation  function i s  a simple simulation of a boundary layer  turbulence  correlation  pattern  (note 
the similarity of the A = 10.0 curve of Figure 49 and the Mach 1 curve  of Figure 91), a non-plane wave, a 
spread-out source, and other anomalies which  occur in  practical progressive wave fields. The primary  effect 
of this damping i s  to increase high  frequency response. 
The various spectra of Figures 43-49 were obtained  for several values of  A  (A = 0, 0.01, 0.05,  0.1, 0.5, 1, 
5, and 10). Note  that as A increases, the high frequency response region above the crit ical frequency 
(fc = 322 Hz) increases unti l about A = 0.5, after  which the spectrum continues to  flatten; however, a drop i n  
level also occurs. 
4.1'.3 Effects of Structural Variations on SLA  Responses 
Figures 50-53 show the charges i n  SLA acceleration spectra with changes in  radius. General features of 
these spectra are: 
As the radius decreases relative to the SLA, the stiffness increases with a corresponding 
decrease i n  response level. If the radius i s  reduced significantly, the possibility of axial 
acoustic  coincidence i s  eliminated, so that a l l  modes are ocoustically fast axially. As a 
result, response levels w i l l  generally decrease with increasing frequency. However, 
Figures 50 and 51 show a flattening  of the spectrum i n  the neighborhood of the ring 
frequency. This i s  caused partially  by the increased modal density at the ring frequency. 
The curves shown i n  Figures 30-31 indicate  that the closest approach of the Ifc],, curve 
to  the fmn curves occurs i n  the  region  below the ring frequency. 
As the radius increases relative  to the SLA, the stiffness decreases and  the response level 
increases. If the radius i s  increased significantly, the oxial acoustic coincidence frequencies 
separate. This seporotion results in the  inclusion  of (AS),, modes in the  frequency  region  between 
the two  axial coincidences,  which i n  turn results i n  a decrease in  level   in this same region. 
This result i s  shown i n  Figures 52 and 53, where a  "notch" i s  apparent in  the 80-300 Hz 
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frequency  band. As the separation between  the axial  coincidence  frequencies increases 
the notch deepens. Also, as  seen in Table 8, the lowest rfcl frequencies for these two 
examples approach the corresponding ring frequencies, thereby  increasing  the response in 
the region of the ring frequencies. The higher Ifc] frequencies approach the infinite 
plate coincidence frequencies I f c ]  as seen i n  Tqble 8. Thus, i t  i s  apparent that response 
of  a  uniform  cylinder  generally  contains  at least two peaks; the reinforced  ring  frequency 
and  the  combined Ifc] and [fcl coincidence  frequencies. 
d - 1  
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The effect  of stiffness changes on SLA responses ore shown i n  Figures 54-58. Here bending stiffnesses, D, 
less than  and  greater  than that of the SLA are considered; and o single  voriotion  of  extensional stiffness i s  
considered. Key features of these data are: 
Changing  the  bending stiffness does not  alter  the  ring  frequency  but does alter 
coincidence  frequencies. 
Decreasing bending stiffness raises coincidence frequencies and allows for  the  possibility 
of two axial  coincidence  conditions  with  the double peaked response as shown i n  Figure 54. 
The net  effect i s  similar  to  that of reducing  rodius. 
Increasing  bending stiffness and  extensional stiffness reduces the coincidence  frequency  and 
leads to spectra which decrease with increasing  frequency as shown i n  Figure 58. 
Increasing  the mass of the shell reduces a l l  resonance frequencies by  a common factor, whereas coincidence 
frequencies remain unaltered. Thus, os shown in  Figures 59 and 60, the ring frequency decreases whereas the 
upper (flat  plate)  coincidence  frequency remains unchanged. As o result, a double peoked  occeleration 
'spectrum i s  obtained. 
4.1.4 Responses of Other Shells 
The responses of three smaller shells to  sixteen  uncorrelated  duct  excitations are shown in Figures 61  -63.  Signi- 
ficant features of these spectra are summarized below: 
' Since Q = 30, resonance peaks for these thin shells are more distinct than those of the SLA 
which was analyzed  for Q = 15. 
Below ring resonance, the spectra are reasonably f la t  and are  similar  to  plate response 
characteristics. 
A short rise in  response occurs at  the ring resonance which  for  the shells i s  essentially  equal 
to the axial acoustic  coincidence  frequency. 
Above ring resonance, the responses drop df sharply since  their frequency range i s  con- 
trolled by acarstically slow modes which are not  well  coupled  with the sound field. 
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The spectra in  Figures 61 and 62 were  terminated at  the frequencies shown because d , a  lack 
of modes a t  higher frequencies. The spectrum shown in  Figure 63 was constructed  from the 
summation of several spectra with  different sets d modes  used for different  frequency ranges. 
The coincidence peak in the latter graph occurs at  about 12,000  Hz which agrees with the 
coincidence  frequency  listed in Table 8. 
4.1.5 Responses of Flat Plates 
Four different-flat plates were analyzed for response to  single  duct  excitation (N = l), and  the  four  acceleration 
spectra are shown in  Figures 64.-67. With N = 1, the  entire  plate i s  exposed to a  plane  acoustic wave f ie ld prop- 
agating  along  the x-xis. All plates have a Q = 30 except the equivalent SLA panel which has a Q = 15 in   ader  
to  be cons’istent with SLA cylinder responses. Note  that the SLA panel has the same surface area as the SLA cyl- 
inder. These panel responses exhibit the following characteristics: 
In   a l l  cases, the (m,n) = (1,l) mode of the  plate has the highest response level since i t  has 
the mort efficient wave  length  coupling  with  the  acoustic  field. 
The infinite  flat  plate  coincidence frequencies, fm,for these four panels are: r-rml. 15900  4750  200 300 Hz 
At these frequencies, i t  i s  expected  that the response should increase to  relatively  high 
levels. This is  seen to be the case in Figures 65 and 67. The 15900 Hz coincidence fre- 
quency is off the graph in  Figure 64 and hence the rise in  response does not appear, but 
would be present i f  the frequency scale were extended  to 20,000 Hz. The 200 Hz coin- 
cidence  frequency  for the stiffened  plate occurs near the resonance frequencies of the 
first  few modes; and hence the response levels  continue  to decrease beyond 200 - 300  Hz. 
The acceleration spectra shown in  Figures 64 and 67 are relotively  flat between  the resonance 
frequencies of the fundamental m o d e  and  coincidence. This effect  can be predicted by a 
simple analysis as discussed in  Section 3.7. 
The acceleration spectrum i n  Figure 65 i s  controlled  by fie resonances of  single modes 
throughout,the  frequency range shown, and could have been predicted using single degree 
of freedom type analyses. From the mode numbers listed in this graph, it i s  concluded  that 
response a t  coincidence occurs for high order m-numbers along the direction  of  propagation 
and l o w  order n-modes namal  to th is  direction. 
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4.2 Responses to Reverberant Acovstic  Fields 
The shell  and  plate structures listed i n  Tables 6 and 7 were analyzed  for  their  acceleration responses to  a 
reverberant acoustic f ield. The respective acceleration response spectra are presented i n  Figures 68-90. In 
addition,  three structures were analyzed  utilizing the statistical energy method as described i n  Section 3.8. 
4.2.1 She1 I Responses 
The acceleration spectrum of the SLA i s  shown i n  Figure 68, whereas, the acceleration spectra representing 
structural parameter variations  of the SLA are presented i n  Figures 69-79. The acceleration spectra of the 
three homogeneous skin shell examples are shown i n  Figures 80, 81 and 82. The main features of these response 
spectra are summarized os follows: 
The acceleration spectrum level shown i n  Figure 68 i s  greater than the comparable spectrum 
presented i n  References 1 and 2 due to the inclusion  of the n = 1 modes and the  correction 
factor  (n2 + 1)/n2 on the generalized moss of the cylindric01  shell. 
The acceleration spectrum i n  Figure  68 also contoins comparable values obtained  from the 
statistical energy anolysis method outlined i n  Section 3.8. Note  the general similarity and, 
especially, the agreement i n  the high frequency region above 350 Hz. The energy method 
treats the acceleration response of  a  cylinder in  three basic regions, i . e . ,  above the 
crit icol frequency (finite  plate  coincidence frequency), below  the  ring frequency, and 
between the ring frequency and crit ical frequency. The energy method used for the 
examples in  this report assumes that there are  only AS modes in  the region between the ring 
frequency  and  the crit ical frequency, whereas, the discussion i n  Section 3.5 indicates  that 
there ore also AF modes in  this region and for stiffened shells l ike the SLA, the number of 
AS modes in  this frequency  region i s  very  small. 
The peaks at the ring frequency  and the coincidence  frequency  which  are apparent i n  the energy 
analysis method results included in  Figures 68, 72 and 82, can be partially accounted  for  by  noting 
that the energy anolysis assumes o constant generalized moss for the system over the entire  fre- 
quency range. The actual  generalized mass i s  twice this value  for  the  ring modes (n = 0) which 
would decrease the value at  the ring frequency by a  factor of two, i n  fact, wherever the ring 
modes are dominant there i s  an  effective decrease i n  response. The generalized mass i s  correct 
for the high  frequency  region above the  coincidence frequencies, but requires the  generalized 
mass correction  factor, as discussed i n  Section 3.1.5, i n  the l o w  and  intermediate frequency 
regions. 
0 Tables 15-18 contoin  details  of the forty most dominant modes contributing  to the accelero- 
tion spectro for the SLA at four selected  frequencies.  Note the change i n  the histogram of 
the percentage contributions  of the modes relative  to resonance. 
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0 The peak response  shown in Figure 68 i s  a t  about  the ring frequency of 175 Hz which i s  also 
the  region  of highest modal density. The response i s  f lat  to about 300 Hz after  which i t  falls 
off  with a slope of i / f  and i s  i n  agreement with  that  of  an  infinite  plate  with the same 
bending stiffness and mass surface density. As seen from Table 8, the  region from 175 Hz 
to 300 Hz  contains  the axial  coincidence  frequency  of 248 Hz  and  the  circumferential 
coincidence  frequency  of 302 Hz. 
The circumferential modal response contributions  are more apparent in the acceleration 
spectra for  reverberont  acoustic  excitation, since there are no ducts to suppress them. 
All of the accelerotion spectra of Figures 68-82 are seen to have  a response peak a t  about 
their  respective  ring resonance frequencies. 
Tables 23-26 contain  details  of the forty most dominant modes contributing  to the accelem- 
tion spectra for the SLA with a radius of 208 inches at fwr selected frequencies.  Note the 
change i n  the histogram of the percentage  contributions  of the modes relative  to resonance. 
0 Figures 69, 70, 75, 76 and 77 are seen to have markedly  different  acceleration spectra 
as compared to  their  oxial  duct  counterpart shown i n  Figures 50, 51, 56, 57 and 5 8 .  
0 The high  frequency  roll-off i n  Figures 68-79 are a l l  equal  to  their  respective  equivalenl 
infinite  plate responses above the infinite  plate  coincidence  frequency. 
Figure 72 also  contains comparable values obtained from the statistical energy analysis 
outlined i n  Section 3.1. The comments about the comparisons follow those given for 
Figure  68  above. 
Figures 80, 81 and 82 contoin the acceleration spectra of three uniform  cylinders  to  reverberont 
acoustic excitation. Note the characteristic drop i n  level just after the ring frequency. Figure 82 
was obtained by using a total of 8100 modes (m = 1, 2, . . . 90; n = 0, 1, . . . 89). Note the 
chorocteristic  notch beheen the ring frequency  (1304  Hz) and the coincidence frequencies 
( 1  1,750 Hz)  and the l / f  rol  I-off above the coincidence frequencies. 
0 Tables 27-30 contain  details  of the forty most dominant modes contributing  to the acceleration 
spectra for the 24  in. radius by 48 in.  by 0.040 in.  uniform  cylinder  at  four  selected  fre- 
quencies. Note the change i n  the histogram of the percentage contributions of the modes 
relative  to the resonance. 
Figure 82 olso contoins cornparable values obtained from the  statistical energy analysis method. 
Comments follows those given  for Figures 68  and 72. 
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0 Since Q = 30, the resonance peaks far these thin shells are mare distinct than 
those o f  the.SLA which was analyzed for Q = 15. 
0 Within  the  first  half-decade above the fundamental resonance frequency, the 
response spectra are raanobly  f lat. In each case the  lower  value  of  the spectrum 
i s  approximately  equal  to l/(p g)’ with peak values  of Q/(p 9)’. 
0 Above this frequency range the increase i n  response level i s  approximately propor- 
tional  to frequency f2, although  several response peaks’in this range exceed  the 
response level  at  the  ring  frequency. 
0 Within the  frequency  range  just  below ring resonance, a  significant  overlapping 
of modal bandwidths occurs, and as a result, there exists a broad frequency  band 
in  which the response i s  high. Most of the vibrating energy of each shell i s  
concentrated within this band. 
0 The lower axial coincidence frequency i s  almost equal to the ring resonance. 
0 Above the ring resonance frequency, the response decreases sharply. 
4 . 2 . 2  Flat  Plate Responses 
Several f lat plates  were  analyzed for their  acceleration response to  reverberant  acoustic  fields. The detailed 
parameters of  the  plates are listed i n  Table 7 and their  respective  acceleration spectra are shown in  Figures 
83-90. A few features are noted as follows: 
0 The acceleration spectrum shown in  Figure 86 i s  far a flat  plate whose bending stiffness 
and surface mass density are equivalent  to  the S L A .  The slope and level  of the spectrum 
above 300 Hz i s  identical  to  that of the S L A  shown i n  Figure 6 8 .  
0 Figures 87-90 are flat plates whose bending stiffness and surface mass density  match  that 
of  the 24 in.  radius by 48 in.  by 0.040 in. uniform  cylinder, therefore, the  occeleratian 
response above 11,750 Hz should match  that for the cylinder above 11,750 Hz os shown 
in  Figure 82.  The flat  plate response in  Figure 87 indicates too low a modal density. 
The plate was cut  in  half, and as shown in  Figure 88, the modal density was still 
deficient. The plate was a w i n  cut  in  half and Figure 89 shows that the response i s  
about equal to  that in  Figure 82 above 11,750 Hz. The plate was cut  by  an  additional 
factor  of four and the  acceleration response i n  this high  frequency  region i s  about the 
same as far the  cylinder. 
4.3 Responses to Boundary Layer Turbulence 
The shell and plate structures listed in  Tables 6 and 7 were  analyzed for their  accelerotion responses to 
boundary layer  turbulence  excitation. The respective response spectra are presented in  Figures 91-1 16. 
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4.3.1 Shell Responses 
The acceleration spectra of the SLA for  bwndory  layer  turbulence  excitotion  at  Mach 1 and 2 for o boundary 
layer thickness of 6b = 12.0 inches and at  Mach 1 and 2 for  Sb = 6.0 inches, are shown in Figures 91-94, 
respectively. Tables 19-22 contain  detai Is of the response contributions  of  the  forty most dominant modes at  
four  selected  frequencies  for the SLA at  Mach 1, 6b = 12.0 inches.  The  occelemtion spectra for  structural 
variations of the SLA, and  other  shells  and flat plotes  are shown i n  Figures 95-1 10. The main features of these 
response spectra are summarized as follows: 
0 At Mach 1 for  the SLA and  variations  of  the SLA, the’occelerotim spectra rolled  off  at a 
constant slope of a b w t  l / f  3/2 to l / f 2  above the respective  coincidence  frequency as seen i n  
Figures 91, 93, 95-105. Note  that the coincidence frequencies ore less due to  a decreased 
propagation  velocity of Uc = 9810 in./sec instead  of C, = 13,440 in./sec. 
At  Mach 2 for the SLA, the acceleration spectra roll  off  at a constant slope of l / f Z  above the 
coincidence  frequency os seen in Figures 92 and  94.  Note  that there i s  a break i n  the curve 
at the coincidence  frequency  which increased due to  an increased propagotion  velocity  of 
Uc = 15,900 in./sec. 
The l o w  frequency  portion  of a l l  of the acceleration response resembles that  for  duct  excitotion 
in level. Generally, the spectra are flatter. 
Figure 106 was computed for the 18 in. radius by 54 i n .  by  0.020 in.  uniform  cylinder  for 
Mach 1 / 6 ,  6 b = 2 0 . 0  inches; whereas, Figure 107wos computed for Mach 1, 6 b =  12.0 inches. 
Note the overall increose i n  level and especially i n  the frequency region obove 400 Hz i n  
Figure 107. 
0 The response spectra for the 24 in.  radius by 48 in.  by 0.040 in. uniform  cylinder presented 
i n  Figure 109 was obtained uti l izing 8100 modes. 
4.3.2 Plate Responses 
The acceleration spectra of several f lat plates for boundory layer  turbulence  excitation  ot  Mach  1  with  a 
boundary  layer thickness of 6b = 12 .O i n .  are Shawn in  Figures 110-1 16. The main features of these response 
spectra are summarized below: 
0 Comparison of these spectra with the acceleration response spectra obtained for reverberant 
acoustic  excitation (Figures 83-90) show that boundary layer  turbulence  generally  excites 
more modes. There i s  no  distinct  coincidence region, in  fact, there i s  a broadened increase 
of response up to  coincidence as compared with the reverberant response spectra. 
0 Comparison of Figure 109 with Figures 114-1 16 above 2000 Hz indicate  that  a small panel 
o f  the same material and stiffness as the  cylinder  can  exhibit the same response levels at 
frequencies  above  coincidence. This  result i s  similar  to  that  noted in the discussion of 
Section 4.2.2. 
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4.3.3 Response to  Localized  Excitation 
A single example o f  response to  localized  excitation i s  presented in  Figure 117. Here, the S L A  cylinder i s  
exposed to boundary layer  turbulence  concentrated i n  a 60.0 in .  (axial) by 30.0 in.  (circumferential) area, 
the center o f  which i s  located at  the midheight  of the shell. I n  practice, such an  excitation  might  be asso- 
ciated  with  high  turbulent pressure levels in  the  wake of a protuberance on the shell. For pirposes of compari- 
son, the response o f  a 60.0 in by 30.0 in  flat  plate segment of the SLA to the same excitation i s  shown in  Figure 
118. Another comparison that should be made i s  between  the  acceleration spectrum shown in  Figure 91 and 
those- in Figures 117 and 118. Figure 91 shows the response of the S L A  to  boundary  layer  excitation over the 
entire shell. For a l l  three analyses, Q = 15, Uc = 9810 in./sec, and Sb = 12.0 in. Results of these compari- 
sons are summarized below: 
0 The response of the SLA to localized excitation i s  considerably lower than the response to 
excitotion  of the entire  shell,  although the shapes of the acceleration spectra are  generally 
similar. This i s  expected since the average meon-square response level should be approxi- 
mately proportional to the square of the area over which  the  excitation occurs. This effect 
i s  discussed in  Appendices A and B wherein i t  i s  shown that the joint acceptonce jz (0) 
for  the (m, n)-mode i s  proportional  to (Ae/A)’, where A, i s  the excitation area and A 
i s  the total area of the  structure. For the present case, (Ae/A)’ = 6.28. which 
i s  approximately the ratio between responses shown i n  Figures 91 and 117. The average 
response levels in Figure 117 should be a reasonably good estimate of the response levels 
at  a  large  distance from the source of  excitation. 
m n  
0 Responses of the shell and the flat plate segment ore comparable when both structures 
are exposed to  excitations over their  entire surface areas. For localized  excitation, 
the  plate response i s  expected  to be a  better estimate of  the  localized response of  the 
shell than that given in  Figure 117; although  the  plate response i s  conservative due to 
a power flow from the region  of  localized  excitation  to the remainder of the shell. 
A more detailed analysis of the shell  to  localized  excitations  would  require the use of  a more general response 
equation than Equation (5%). The more general equation would involve modal cross correlations that would 
appear in the modal expansion of response as cross terms between  distinct (m, n) ond (r, s) modes. With such 
cross correlation  effects  included, i t  would  be possible to  predict the decay  of  vibration  levels  of the shell with 
distance from the excitation area. This i s  demonstrated in Section 2.0 for a damped beam exposed to  a  localized 
point  excitation. 
4.4  Modal  Contributions  to Total Response 
The number of modes required  to  achieve various percentages of the total response versus frequency for the 
three types of  excitotion are shown in  Figures 119-127 for several of  the structures analyzed in  this report. 
Figures 119, 120 and 121 contain the contours for the number of modes required  to  achieve 50, 75 and 99 
percent  of  the  totul response of the SLA for N = 16 duct  acoustic  excitation,  reverbemnt  acoustic  excitation 
and boundary layer turbulence, respectively. Note  that  a l oo0  Hz i t  requires approximately 700 modes to 
achieve 99 percent of total response for reverberant  and  boundary  layer  excitation, whereas, only 200 modes 
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are  required for duct  excitation. Tables 11-22 contain  detailed  information  on he 40 most dominant modal 
contributors of the S I A  at  four select frequencies for each of the three types of  excitation. Tables 23-30 
contain  additional  detailed  information  on  the 40 most dominant  model  contributors of other selected shells. 
The number of males required  to  achieve 99 percent of the total response of three small uniform shells  and 
three f lat plates for the three excitation  fields  are shown in  Figures 122-127. Table 31 contains detailed 
information on the 40 most dominant  modal  contributors  to  the response of he flat  plate  of  Figure 115 at  
3090 Hz for  boundary  layer excitation.  Note  that the response i s  primarily  a  single m o d e .  
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5 .O CONCLUSIONS 
The contents of this report  have  extended  the analyses presented in References 1 and 2, and  have shown how a 
computer oriented modal analysis method can  be  efficiently employed to study the responses of  plate  and shell 
structures to  various  excitation  fields. Such computations are  of  great u t i l i t y   i n  
0 the development of  qualif ication test programs for aerospace structures in which acoustic 
excitation i s  used to simulate  launch  and in-flight  fluctuating pressure environments, 
0 the interpretation of experimental response  measurements, 
0 the calculation of structural acoustic and vibration transmission loss, 
0 the design of structures to  minimize  vibration response and maximize transmission loss, 
0 the development of environmental test specifications for equipment. 
Although  the present digital computer program i s  designed for duct  and  reverberant  acoustic  fields and boundary 
layer turbulence, i t  can  be  easily  extended to  include structural response to other useful  acoustic environments, 
such as,free field acoustic  plane  wave  excitation  of o cylinder  including the effects of scattering,  structural 
response to  localized  close-coupled noise sources and combinations of  duct  and  reverberant  fields,  etc. In 
addition, the equations of  motion  could  be extended to  include:  the  effects  of  discrete stiffness, the effects  of 
damping on the spatial  decay  of  vibration levels, the  effects  of lumped masses, etc. 
I t  has also been shown that t h i s  method of analysis i s  i n  agreement with  high frequency results obtained by statisti- 
cal energy analyses. The modal analysis method permits detailed analyses of the responses of the well separated 
low  frequency modes of a  structure as well as the responses in  the transition  region from low frequencies to  high 
frequencies. A t  very  high frequencies, statistical energy analysis povide a more efficient  apprmch than the 
present method. 
As a result  of  the use of the modal analysis method, a  tentative model of the acoustic  fields generated by ducts 
has been constructed in  a manner which agrees with experimental data. This model shows that ot  l o w  frequencies, 
some degree of  acoustic  coupling exists between adjacent ducts, and that the lateral  extent  of this coupling 
decreases as frequency increases. 
It has not been possible to  develop  an adequate explanation for differences behveen high frequency response 
obtained  experimentally and theoretically. This may require  further  laboratory experiments under very  controlled 
conditions. 
I t  has been demonstrated that  the method of analysis set forth in  this report i s  an efficient method for computing 
the mean-square space average response of  unifwm  plates  and shells, and of the  uniform  equivalent  of  stiffened 
plates and she1 Is. 
Many structures encountered in  practice are  stiffened  plates and shells i n  which  the stiffeners divide  the  structure 
into an ensemble of plate and shell components. These components may be  of  different sizes and may have  different 
levels of excitation, and different response levels due either  to  localization  of the excitation or the different 
dynamic properties i n  a given  frequency band. The method presented in this report  might  be used to  efficiently 
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compte  the energy density  levels of the various individual components over  a  broad  frequency  range. These 
energy  levels  could  then be used with the power flow concepts discussed in  References 14 through 17 to  determine 
the  redistribution of this energy between  the various components. Th is  would  constitute  a  refinement of present 
statistical  approximations  for  estimating energy levels  of complex structures. 
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APPENDIX A 
JOINT ACCEPTANCES OF A PINNED-PINNED BEAM FOR LOCALIZED EXCITATION 
Consider  a  pinned-pin.ned beam,  such  as that shown in Figure A 1, on  which  a  distributed  randan pssure loading  acts 
over the range x1  5 x 5 x) .  The center of the loading i s  located at x and the length of the loading i s  4, sa that 
0 '  
It i s  assumed that,  within the range x1  5 x 5 x?, the load i s  homogeneous and i s  characterized  by  a space correlation 
function C(<;w) which depends only upon the  separation distance c between  any  two  points i n  the range xl 5 x 5 x ? .  
The general equation for  the joint acceptance, jk (o), of the  m-th mode is: 
Jm O 2  (0) = 1 L2 Jxz /"' C (<;o) * 0 ,  ( x )  - 9, ( x ' )   d x   d x '  
x x=x l   x '=x l  
Following the  procedure  developed in Reference ( l ) ,  the double  integral  in Equation ( A  2) can be reduced to  a  single 
integral  by  introducing the following transformation of the variables  of  integration: 
T h i s  transformation of the integration space i s  shown graphically in Figure (A2). The product 0 (Y) 0 (F ' )  can be 
written  in terms of T and as follows: 
m m 
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L 
The integral i n  Equation (A7) can  be  further  simplified  to 
or 
+ [ l -  
cos 2m nY0 e sin m H 
m n  
C (z;w) . c o s m n z   d z  
0 
cos 2 m n z0 . cos m 1 
+ 
m n  1 C (z;w) . sin  HZ . d z  
0 
where 
I n  the form given by Equation (A8), j i  (0) i s  proportional to A , which implies in general that the joint acceptance 
and hence the mean-square response of  a  structure i s  proportional  to the square of the area over which  the  excitation 
occurs. As 4 - 0, the right-hand side of Equation (A8) approaches a finite, non-zero quality. For example, in  
the case of  a  point  force  applied  at xo,  C ( 2 ; ~ )  = 1 .O, m= 0, the first term in  Equotion (A8) i s  equal to (1/2), the 
second term i s  equal  to - cas 2mnZo,  and the  third term i s  equal  to (1/2) cos 2mnY0; and hence 
- 2  
which i s  the  correct  result. 
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Boundary Layer Turbulence Parallel  to Flow h i s  
The space correlation  function, C (z;o), selected here for representing a localized boundary layer  turbulence is: 
-6, I Z I  
C ( 2 ; ~ )  = e ‘COS y 2 
Y, = lJ A,/& 
= a Yx + %/6b 
Uc = convection  velocity 
Sb = boundary  layer thickness 
a, b = constants dependent upon measured characteristics of boundary layer flow field. 
For the analysis of the S L A  i n  Reference (l), nominial values of the constants a, b, U , 5  are: 
c b  
a = 0.10 
b = 0.265 
Uc = 9810 in./sec (Mach 1) 
= 15900 in./sec (Mach 2) 
6b = 12.0 in. 
When the boundary layer i s  distributed over the entire length of the beam, the Ax = L, and Equations (A 12) reduce to 
those presented i n  Reference (1). 
Upon substituting Equation (A 1 1 )  into Equation (A 8) and performing the integration gives: 
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1 
Equation (A 13) contains twice as many terms as are shown; one set i s  associated with the (+ )  sign and one set i s  asso- 
ciated with the ( - ) sign. The total equation for j' (u)/g i s  obtained by algebraically adding these two sets of 
terms. Equation (A 13) was used to  compte the acceleration spectrum shown i n  Figure 117. 
m 
When the boundary layer extends over the  entire  length  of  the beam, then xx = 1 .O, rn = m = integer, and Equation 
(A 13) can  be reduced to: 
where the (+) sign once again implies o summation of (+) terms and ( - )  terms. I t  i s  a straightforward exercise to show 
that Equation (A 14) can  be  rewritten in the more condensed form of Equation (4.40) in Reference (l).. 
Equations (A 13,  14) are  applicable  to  a  flat rectangular  plate and a cylindrical shell i f  the flow i s  directed  along  the 
x-axis, which for the  shell i s  parallel  to  the  center  line. 
When 4 = 1 .O, coincidence  between  the  elastic waves of the m-th mode of the beam and the  turbulence  wavelengths 
occurs when y = m n .  From Equation (A 12), the corresponding coincidence frequency is :  
OC "c 
'x 
f = - = -  = coincidence frequency for m-th mode. 
C 2 H  (A 15) 
Setting yx = m n i n  Equation (A 14) gives the following expression for the joint acceptance, jh (wc), at  coincidence: 
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Aerodynamically s l o w  modes, for  which response levels  are  generally  not large, are hose modes for which y < m r; 
while aerodynamically fast modes are  defined  by  the  condition yx > mn.  
Rogressive  Wave Acwstic  Excitation 
The joint-acceptance for a  correlated  acoustic  wave  progressing  along  the beam at  parallel  incidence  can  be  obtained 
from  Equation (A 13) by  setting 6, = 0. If  the  wave acts  over  the entire  length  of  the beam, then xx = 1 .O and m = m ,  
and in this case, Equation  (A 14) reduces to the following  well-known  equation  developed  by  Powell i n  Reference (7): 
Equation  (A 17) was used to compute  the acceleration spectra shown in  Figures 36-42 for duct  excitation  of  the S L A .  I t  
i s  often  convenient  to  refer  to  a graph of Equation (A 17)  i n  order to  explain trends i n  response data. Such a  gaph i s  
shown in  Reference ( 7 ) ;  however suclia graph i s  complicated by the  rapid  fluctuations  of  the joint acceptance  curves 
and  by the  superposition of curves for different mode numbers. I t  i s  possible to  rewrite  Equation (A 17)  i n  the following 
alternate form: 
c = deviation of excitation frequency, f, from coincidence frequency f 
. m c  
f =o - 
c  2 L, - coincidence frequency for m-th mode 
The fluctuating part of j2 (w) i s  controlled by [ sin (mve/2)/(m n e/2)] and this factor i s  shown graphically i n  
Figure A3. 
2 
rn 
Reverberant  Acoustic Field 
The space correlation  function for a  localized  reverberant  acoustic  field on beam i s  chosen as 
sin y L 
c ( 2 , W )  = 
yx 
Substituting Equation (A21) into Equation  (A8) and  performing  the  integration gives: 
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1 
cos2mnY0 cos m n  
+ 
2 m n  y [Cin (yx + mn) - Cin I yx - m nl  ] 
where 
0 
Cin(z) = 1 - cosx  * d x  
0 
Various methods for approximating the functions S i  (2) and Cin (z) are discussed in Reference (1). Equation (A 22) i s  
applicable  for  both axes of a f lat rectangular  plate and for the axial  direction  along a cylindrical  shell. 
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Figure A l .  Pinned-Pinned Beam With Localized Excitation 
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Figure A2. Transformation of Region of Integration for Joint Acceptances 
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m c  
fc = m c0/2 L, = wave length coincidence frequency for m-th mode. 
Figure A3. Joint Acceptance, j2 (w), for Progressive Acoustic Wave of Frequency 
f on Pinned-Pinned ream of Length L 
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APPENDIX B 
JOINT ACCEPTANCES OF A CIRCULAR RING FOR LOCAUZED  EXCITATION 
Consider the  circular  ring shown in  Figure B1 which has a  distributed random pressure loading  over  the  range 
- A y / 2 < y I A y / 2 .  Mode  shops  of  the rin.9 modes that may respond to such an excitation are: 
y = circumferential coordinates 
L = circumferential  length  of  ring 
Y 
n = number of elastic full-waves around circumference. 
Following the p c e d u r e   i n  Reference ( l ) ,  the  joint  acceptance j i  (w) for  the  n-th mode of the ring  can be written  in  the 
form : 
q = y - y' = separation distance around ring 
C (q;w) = space correlgtion coefficient for homogeneous  pressure field 
Equation (8 1) can  be  reduced  to  a  single  integral  by using the same procedure os that described in  Appendix A and 
shown pictorially  in  Figure  A2. The resulting equation is: 
j i  (a) = J1 (1-2)  C ( z ; ~ )  COS 2 n n z  * d z  
z=O 
b y  = A y/Ly 
n =  n X y  
Joint  acceptance  expersions are developed  belcm for torrelation  functions associated with boundary  layer  turbulence 
and  a  reverberant  acoustic  field: 
Boundary Layer Turbulence 
, For a boundary layer convected along the axis of a cylindrical shell, the space correlation coefficient around the 
circumference  of the ring i s  assumed to have  the form: 
C (x;w) = e 
-Sy 121 
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Substituting Equation (B 3) into Equation (B 2) and integrating gives: 
Reverberant Acoustic Field 
For a reverberant acoustic field the space correlation  coefficient around the ring i s  approximated as follows: 
sin y z 
c (2; 0 )  = Y 
yY 
where 
Yy = Ay/Co 
Substituting Equation (B 4) into Equation (B 2) and integrating gives: 
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Table 1: Parameter Values Used i n  Numerical Example of Exact Analysis Method 
Mode 
__ "" 
6 
Q 
sin 9 
Cos Q 
x 0  
(Y 
B 
cosh 2 a 
cosh 2 P 
cOs2ff  
cos 2 P 
I 
First 
1 .o 
11.25' 
0.19509 
0.98079 
3.2032 
1 
0.62486 
267.745 
1.88795 
1 .oOOo 
0.314 
Third 
1 .o 
11.25' 
0.19509 
0.98079 
9.6095 
3r  
1  .a747 
7.68.107 
21.272 
1 .moo 
-0.82107 
sinh 2 ( ~  
sinh 2 B 
sin 2 (Y 
sin 2 P 1- pcx) I 
Fi nt 
7.6777. lo7 267.745 
Third 
1.60136 
0 
21.235 
-0.57106 0.94890 
0 
1.2271 0.48151 
Table 2: Values of Frequency Functions Used in  Nurnercial 
Example of M o Q l  Analysis  Method for 6 = 1 . O ,  
(Y = 371 and rn = 1-6. 
m - 
m 
0 
W 
1 
6 
0 3 1 4  5 
0.490  4 
0.873 3 
1 .96 2 
7.85 
0.218 
0.01 152 
0.2185 
1 .250 
1.250 
1 . loo 
1.050 
0.312 
0 .738 
1 .250 
0.526 
0.238 
0.131 
134.5' 
126.4 
72.58 
17.50 
6.23 
2.86 
Table 3: Numerical Values of Pmr for 6 = 1 .O, (Y= 3n, rn = 1-6 and r = 1-6 
4 
5 
6 
1 
0.0974 
0.228 
0.184 
-0.0749 
-0 .OM0 
-0.0272 
2 
0.545 
0.545 
-0.126 
-0.0888 
-0.0535 
3 
1.560 
0.377 
0.120 
0.0570 
0.123 1 0.0172 
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Table 4: Numerical Values of the Normalized Deflection Amplitude, llJ(x)l , 
for X, = 9.6095, Using the Exact and Modal Analyses 
- 
X 
0 
0.06 
0.10 
0.16 
0.20 
0.26 
0.30 
0.36 
0.40 
0.46 
0.50 
0.56 
0.60 
0.66 
0.60 
0.76 
0.80 
0.86 
0.90 
0.96 
1 .oo 
Exact 
Analysis 
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Table 5: Resonance Frequencies of Equivalent Cylindrical Shell 
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Table 8. Summary of Shell Ring Resonance and Upper Limit Parameters of Acoustic Coincidence Frequencies 
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40 
26 
a 
3a 
FnNlF 
1.OL3 
1.0L3 
1 .Ob2 
1.0"5 
1.014 
1.029 
1.052 
1.054 
1.129 
1.214 
1 . 3 i 3  
1.411 
1.539 
1.6b7 
1.853 
2.059 
2 .2*2  
2.463 
2.790 
2.955 
3.2i-5 
3.511 
4.130 
4 .4t2  
5.171 
5.939 
5.939 
5.939 
5.9119 
5.919 
5.939 
5.939 
5.959 
5.939 
5.939 
5.959 
6.345 
9.813 
* . a i 9  
5.5qa 
1 LEGEND 1 
I J Z W W  = Joint occepkmce In x-direction, j i b )  FMNb = Resonant frequency of m,n mod./frqumcy 
JZN(W = Joint acceptance In y-direction. j:(u) 
H = H b/-mn) 
BMN = 8, 
CUM. RES. = Cumulotive bspw 
RESPONSE = B~pon~ d m,nth mob (gz/(pl)*) 
PR 
PCR = Cvmlatim  raporre prcmtap of total r p m e  
= Percentage of tda l  response fm m,nth mode 
SXW/AW = Structural  wavelength,  x-dlnction/acoustlc  wavelength 
SW/AW = Structvrnl wavelngth, y-dinctim/ocarstis wavelength 
- 
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Tabla 10: Farty M a t  Danimnt Rarponu M0d.1 of t h  S LA Strvctun for Om Cardoted a c t ,  f = 247.780 Hz 
HANK r l  
1 12 
2 13 
4 1L 
5 11 
6 b  
7 16 
8 6  
9 15 
10 9 
11 11 
12 4 
13 7 
14 26 
15 E 
16 17 
i7 S 
19  3 
18 22 
20  24  
21 19 
22 26 
2 b  28 
23 21  
25 1 
26 30 
27 23 
28 2 s  
29  27 
30 29 
31 29 
32 29 
33 29 
34 29 
35 29 
36 29 
37 29 
38 29 
39 29 
40 29 
3 14 
I\ 
ir 
0 
Ir 
; 
L 
0 
0 
0 
L 
L 
0 
G 
G 
0 
c 
c 
G 
G 
G 
(r 
L 
0 
0 
0 
C 
0 
0 
0 
C 
0 
0 
0 
G 
C 
C 
L 
C 
H. 3M. 
RANI 
25 
15 
19  
12 
17 
8 
13 
6 
10 
4 
5 
1 
2 
3 
9 
7 
16 
21  
11 
23 
14 
18 
27 
20 
2 8  
22 
29 
24 
30 
3 1  
32 
33 
34 
35 
37 
36 
38 
39  
*O 
26 
RCSPBNSE. 
279199.313 
02536.352 
4484.X98 
1322.766 
421.743 
152.374 
1G5.727 
38.870 
21.166 
16.676 
12.363 
11.737 
3.223 
2.551 
2.463 
1 * 439 
5.946 
0.711 
0.261 
0.240 
0.236 
0.fl93 
0.058 
0.039 
0.326 
0.018 
0.018 
0.306 
0.303 
u.001 
U - 000 
0.500 
0.500 
0.000 
3.000 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
0.300 
1.500 
CUM. kES. 
279199.313 
341735.625 
346220.560 
347543.250 
347965.188 
348117.250 
348222.938 
348261.750 
348282.875 
348299.500 
348311.813 
348323,500 
348326.6&8 
348329.188 
348331.625 
348333.063 
548334.000 
348334.618 
348334.938 
348335.125 
348335,313 
348335.375 
348335.375 
34b335.375 
348335.375 
348335.375 
348335.375 
346335.375 
348335.375 
348335.375 
348335.375 
348335.375 
348335.375 
348335.375 
348135.375 
348335.375 
348335.375 
348335.375 
348335.375 
348335.375 
PR PCR SXw/AW SYY/AY 
80.152 
17.953 
0.380 
1.288 
0.121 
0.094 
0.030 
0.011 
0.006 
0.005 
0.004 
0.003 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
C.OOO 
0.000 
c.000 
0.000 
0.000 
c.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.030 
c.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
C.OOO 
80.152 
98.105 
99.393 
99.773 
99.894 
99.937 
99.979 
99.985 
99.993 
99 - 990 
99.996 
99.997 
99.998 
99.999 
99.999 
100.000 
99.999 
1ou.000 
100.C00 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.c00 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
100.000 
99.968 
0.990 
1.072 
0.919 
1.287 
1.170 
1.609 
0.804 
2.145 
0.858 
1.430 
0.715 
3.217 
0.643 
1.838 
6.434 
0.757 
0.585 
2.574 
0.536 
4 - 289 
0.495 
0.677 
0.613 
0 460 
12.861 
0.429 
0.559 
0.515 
0.477 
0.444 
0.444 
0.444 
0.444 
0.444 
0.444 
0.444 
0.444 
0.444 
0.444 
0.444 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
100 
1 
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LEGEND 
FMN/F = Rssarrnt  frequency of m,n rnode/frequsncy 
J2WW) = Joint  occeptanca in x-direction, j i b )  
JPN(W) = Joint  acceptance in y-direction. j ib )  
H = H (u/umn) 
BMN = 8,, 
CUM. RES. = Cumuletive L~poras 
RESPONSE = R e a p m a .  of m,nth mod. (g'/(pi)') 
PR 
P C R  = Curmlatlva mporm prcmtage of  total nqwme 
= Parsntag. of  t&l relponsa for  m,nth modo 
SXW/AW = Structvml wavdsngth, 'x-dlnctim/acuatlc wovelength 
SYW/AW = Structural  wavelength, y-dlrsctlon/acau~tlc wavelangth 
.~ 
Toble 11: Fody Mort h i m n t  Lrporu Modn of th. S LA Structure for Sixtnn  Uncomlatd Duch, f = 89.125 Hz 
RANK 
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5 
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b 
4 
3 
3 
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7 
3 
b 
b 
P 
2 
5 
b 
b 
9 
4 
b 
t 
9 
4 
7 
7 
5 
0 
3 
L 
1 
& 
16 
16 
I 
3 
c 
0.948 
11024 
0.925 
1 -C70 
1.167 
1.163 
0.950 
1.275 
1.245 
1.257 
0.922 
1.264 
1.470 
1.428 
0.922 
1 .C5* 
1.555 
1.709 
1.401 
1.391 
1.139 
1.511 
c.741 
laLC9 
0-7t2 
1 -660 
1.*95 
1.~65 
0.823 
0 .6he  
1 e997 
1.651 
1.9til 
1.914 
1.315 
1.93b 
1.62~ 
1 * 799 
0.57b 
1.651 
U . L * C L . I  
u.:.1,71'/ 
0.15352 
0.0U31/ 
0.oil2stt 
O . C D P b t !  
0.00193 
0.oui.+o 
0.0Ll24b 
C.00317 
0.0i.3*7 
O*O(r3*7 
0.00199 
H. nnrr 
RANk 
40 
30 
23 
25 
29 
15 
12 
3 
2 
8 
24 
1 
16 
4 
21 
6 
5 
9 
10 
I 1  
7 
35 
2C 
19 
14 
28 
13 
27 
22 
36 
17 
32 
26 
la 
3a 
39 
34 
37 
33 
31 
RtSi'UkSE. 
493.464 
460.815 
444.327 
213.749 
179' 527 
lb4.820 
112.155 
lll.8U3 
108.427 
60.144 
51.031 
43.8b7 
40.743 
38.920 
36.117 
32.326 
31.055 
30.310 
30.273 
28.970 
22.420 
22.302 
21.937 
14.(197 
17.313 
ll.hU4 
10.784 
lo.**? 
9.0*9 
R t R b O  
6.600 
8 rn 305 
7 * d05 
cun. RES. PR 
46.500 
12.061 
3.441 
3.163 
1.282 
1.125 
1.051 
1.013 
0.396 
0.376 
0.256 
0 - 255 
0.247 
0.137 
0.100 
Tr.116 
0.093 
0.082 
0.074 
0.071 
0.069 
0.069 
0.066 
0.051 
0.050 
0.050 
0.040 
0.034 
0.026 
0.025 
0.024 
0.021 
0.020 
0.020 
0.019 
0.018 
18.351 
(1.245 
0.688 
0.0n9 
82.020 100.000 
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0 2 5  50 75 
1 I 1 1 
PCR 
46.500 
64 850 
76.912 
85.356 
18 798 
91.961 
93 m 242 
94.368 
95.419 
96.432 
97.315 
96 920 
97.691 
97.947 
98.202 
98.449 
98.516 
9n.703 
98.no3 
98 9.35 
98.896 
99.067 
99.141 
99.212 
99.281 
99 350 
99.416 
99 s 467 
99.517 
99.567 
99.607 
99.641 
99 667 
99-69? 
99.716 
99.736 
99.757 
99.776 
99.795 
99.813 
S X W A U  S Y W A Y  
1.157 0.067 
1.157 0.045 
1.157 0.054 
1.157 0.039 
0.926 0.054 
0.926 01045 
0.926 0.067 
1.543 0.090 
0.926  0.039 
1.157 0.090 
1 - 157 0.034 
0.926 0.090 
1.543  0.039 
0.926 0.034 
2.314 0.135 
2.314 0.034 
0.926 0.135 
1.157 0.135 
0.771 0.054 
0.771 0.045 
1.543 0.034 
1.157 0.030 
1.543 0.067 
4.629 0.034 
0.926 0.030 
1.543 0.045 
0-77.1 0.067 
0.771 0.039 
2.314 0.039 
1.543 0.054 
0.926 9999.996 
0.771 0.090 
1.157 9999.996 
0.926 0.270 
0.771 0.034 
1.543 0.135 
0.926 0.027 
1.157 0.027 
2.316 0.090 
1.157 0.270 
100 
1 
I LEGEND 1 
JZM(W) = Joint acceptance in x-dirulion, j i b )  
FMN/F = Ra-nt frequency of m,n modc/?reqwncy 
J?N(W) = Joint  acceptance in y-diractim, j:(u) 
H = Hz(u/umn) 
BMN = B,,  
RESPONSE = Rarpmus of m,nth mod. (g'/(psi)') 
CUM. RES. = Cumlat in  k p o p o r u  
PR 
PCR = Cumlat in  rqoporu prcmtuga of total r a p m u  
= Pmrcmtap of total resporae for m,nth mcde 
SXW/AW = Strustuml  wavrlangth, x-dlnctim/acantic wavelength 
SYW/AW = Stwtuml wovelnpth, .y-dinction/acourtic wavelength 
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Tablo 12: Faiy M a 1  DomimnI Rnpw Modn of Ih S LA Strvslun f a  S l x t m  Uncornlatod h c h ,  f = 177.827 Hz 
h!iflUSTIL hAVELEhGTH * 75.579 
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1 
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6 
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0 
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1 
1 
5 
9 
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6 
2 
G 
9 
1 
9 
1C 
1C 
& 
C 
k. dHX RLSPeNsE. ClJIi. RES. UANU h PR 
16.463 
10.054 
9.226 
14.483 
4 . 8 ~  
a.176 
4.706 
3.905 
3.553 
2.965 
2.0J1 
2.022 
1.976 
1.943 
1.275 
1 156 
1.099 
1.090 
0.827 
0.727 
0.716 
0.637 
0.566 
0.363 
0.294 
0.239 
0.197 
0.176 
0.162 
0.149 
0.115 
0.102 
0.101 
0.084 
0.074 
1.0a9 
0.a24 
0.368 
0.228 
0.082 
PCR , SXU/AY S Y Y / A Y  
1.026 o.1oa 
1.026 0.135 
1 154 0.179 
1.026 0.090 
10026 0.179 
1.154 0.077 
1.154 0.269 
1.026 0.269 
1.154 0.135 
1.026 0.077 
1.154 0.090 
1.154 00067 
1.026 9999.996 
0.924 0.179 
0.924 0.135 
1.154 o.1oa 
0.924 o.1oa 
1.026 0.538 
1.154 9999.996 
0.924 0.269 
1.026 0.067 
0.924 01090 
1.539 9999.996 
0.922 9999.996 
0.924 0.077 
1.154 0.538 
0.924 o m a  1.539 
o m a  
1.026 0.060 
1.319 0.269 
2.309 9999.996 
1.154 0.060 
0.924 0.067 
1.539 0.269 
1.319 9999.996 
1.319 0.060 
1.539 0.060 
1.539 0.05) 
1.026 0.054 
1.319 0.538 
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9 
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10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
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17 
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23 
24 
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37 
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39 
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3a 
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9 
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9 
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b 
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9 
8 
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b 
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10 
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1L 
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a 
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7 
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4 
1L 
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T H t  T O T A L  R t S P O ' i S t  DF ALL Slnri '1113LB A T  177.b27 nZ = 
TeTAL HESPBhSF = 3*075.313 
75 
1 
100 
1 
50 
1 RANK 
34 
11 
13 
9 
30 
6 
3 
27 
32 
24 
37 
36 
7 
35 
1 
12 
2 
39 
4 
22 
19 
5 
10 
14 
31 
15 
17 
16 
21 
20 
23 
25 
26 
29 
33 
40 
3a 
a 
la 
2a 
1.05.9 
I LEGEND 1 
FMN/F = Reaomnt  frequency  of m,n mode/frequency 
J Z Y W  = Joint  acceptance in x-direction, jA(u) 
J2N(W = Joint  acceptance In y-direction, jA(u) 
H = H ' 
BMN = 8," 
RESPONSE = Response of m,nth mode (g'/(psi)') 
CUM. RES. = Cumulative Relponm 
PR = Parcuttag. of total raspme for  m,nth mode 
SXW/AW Structural wavdength, x-dinctlon/acourtic wavelength 
KR = Curmlativs rmpome pwcmtog. of total response 
SVW/AW = Structural wavdngth, y-dlnction/ocoustic wavelength 
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0 
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'5 
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lL1 
c 
RANk t 
2  11 
1 11 
3 11 
1.014 
1.017 
l . G l 7  
1.030 
1 .CP2 
1.020 
1.058 
1.11z 
1.123 
1.106 
1 - 107 
1.102 
1.143 
0.9b6 
1.1L7 
1.177 
1.165 
1  e226 
1.014 
0.952 
0.946 
0.959 
0.9Pb 
1 - 0 k 5  
C.976 
0.922 
0.949 
1 -29?  
0.934 
1.246 
1.228 
1.213 
1.24G 
1.207 
0.856 
0.874 
1.375 
1.2b7 
1.012 
0.853 
3.2'10 
3.543 
2.500 
3.658 
2.060 
1 .OLO 
3.717 
2.560 
3.240 
3.543 
2.CLO 
3.042 
3.bU8 
3.042 
1.0L0 
3.7b7 
3.&78 
3.842 
3.963 
2.060 
3.767 
2.560 
3.240 
3.6911 
3.870 
3.543 
3.9L3 
1 *0GO 
3.870 
3.24C 
8.560 
3.5*3 
P.OLO 
2.0L10 
3.9L3 
2.580 
3.240 
3.921 
3.878 
3.6911 
292k7;020 
27069-&09 
23194.J90 
17064.464 
165s'4.355 
6699.996 
3158.753 
3476.2211 
2099.714 
20U9.441 
1964.152 
1306.377 
u544.34a 
?6*9.a49 
29247.020 
56336.828 
96595.313 
113139.625 
121683.938 
135010.813 
131060.063 
137911.500 
140560.313 
142657.750 
144621.175 
79530.a75 
12a383.875 
10.717 
14*8+4  
17.337 
10.921 
10.581 
5.468 
2.022 
2.225 
1.856 
1 696 
1.337 
0.036 
1.257 
0.791 
0\715 
0.414 
0.363 
0.357 
0.320 
0.325 
0.283 
0.260 
4.280 
18.717 
36.054 
61.019 
72.406 
02.162 
06 409 
84.507 
10.264 
09.960 
91.297 
92 554 
93.390 
94.182 
94.097 
95.311 
95.675 
96 032 
96.360 
96.605 
96.968 
9 1  220 
97.700 
97.471 
97.926 
98 237 
90 372 
90.595 
so..wa 
77.875 
9a 090 
9a 497 
9a  687 
98.770 
9n.aso 
9a.999 
98.928 
99.065 
99.126 
99.186 
99.241 
1.057 
1 .os7 
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1.057 
1.057 
1.057 
1.057 
0.969 
0.969 
0.969 
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0.969 
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1.163 
1,057 
1.292 
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1 163 
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1 163 
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0.969 
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1 29.2 
0.894 
0.094 
0.969 
1.292 
0.192 
1.292 
1.292 
1.453 
0.894 
0.226 
0.169 
0.136 
0.339 
9999.996 
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4 11 
5 11 
6 11 
7 11 
0 li 
10 12 
9 It 
11 1 2  
12 11 
13 li 
14 l k  
16 l i  
15 16 
17 11 
10 9 
19 1.2 
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22 IO 
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24 1L 
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26 1G 
27 l i  
20 16 
30 9 
29 11 
31 13 
32 13 
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35 5 
36 I t  
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0.097 
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151076.180 
151518.600 
151925.438 
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1117.299 
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513.091 
507.226 
442.562 
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376.779 
357.751 
353.424 
256.364 
229.148 
211.166 
195.823 
153.707 
142.552 
1130.711 
1Y l . rP9  
124.699 
111.333 
1U3.218 
95?  692 
92.906 
b6.197 
0.113 
0.015 
0.075 
0.097 
9999.996 
0.113 
0 339 
0.226 
0.136 
0.085 
0.169 
0.085 
0.678 
0.075 
0.065 
' 0.226 
0.339 
0.169 
9999.996 
9999.996 
0 075 
0.339 
0.136 
0.226 
0.060 
152304.108 
152661.938 
153015.313 
153271.625 
153500.750 
153711.075 
153907.668 
154061.375 
154203.875 
154334.563 
154453.250 
154500.625 
154691.938 
154795.125 
154890.813 
154983.688 
155069.075 
0.242 
0.229 
0.226 
0.164 
0.147 
0.125 
0.135 
0.090 
0.091 
0.0n0 
0.071 
0.078 
0.066 
0.061 
0.059 
C.055 
0.0a4 
58 la  
39 5 
40 8 
THE TUTAL RESPOhSt BF ALL bTntR I lbLtS 4 1  223.871 k Z  = 
T B T A L  RLSPBhSC = 1562if..250 
1186.375 100.000 
niSTlGRAr, PLL-T 6F kt-C$.hlLut F t S t P ' r S L  LGAlhSl hDiPALISkD GESBhAhCE FREQUENCY. """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""".""""" 
0 
I 
25 
i 
5 0  
I 
75 
1 
100 
1 RANK 
39 
37 
35 
26 
25 
23 
22 
30 
21 
20 
20 
15 
4 0  
10 
1 
3 
2 
6 
5 
4 
24 
7 
12 
11 
14 
9 
0 
10 
13 
16 
17 
34 
32 
3 1  
19 
33 
29 
30 
27 
36 
FMNlF 
0 n U53 
0.874 
0.898 
0.922 
0 . 9 ~ 6  
0.988 
0 . 9 3  
0.559 
0.9-6 
0.9*9 
0.952 
0*9b6 
1.012 
1.014 
1.014 
1.017 
1.017 
1.Oi.J 
1.090 
1.022 
1.045 
1.058 
1.1L2 
1 . 1 ~ 7  
I. 10.3 
1.1L7 
1.112 
1.123 
1.143 
1.165 
1.177 
1 . 2 ~ 7  
1.213 
1.223 
1.226 
1.2*6 
1.267 
1.252 
1.375 
1.2kO 
0 
I LEGEND 1 
FMNB = hwnont fraquency of m,n mod./freqr*ncy 
JZWW = Joint occqbnca in x-dlrmction, ji(u) 
JZN(W) = Joint occaptance In y-dimctlon, j'(u) 
H = H ' b/umn) 
BMN = 8 ,  
RESPONSE = h~pon~ d m,nth mod. (~'/(pl)') 
CUM. RES. = Cumulotiva h~ponu 
P C R  = Cumlati- rapom prcmtap of total rmpuw 
PR = Percontap d tdul r p r m a  for m,nlh mod. 
SXW/AW = S t r u s h d  rovrlanpth, x-dlnptiar/ocamfic wavalan& 
SW/AW = Structuml wavalnpth, y-dinctim/ocwstic wavalangth 
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SLA S h u c t u n  fa Sixtan Unsorm1at.d Dusts, f =39U.lU3 Hz 
ALnUSTlL nAbELL:sSTh . 33.760 
"""""""""""""""" 
RANK r, 
2 17 
1 16 
4 26 
3 17 
5 11 
6 2G 
7 5L 
8 2L 
9 16 
10 17 
11 21 
12 2L 
13 1 7  
14 21 
15 l b  
16 1b 
17 21 
19 21 
20 16 
21 21 
22 2G 
24 20 
23 la 
25 17 
26 21 
27 16 
28 2G 
29 16 
30 17 
32 l b  
31 21 
33 14 
34 21 
35 16 
36 16 
37 2c 
38 21 
39 16 
40 l b  
18 16 
h 
6 
2 
3 
7 
i 
4 
C 
5 
D 
5 
5 
4 
L 
2 
4 
3 
G 
4 
5 
c 
4 
1 
1 
6 
3 
7 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1L 
? 
6 
e 
6 
C 
6 
0.967 
0.99b 
1.011 
1.329 
1.c23 
1.315 
1.3% 
0.9Ct 
1.3C3 
0.9b5 
1.45t 
1.377 
1.U25 
1.4:+ 
1.016 
1.097 
1.471 
1.llb 
0 935 
ld2t 
1.49Y 
1.411 
1.129 
1 -3C6 
0.991 
1.553 
0.919 
1 .e52 
1,089 
1.(155 
1.154 
1.425 
0.992 
1 a575 
c.9ca 
1 a 5 6 6  
1.459 
1.623 
0.899 
l.lb6 
119-LlP 3.7t7 
199.421 3.240 
i'?5.iLf, 2.560 
HANK 
39 
35 
27 
20 
9 
1 
10 
25 
33 
3 
2 
5 
13 
30 
36 
29 
15 
16 
18 
23 
32 
40 
8 
24 
6 
4 
7 
12 
22 
19 
31 
14 
1 1  
28 
17 
21 
37 
26 
3.3 
34 
RESPChSE. 
4G2.995 
270.566 
297.727 
255.626 
251 * 735 
236.964 
CbH. KES. 
402.995 
673.560 
1186.914 
931.287 
1899.272 
1677.612 
2113.187 
2519.063 
2696.530 
3035.789 
3359.115 
3198,053 
3517.573 
3675.987 
3822.894 
3965.466 
4093.441 
4221.043 
k345.301 
4452.223 
4654.965 
4750.375 
4040.023 
4923.762 
4999.066 
5072.086 
5143.301 
5212.133 
5347.719 
5408.707 
5466.176 
5519.227 
5563.313 
5606.4S7 
5647,422 
1438.648 
2324.708 
2869.062 
4555.586 
52~0.836 
PR 
6.181 
4.150 
3.953 
3.921 
3.861 
3.665 
3.281 
3.400 
3.244 
2.9b1 
2.722 
2.647 
2.557 
D1470 
2.430 
2.430 
P 253 
p.1d7 
1.963 
1.957 
1 906 
1 * 640 
1.505 
1.463 
1-524 
1.375 
1 * 155 
1.151 
1.056 
1.062 
1.054 
0.935 
1.026 
0.814 
0.676 
0.662 
2.489 
1.284 
o-aml 
0.628 
872.426  100.000 
n l 5 T z a n ~ l :  ? L C 1  6 F  t't,C:luTAot L i S I ' D ' u S L  A G h l h S 1  N D C ~ L I S L D  QLSbKAkCE FHEGUENCY. """""""""_""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 
3.899 
. .  
0.9Lb 
0.9:s 
0.919 
0.956 
0.967 
0.9e9 
0.952 
0.9Y1 
0.958 
1.011 
1.023 
1.Gi9 
1.C3 
1 e 0 6 6  
1.006 
1.G69 
1.110 
1.097 
1.li9 
lalk.4 
lmle6 
1.3L3 
1.3i6 
1.315 
1.329 
1.353 
1.411 
1.377. 
1.422 
1.425 
1.434 
1.450 
1.452 
1.471 
1.499 
1.499 
3.533 
1.5/5 
1.623 
5c 
I 
75 
1 
PCR SXU/Ad S Y Y / A i i  
10.331 
6.181 
14.284 
ld.205 
22 066 
25.731 
29.131 
32.412 
35.656 
41.359 
44.005 
46.562 
49.051 
51.521 
53.952 
56.381 
58 635 
60.821 
62.784 
64.741 
66 647 
38.637 
68.287 
69.873 
72.  a60 
71.397 
74.235 
75.520 
76.675 
79.943 
78.887 
80.996 
82.958 
82.022 
83.839 
84. 653 
85.329 
85.991 
86.619 
77.825 
1.292 0.201 
1.216 0.402 
1.216 0.603 
1.034 0.402 
1.292 0.172 
1.034 0.603 
1.034 0.301 
1.034 9999.996 
1.292 0.241 
1.216 9999.996 
0.985 0.402 
1.034 0.241 
1.216 0.301 
0.985 0.603 
1.149 9999.996 
1.149 0.603 
0.985 0.301 
1.149 0.402 
0.985 9999.996 
1.292 0.301 
0.985 0.2k1 
1.034 0.201 
1.149 0.301 
1 C34 1.205 
1.216 1.205 
1.292 0.402 
1.034 0.172 
1.149 1.205 
1.216 0.241 
0.985 1.205 
1.149 0.241 
0.985  0.172 
1.k77 0.121 
1.292 0.603 
1.034 0.151 
1.292  0.15  
1.292 9999.996 
1.149  0.20  
0.985  .201 
0.985  0.151 
100 
1 
I LEGEND 1 
F M N F  = Resonant frequency  of m , n  mode/frequency 
JZM(W) = Joint  OcCepbncO in x-direction, ji(u) 
JZN(W) = Joint occeptonce in y-direction, jr(u) 
H = H z  (u/u,,l 
BMN = B,, 
CUM. RES. = Curmlotiva Respom 
RESPONSE = Re~ponm of ,,nth mode (g2/(pi)') 
K R  = Curmlativa respame prsntags of  total  resporaa 
SXW/AW = Strusluml wavalan~h,'x-dinctiar/acoustic wavdength 
SYW/AW = Structuml wavdargth, y-diraction/ocourtic  wavalangth 
PR = Persentap of total raponre fa m,nth mode 
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Table 15: Faty Mort D a l m n t  aapOnv kbdr d th. S L A  Structure fa k v e h m n t  Acwstlc Fleld, f 5 89.125 Hz 
LLRUSTIC WAbELEhGTH - 150.799 
"""""""""""""""" 
CUM. RES. N 
4 
3 
1 
4 
1 
5 
b 
6 
2 
4 
2 
5 
4 
b 
7 
7 
2 
3 
5 
5 
1 
6 
7 
5 
b 
7 
5 
2 
6 
6 
L 
C 
L 
1 
L 
6 
4 
C 
-1 
-1 
PCR S X W A H  SI* / **  PR 
43.420 
29.060 
12.216 
1.712 
0.950 
1.091 
0.947 
0.893 
0.663 
0.507 
0.567 
0.443 
0.423 
07417 
0.260 
0.252 
0.216 
0.136 
0.114 
0.079 
0.069 
0.062 
0.062 
0.049 
0.040 
0.039 
0.034 
0.033 
0.031 
0.030 
0.030 
0.030 
0.029 
G.025 
0.024 
0.020 
4 . 3 ~  
0.340 
0.0gn 
0.048 
RANK 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
20 
19 
22 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
39 
40 
a 
l a  
2a 
3a 
h 
4 
1 
2 
1 
3 
4 
't 
1 
2 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
5 
2 
3 
4 
4 
5 
3 
5 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
5 
5 
2 
I 
2 
3 
3 
4 
1 
6 
0.950 
I *G24 
0.922 
0.741 
j .517 
1.245 
C.925 
1 .LO9 
0.571 
0.94b 
0.457 
1.31b 
0.223 
0.357 
G.27b 
1.054 
1-27s 
(is922 
1 -07G 
1.553 
1.470 
1 * 167 
1.531 
0.762 
G.823 
G.496 
1 139 
c.772 
C.398 
1.70Y 
1.163 
C.632 
1.976 
1 -97L 
1.973 
1.751 
0.566 
1.9bl 
1.495 
0.6ba 
142.942 
73.b41 
36.220 
34.132 
4.b5k 
3-21? 
4G.144 
LO7-269 
69.571 
2.251 
1 *M53 
1.59(, 
1.107 
1.313 
2.516 
1.163 
57.336 
36.250 
3b.llk 
0.498 
0.735 
3.576 
0.550 
7.314 
5.613 
1.756 
6.041 
1.411 
0.27c 
7.657 
2.757 
L.12L 
U.12b 
G.119 
G.?33 
L.117 
2.174 
L.652 
9.348 
lu.6~~ 
O.L416a 
b.10621 
THE  TBTAL RtSPBhSL bF ALL OlhCh W D t S  A T  89.125 nZ = 
TB7AL fiEhPBhSt . 4OLldt.969 
66.9b5 100.000 
nl5lL.bhA.l PLtT eF F t - ! C t k T L X  LCSf'OhSE AGLINST NUknALISEO RESEhAhCE FREQUENCY. 
"""""""" "_""_"""""""""""""""""""""""""" 
0 
1 
25 
I 
50 75 
1 1 
100 
1 RANk 
15 
13 
14 
30 
12 
27 
39 
9 
33 
22 
5 
25 
29 
26 
4 
3 
7 
10 
2 
1 
17 
21 
19 
32 
23 
6 
16 
11' 
21 
40 
24 
20 
31 
37 
3 I  
35 
36 
38 
l a  
n 
Fflfv/F 
0.223 
0.270 
0.357 
0.457 
0.496 
0.568 
0.576 
0.652 
0-btU 
0.7*1 
0.768 
0.772 
0 a 023 
0.917 
0.922 
0.922 
0.925 
0.940 
0 m 95U 
1.CL9 
1.024 
1 ,054 
1.670 
1.139 
1.lt.3 
1 -245 
I s i t 7  
1.275 
1.315 
1.470 
1.455 
1.531 
1.553 
1.7L9 
1.751 
1.970 
1.970 
1.9t1 
1.973 
o . m n  
G 
0 
$0 
oooc 
OOOGLUUGLOLL 
LEGEND 
= b w n t  frequensy of m,n m&/frqu.ncy 
= Jdnt occ.ptonse In  x-dlrwtlon, j:(u) 
= Jdnt  occ~phnce In y-dlr.stlon, ji(4 
= H'(u/~,n) 
= 0.lponw d m,nth mod. (g'/(pI)') 
= Percntup. of tml relpme for m,nL mod. 
= Curmlotln '"PO". prcntup d MUI rupaua 
= Strvstuml wonlen#h,  x-dlnctlon/acantlc vmvelengt 
= Strvstuml wovelnplh,  rdlnctlon/ocwstlc vmvelen# 
= I¶, 
. = Cumlot in  b s p o m  
F M N D  
J W W )  
J W W )  
H 
BMN 
RESPONSE 
CUM. RES. 
PR 
K R  
SXW/AW 
SW/AW 
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Toble 16: 
RANY 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
LO 
11 
12  
13 
14 
15 
16  
17 
19  
20 
21 
22  
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
29  
30 
31 
32 
33 
32 
36 
35 
37 
39 
4 0  
a 
la 
2a 
3a 
k 
8 
8 
5 
4 
J 
c 
1 
6 
7 
8 
6 
6 
9 
8 
7 
b 
7 
9 
7 
9 
5 
7 
6 
7 
9 
b 
9 
7 
7 
4 
b 
5 
9 
7 
6 
7 
6 
6 
5 
a 
F d y  Molt Da imnt  Rrpmv Mad.r of rh. 5 LA Shuchm for h w b m n t   A c w t i s  Field, I = 177.827 Hz 
FHEiJEtiCY . 17ieh27 
””””””””””“ 
h 
3 
7 
0 
0 
L 
(r 
G 
L 
2 
< 
b 
4 
1 
5 
6 
L 
5 
1 
4 
6 
6 
1 
3 
2 
9 
3 
L 
7 
7 
4 
1 
1 
2 
6 
3 
5 
6 
9 
16 
c 
ALtmUSTIC YA\ELtol(rTH m 75.579 
””””””“””””””””” 
0.968 
0.974 
0.993 
l . O C 1  
0.985 
0.988 
0.9b7 
1.616 
0.972 
1 . G X  
0.949 
1 s C 4 5  
0.966 
1 *Oh4 
0.935 
1.041 
0.926 
1.G2E 
0.924 
1.051 
1 ,066 
0.960 
0.908 
0.917 
1 .C28 
1.073 
1 -C76 
1.103 
0.U52 
0.926 
1.065 
0.857 
1.100 
0.815 
0.H16 
0.d28 
0.814 
0.923 
0.97P 
o.aw 
203.939 
24-413 
145.90; 
t17.617 
aJb.709 
Z02.21P 
~ni.505 
17/.264 
lSa.62E 
113.173 
74-42? 
72.316 
2G5.096 
77.567 
50.757 
151.16i 
43.544 
63.C26 
39.9P7 
49.517 
96.296 
i9.174 
34-194 
35.453 
31.b3C 
1X.9*L 
12.69* 
43 .C5P 
12.53L 
43.061 
13.496 
ZL.U7* 
8.619 
9.777 
am692 
n4 .uw 
1 2 5 . 3 ~  
3.240 
2.060 
2.0GO 
2.000 
2.OGO 
2.060 
2.000 
2.560 
P rn 560 
3.878 
3.543 
3 .  6% 
l r O ( r 0  
3.7b7 
2.CCO 
j. 698 
3.543 
1 .GOO 
3.767 
3.240 
1 .Ob0 
2.560 
3.9L.8 
3.2*0 
2.CLO 
j .642 
3.842 
3.543 
1.GL.O 
1.000 
2.560 
2.560 
3.7k.7 
3-240 
3.842 
3.878 
3.698 
3.878 
3.963 
3 .9 t l  
THE T O T A L  RESP84SF bF ALL P I h C R  N t L E S  A T  177.827 HZ = 
TOTAL RLSPOhSE = 122Gl l . b l3  
RANK 
35 
37 
36  
29  
30 
33 
23 
24 
39 
20 
31 
17  
15 
12 
22  
40 
9 
2 
7 
6 
13  
1 
5 
4 
3 
3a 
a 
la 
25 
I C  
16  
14 
11 
2 1  
19  
32 
27 
26 
34 
2a 
36077*074 
8375.355 
6976.070 
71B5.664 
6633.961 
6497.352 
6477-8G1 
5560.152 
4422.590 
4102.957 
3901.784 
3029.458 
2904.515 
2665.320 
2445.549 
P368.660 
2364.696 
s63a.172 
3260.823 
2259.282 
1 9 7 c . 4 ~ 6  
1537 - 184 
1479.596 
1391-070 
1296.266 
972.413 
747.900 
756.295 
693.b4E 
ho9.751 
657.654 
551 -226  
545.5C6 
506.222 
5 ~ 2 . 9 0 6  
501;032 
406.029 
496.090 
319.354 
1218.237 
CUM. RES. PR 
6.861 
8.255 
5.870 
5.715 
5.434 
5.323 
5.307 
4.619 
4.555 
3.623 
3;361 
3.196 
2.671 
2.482 
23379 
2- 183 
2.003 
1.940 
1.937 
1.614 
1.259 
1 -140  
1.212 
1.062 
0.797 
0.620 
0.613 
t.565 
0.535 
0.452 
0.427 
0.415 
6.412 
0.410 
0.401 
0.333 
G.262 
1.a51 
0.998 
0.568 
7712.313 100.000 
n1STuijnA.i- PLBT bF P E ~ L L N ~ A X  K t S W h S t  AGAlNS1 40*.3LLIStO RLSONANCE  FREOUENCY. 
....................................... 
0 
FIIhlF 1 
0.814 
0.815 
0.816 
0. 850 
0.802 
O.B?b 
0.857 
0 * 3b8 
0.917 
0 1 Y i 4  
0.9i.3 
0 . 9 L b  
0-92& 
0.935 
0.949 
0.972 
0.960 
0.972 
0.974 
0.968 
0.967 
0.968 
0.986 
0.953 
0.969 
1.Wl 
1.G16 
1 .u52 
1.028 
1.012 
1.044 
1.045 
1.0t0 
1.051 
1.065 
1.073 
1.078 
l.O?t 
0 
0 
G O  
G 
co 
000 
OG 
L 
OUGOL 
00COl 06 
OOCUL 
0 G U O L  
OUGOLObC 
006 
COiJULC 
G.000~ 
000LLO 
OOGOL 
0 0 
0 
bG00 
00 
oa 
GOO 
GO 
00 
..
(r 
0 .  
0 
Pb 
i 
75 
1 
PCR SXh/AY SYY/AC 
2.871 
1.230 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
4.307 
4.307 
2.153 
1.077 
8.613 
1.723 
9999.996 
1.436 
1.723 
8.613 
2.153 
1.077 
1.636 
a m 3  
2.871 
4.307 
0.957 
2.871 
9999.996 
1.230 
2.153 
1.230 
0.613 
4.307 
4.307 
1.436 
1.723 
1.077 
0.957 
a.613 
2 . a n  
0.a61 
100 
1 
1 -  
~ ~~ 
LEGEND 
F M N B  = Resonant frequency  of m,n rnode/frequency 
JZM(W) = Joint  acceptance in x-dirmction, j:(u) 
JZN(W) = Joint  acceptance in y-direction, j ib)  
H = H ’ b / ~ , , )  
BMN = 8, 
RESPONSE = Response of m,nth mods (g2/(pi)’) 
CUM. RES. = Cumulative Recpome 
PR = Percentag. of total relponse for  m,nth mode 
PCR = Curmlatlvs rapome prcantage of total rerpaae 
SXW/AW = StNCtUd wavelength, x-dlrectionhcwstic wavelength 
SYW/AW = Structuml wavelmgth, y-dinstion/acwrtic wavelength 
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Table 17: F W  M a t  DomlmM lrpau Modr d th. 5 L A  Structure for Rerrrbomnt k a n t i c  Field, f = 223.871 
FhLLUEYCY = t 2 3 . r . i l  
""""""""""" 
10 
11 
12 
14 
13 
15 
16 
17 
19 
20 
22 
21 
24 
23 
25 
26 
27 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
39 
40 
la 
2a 
3a 
LI 1L 1.01: 
10 7 0.9&6 
- 1 1  4 1.617 
9 Y l.Gl4 
11 3 1.014 
11 i 1.017 
11 5 1.030 
I1 0 1.022 
10 & 1.045 
10 6 0.946 
9 8 0.934 
1 1  6 1*05& 
10 0 0.952 
10 5 0.926 
6 1 1  0.965 
10 Y 0.939 
1 1L  0.9YU 
10 3 0.926 
10 4 0.922 
11 1 1.020 
- 8 9 0.911 
7 1 1  1.042 
10 i 0.949 
9 7 0.&77 
11 7 1.102 
9 lti 1.113 
10 9 1.125 
9 L O - h h  
9 6 0.h42 
6 1C 0 .84G 
6 b 0 .h30 
4 12 0.969 
9 5 0.829 
9 4 0.835 
5 1 1  0 - & 9 5  
7 9 0-81'/ 
b L 0.856 
1 1  b 1.165 
9 2 0.874 
9 3 0.853 
195.732 
194.629 
1H8.216 
17P.310 
lbL.37% 
174.891 
117.5lP 
74.275 
67.125 
4Y.64h 
111.403 
79.063 
41.563 
56.103 
43.*93 
Bh.Ltd& 
15h.112 
37.924 
30.U16 
81.354 
71.534 
17.511 
19.513 
15-917 
13.056 
24.192 
1 1  -367 
lh.91C 
11.148 
12.845 
i 'Ub-UUY 
10.047 
10.537 
5.933 
7 4 . 7 0 3  
b.787 
13-*3: 
7 . 5 2 8  
151.11m 
52.558 
3.921 
3.903 
5.543 
3.2*0 
2.5b0 
3.658 
2.0LO 
3.767 
3.U7W 
3.7b7 
3.935 
3.691 
2.560 
3.9Z1 
3-2*0  
3.543 
3.9(13 
l . O t i O  
3.935 
1.OLf 
3 . R 4 i  
3.921 
3.9b3 
2 I 000 
2 -56C 
3.9il 
3*7b7 
3.842 
5.878 
2.1100 
3.a+; 
3.240 
3.878 
3.945 
3.543 
3.698 
3.935 
3.903 
2.000 
3.878 
2ao6.929 
2 5 ~ 2 . ~ ~ 0  
1891 408 
2493.411 
1641.654 
1557.313 
1548.276 
1510.121 
1414.025 
1386.785 
1395.213 
1309.255 
1321.507 
1172.316 
1126-165 
704.452 
663.636 
616.522 
5 9 2 . 5 3 3  
492**03 
440.373 
429.826 
425.65U 
412.867 
423-351 
3d6.024 
370.139 
343,671 
339.428 
270.390 
239-205 
378.206 
363.829 
Hz 
PR 
THL T U T A L  RESPUVSt bF ALL b T h t H  MuiitS A T  223.871 n Z  = 10456.125  100.000 
RANK 
38 
36 
33 ~~ 
35 
31 
30 
32 
39 
29 
24 
28 
37 
21 
17 
19 
15 
18 
11 
16 
23 
10 
13 
14 
2 
34 
1 
3 
5 
6 
20 
4 .  
9 
7 
22 
8 
12 
26 
25 
27 
40 
FnI.,F 
0.817 
0 . 8 2 3  
0.835 
0.83, 
0 * 8 * 0  
0.842 
0.U53 
U.d7* 
0.877 
O08Yd 
0.899 
0.911 
0.920 
0.922 
0.926 
0.921 
0.934 
0.939 
3.9~6 
0.9*9 
0.952 
0.965 
3.986 
0.949 
1.012 
1.014 
1.014 
1.017 
1.017 
1.O& 
1.022 
1.030 
1.0*2 
1.045 
1.056 
1.113 
1.132 
1.125 
1.lhs 
0.~56 
0 
i 
0 
0 
'3 
0 
0 
0 
00 
(10 
00 
0 0  
30 
0C 
L O U  
(i0 
03 
00COL0;101. 
O W O b O J O .  
0000L0J0L 
3OOOLO 
0000 
0 0 0 0 ~ 0  
Ob 
0000 
oco 
3C0 
00 
0 
U 
0 
25 I 50 
I 
75 
1 
PCR SX'm/AC SYh/Ah 
1 s 453 
1 163 
1.292 
1.057 
1 a 0 5 7  
1-05? 
1.057 
1.163 
1.057 
1 163 
1.292 
1 057 
1.163 
1.938 
1.163 
1.163 
1.661 
1.163 
1.163 
1-05? 
1.453 
1.661 
1.163 
1.292 
1-05? 
1.292 
1 - 16.3 
1.292 
1.292 
1.292 
1.292 
2.907 
1 * 453 
1.292 
1.292 
2.325 
1.453 
1.661 
1.057 
1.938 
1.084 
1.549 
1.205 
2.711 
3.615 
5.422 
2.1b9 
1.355 
9999.996 
1.807 
1.355 
9999.996 
0.986 
2.169 
5.422 
3.615 
10.844 
2.711 
1.205 
1.a07 
I -084 
10.844 
0.986 
1.0a4 
1.549 
1.549 
9999.996 
1.205 
5.422 
I .a07 
I ,084 
3.615 
0.904 
1.355 
2.711 
2.169 
0.986 
1.205 
9999.996 
1.355 
100 
1 
I LEGEND 1 JZWW) = Joint acceptance In x-direction, j i (u) 
JZN(W) = Joint  acceptance In y-dlroction, jz(u) 
FMN/F = Rasamnt  frequency of m,n mode/frequency 
H = H z  (u/umn) 
BMN = 8 ,  
CUM. RES. = Cumulative Rospone 
RESPONSE = Response of m,nth mod. (gZ/(pl)') 
PR 
PCR = Curmlatim rapome prcmtep of total mponre 
= Percentap of total respaue for m,nth m d e  
SXW/AW = Struchml wovelenpth,  r-dlrsctlon/acoustic  wovdenpth 
SYW/AW = Stmeturn1 wovelmpth, y-diroction/acoustic  wavelenpth 
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RANK M 
2 1c 
1 b  
4 t  
5 16 
6 11 
7 5  
9 1  
10 13 
11 1 7  
12  15 
13  16 
14 15 
15  15 
16 2 
17 17 
20 4 
19 16 
21 3 
22 9 
23 13 
24 9 
25 7 
26 12 
27 7 
29 17 
30 14 
32 16 
31 1 4  
34 3 
33 15 
36 4 
35 16 
37 11 
39 2 
40 16 
3 !4 
a 17 
18 17 
28 17 
38 10 
h 
15 
1 4  
I(. 
I t  
6 
13 
16 
3 
11 
17 
C 
7 
b 
12 
17 
4 
0 
5 
16 
17 
12 
I 5  
14 
15 
13 
16 
5 
1 
11 
9 
4 
7 
It 
6 
1 7  
1 4  
13 
16 
3 
0.992 
I -Ob6 
0 - 992 
1.C13 
0.987 
0.980 
0.979 
l.Cl1 
1 .C21 
0.974 
0.99b 
1 .C23 
1 . G 2 3  
0.973 
0.970 
1.03L 
1 -029 
0.956 
0.989 
0.951 
1.046 
1 . C 4 b  
0.945 
1-04Y 
0.945 
1 .C53 
I .C54 
1.053 
0.901 
1 .C55 
0.935 
0.934 
0.931 
0.923 
I.0Ct 
1 .Ob7 
1  .c72 
0.914 
0.914 
0.915 
S LA SINC~UIO f a   U w e b m n t  Acoustic Fidd, f = 398.105 
hLHUSllC *A\EL€!GTH = 33.760 
"""""""""""""""" 
h. btihr EESI'BCSL. CbH. RES. 
3.965 
3.921 
3.959 
3.717 
3.569 
3.953 
3.Ot9 
3.240 
3.972 
3.935 
2.560 
3.903 
3.842 
3.878 
3.945 
3.5*3 
3.972 
2 O(10 
3.698 
3.969 
3.912 
3.945 
3.365 
3.959 
3.965 
3.953 
3 * 969 
3.658 
3.935 
1 .OLO 
3.9L3 
3.543 
3.842 
5.569 
3.671 
3.572 
3.959 
3.933 
3.969 
3.840 
Hr 
PR 
4.112 
4 - 094 
4 s 067 
3.602 
3.592 
3.287 
3 . n a  
3.075 
2.926 
2.770 
2.744 
2.726 
2.710 
2.f69 
2.629 
2.219 
2.079 
1.965 
1.617 
1 * 427 
1.266 
1.381 
1.245 
1.229 
1.119 
1.057 
1.104 
0.964 
1.018 
0,937 
0.866 
I - 386 
0.8*a 
0. 838 
0.688 
0.777 
0.771 
0.611 
0.609 
0.553 
THE lbTAL RESPbhSL bF ALL t1hk.k FlCLtS A T  Li9b.105 HZ 15699.730 100.000 
TBlAL RESrFJhSC = 666sl.250 
RANK 
39 
4 0  
34 
33 
31 
25 
32 
24 
20 
19 
15 
14 
IO 
7 
6 
5 
18 
29 
3 
1 
11 
2 
4 
9 
13 
12 
17 
21 
16 
22 
23 
26 
27 
30 
35 
36 
37 
3a 
a 
2a 
~ l b l t ; 6 H A P  PLkT t F  P C - C i X l C V L  F tSPrhSF AGLlhSl hBfi'.ALIStC RtSbhANCE FREGUENCY. """""_""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 
C 25 5 U  
FP:h/F I 
0.914 U 
C.919 G 
0.519 0 
75 
i I I 
b.9S5 L 
0.951 J 
0.958 CG 
0.970 0C 
0.973 U0i 
0.979 CDL' 
0.974 LLC 
0.900 coo 
0.967 L G G C  
0.991 c 
0.989 GO 
0.952 GGDL 
0.992 OOUG 
I.Ub6 L D G C  
l.Gl1 COL 
1.013 OCUO 
1,021 00b 
1.023 (1GL 
1.023 CLb 
1.029 G U  
lnG3O OC 
1-0*6 G 
1.046 0 
1.069 C 
1.053 G 
1.053 0 
1.G59 0 
1.054 0 
1.G67 0 
1.066 0 
1.072 0 
0.998 GDL 
PCR S X W A Y  S Y W A Y  
4.112 
12.274 
a - 207 
15.a76 
19.46a 
25 a93 
28.367 
31.893 
22.755 
34.663 
.37.407 
40.132 
47.940 
45.471 
50.159 
54.203 
55.820 
57.247 
58.633 
60-01* 
61.201 
62.526 
63.155 
64.873 
67.034 
65 977 
69.016 
69.953 
71.666 
72 - 504 
74.052 
74 .739 
75.959 
75.350 
76-512 
42.842 
52.238 
68.052 
70.ula 
73-2a1 
100 
1 
LEGEND 
J24W)  = Joint acceptance In x-direction, j:(u) 
FMN/F = Resomnt frequency of m,n mode/fraquancy 
J2N(W) = Joint acceptance in y-dlrection, ji(u) 
H = H z  (u/umn) 
BMN = 
RESPONSE = Reaponre of m,nth mode (gZ/(pi)') 
CUM. RES. = Cumulativs Response 
PR = Percantop of total r p m .  for  m,nth mode 
SXW/AW = Strvstuml wovolanpth, ir-dlnct;on/ocwstic wovalongth 
PCR = Cumlat in  rmpomr. prcontaae of total response 
SYW/AW = Stnrtuml  wavalnpth, y-dinction/acw%tic wavolmgth 
mn 
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RANK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
9 
10 
11 
12 
14 
13 
16 
15 
17 
20 
19 
22 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
38 
37 
39 
40 
a 
18 
2s 
n 
U 
1 
4 
3 
k 
4 
P 
3 
z 
5 
5 
3 
e 
1 
3 
J 
5 
1 
5 
4 
3 
2 
6 
6 
1 
d 
1 
E 
2 
5 
3 
6 
2 
b 
3 
1 
5 
1 
P 
U 
FhELJiNCY m UY-125 
""""""""""" 
h 
4 
M 
6 
3 
5 
7 
8 
7 
2 
6 
5 
7 
1 
6 
4 
7 
7 
4 
3 
h 
6 
6 
5 
9 
3 
e 
9 
5 
2 
7 
4 
4 
5 
5 
3 
4 
9 
a 
a 
ACOLJSllC kAVELEhGTH . 110.070 
"""""""""""""""" 
RAhK 
39 
37 
30 
34 
28 
27 
23 
21 
16 
15 
18 
13 
lk 
9 
5 
3 
4 
2 
1 
7 
6 
12 
10 
1 1  
20 
17 
22 
26 
19' 
29 
32 
24 
36 
25 
31 
33 
38 
35 
40 
a 
HkSPBNSE. 
995.P47 
868.946 
5Lb.070 
377.754 
2bM.749 
272.509 
277.227 
ZEl.RG6 
128.287 
68 * 652 
64.843 
44.741 
39.612 
32.5u7 
26.940 
26- 185 
25 - 505 
21.590 
20.663 
20.504 
19.780 
13.195 
11.441 
10.698 
10.239 
9.5C6 
9.179 
8.3111 
0.313 
0.169 
7.535 
7.495 
6.314 
7.311 
6 -  209 
5.R91 
4.702 
4.318 
61.4135 
5.817 
CUM- kES. 
1864.193 
995.2k7 
2370.263 
2748.017 
3036.766 
3186.502 
3313.993 
3936.595 
4005.247 
4070.090 
4131.574 
4176.313 
4215.922 
4248.465 
4275.402 
4327.090 
4348.676 
4369.336 
4389.840 
4409.617 
4422.809 
4432.246 
4444.941 
4464.684 
rk55.180 
4473.859 
4482.238 
4498.719 
4490.551 
4506.254 
4513.746 
4521.056 
4527.367 
4533.574 
4539.465 
38oa.3oa 
4301 -5.86 
*545.281 
*5*9.980 
255k.297 
PR 
21.472 
10.918 
8.150 
5.981 
6.230 
18.747 
5.879 
4.785 
2.768 
1.481 
1.327 
1.399 
0.855 
0.965 
01702 
0.581 
0.550 
0.565 
0.466 
0.446 
0.442 
0.427 
0.247 
0.221 
0.231 
0.205 
0.198 
0.179 
0.176 
C.163 
0.162 
0.158 
0.136 
G. 1 3 4  
0.127 
0.126 
0.101 
0.093 
0.285 
0.1n1 
HISTCiHA3 P L C T  b l  W i C t N l A d  L L S C t k S I  AtiAlNS1 h B 2 ' : A L I S t D  WESBNANCE  FREOUENCY. """"""""""""""""""""""""."""""""""""""" 
0 
Fkh/F I 
0.275 
0.35b 
0.457 
0 .4Yb 
0.578 
O*bbU 
0.632 
0.741 
0.762 
0.772 
0.917 
0.922 
0.925 
0.982 
0.950 
1 nOL9 
1.024 
1.054 
1.029 
1.139 
1.163 
1.167 
1 nP45 
1.257 
1-2t4 
1.275 
1.277 
1.315 
1.329 
1.391 
1.357 
1.401 
1.42u 
1.st9 
1.475 
1.405 
1.511 
0.5bn 
o.atTr 
0.9qa 
?5 
I 
C 
0 
U 
0 
C 
GOO 
O O W L  
O G 3 O L O  
OGOOLOOOLOL 
UO0OCO00 
U G O U L O ~ O L U L ~ ~ G ~ ~ ~ O L  
G G O ~ L O ~ L L U U U ~ ~ L U ~ ~ ~ L L  
0000L0 
OODOGO 
C 
0 
C 
0 
50 
I 
75 
1 
PCR S X W A k  SYk/AY 
21  m472 
51.137 
40.219 
59.287 
65.517 
77.377 
82-163 
84. 930 
71.498 
a6.411 
87.810 
89.137 
90.102 
90.957 
91 659 
92.240 
93.355 
94.266 
94 m 709 
95.136 
95.420 
95.667 
95.898 
96.118 
96 324 
96-528 
96.702 
96 0 882 
97.220 
97.3112 
97.540 
97.676 
97.937 
98.062 
98.257 
92.805 
93.821 
97.058 
970a10 
98.164 
1.585 
6.341 
2.116 
1.585 
1.585 
1.585 
3.171 
2.114 
3.171 
1.268 
2.114 
1.268 
3.171 
6.341 
2.114 
2.114 
6.341 
1.268 
2.114 
1.585 
3.171 
1.585 
1.057 
6.341 
1.057 
3.174 
6.341 
3.171 
3.171 
2.114 
1 a268 
3.171 
1.057 
1.057 
6.341 
1 ,268 
6.341 
1.585 
I -2611 
a.114 
0.739 
1.479 
0.986 
1.971 
0.845 
1.183 
0.739 
0.845 
2.957 
0.916 
0.739 
1.183 
0.845 
5.914 
0.986 
0.845 
1.479 
0.845 
1.479 
1.971 
0.739 
1.183 
0.986 
0.986 
0.657 
1.183 
0.986 
1.971 
0.657 
0.739 
2.957 
1 479 
0.657 
1.479 
1.1113 
1.971 
0.657 
1.479 
1.1a3 
0.a45 
100 
1 
I LEGEND 1 
F M N B  = Rewrmnt  frequency  of m,n mod./freqwncy 
JZM(W) = Joint  occsptonce in x-directlon, j '  (u) 
J2N(W) Joint  acceptonce In y-dlrectlon, jA(u) 
H = H ' (-/umn) 
8 M N  = 8,  
RESPONSE = hsponu oi m,nth mod. (g*/(pI)') 
CUM. RES. = Cumulative L s p o n u  
K R  = Curmlatlm  rrporne pm.nbp.o f  total  rmpama 
SXW/AW = Stnrtuml wavelength, i-dlnstion/acovltic wavelength 
SW/AW - Stnrtuml wavelngth, y-dinslim/acautls wavelengtt 
PR = Perc*rtop of tda l  rmpmse  for m,nth mod. 
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Table 20: F W  M a t  Danimnt k p m s  kbdn d tho S L A  . Stnrtun fa M y  lnyor Turhrlenso (U, = 9810 in./=; Sb = 12.0 in.), f = 177.827 Hz 
RANK 1%  1. Fa'IN/F 
0.986 
0.97* 
1.c2s 
1.044 
1 . G l 3  
0.972 
1 .UP? 
0.Y72 
l - r r b l  
1.U45 
0.949 
1.LUl 
0.977 
1.Glb 
1 -LbO 
0.393 
0.969 
0.935 
G.966 
0.921 
0.9b7 
1.073 
1.041 
0.988 
lmG5b 
0.95b 
1 .CP2 
0.924 
0 -923  
1.lL3 
1 .Ch4 
0.93b 
1.078 
l .1;G 
0.917 
0.960 
Cm9CL 
I .  160 
1.065 
1 166 
.l2:31 h 1 - Jakl ,d I .  UMh 
3.24e 
3.h42 
3.9L3 
3.69R 
3.935 
2.560 
2.560 
3.921 
3.e7.q 
3.5*3 
3.543 
2.000 
3.935 
2 rn G00 
3.7b7 
2.ULO 
2.OUO 
3.767 
2.OUO 
8.651 
2. c00 
3 s P 4 0  
2.GLO 
l.OL0 
3.921 
3.935 
3.678 
1 .GLO 
3.9u3 
3.842 
3.9i5 
3.2kU 
2. O L O  
2.560 
1. I L O  
3.543 
3.921 
3.698 
1.ULO 
>,tibn 
HESPBhSE. Cun. RES. PR 
7.543 
6.250 
4.314 
3.500 
3.317 
3.271 
3.243 
3.198 
3.191 
2.8b9 
2.913 
2.730 
2,698 
2-654 
2.439 
2. 160 
2.076 
1.878 
1.821 
1.785 
1 - 652 
1.571 
1.560 
1.480 
1 - 433 
1 395 
1.097 
0.904 
1.022 
0.869 
0.741 
0.731 
0.665 
C.619 
0.536 
0.505 
0.494 
0.490 
4.087 
I 378 
PCR S X d A d  SYN/AY 
3.934 
1.686 
2.360 
1 -311  
1.073 
5.900 
5.900 
1.180 
2 950 
1.475 
9999.996 
2.950 
9999.996 
1.073 
9999,996 
1.967 
9999.996 
I .96? 
9999.996 
2.360 
9999.996 
3.934 
9999.996 
11.801 
1 180 
11.801 
1.073 
1.475 
1 - 3 1 1  
1.686 
3.934 
1.073 
9999.996 
5.900 
5.900 
2.950 
1.180 
11.801 
2.36C 
11.ao1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10  
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
20 
19 
21  
22 
23 
24 
25 
27 
26 
28 
29 
30 
31 
33 
32 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
18 
b 3  
b 7  
9 5  
7 9  
P 11  
b Y  
7 2  
5 IL. 
9 4  
a b  
8 4  
5 L  
2 11 
6 0  
9 6  
6 6  
4 L  
i ' c  
3 6  
h b  
9 3  
1 C  
7 G  
6 1  
6 1 G  
1 11 
7 . 5  
7 1  
9 7  
6 9  
4 11 
7 3  
3 2  
o c  
6 2  
5 1  
16 4 
4 1b 
l U  5 
b 1  
472.AG9 
391.802 
270.425 
256-1b5 
219.374 
472.809 
1135.035 
864.610 
1391.200 
1610.574 
1818.500 
2023.558 
207.926 
203.261 
2SU.479 
200.008 
18l.Oh9 
142.591 
171.143 
169.126 
166.371 
152.Rb4 
135.370 
l a0 -164  
117.721 
l i 4 . 1 5 0  
103.547 
97.771 
92.747 
69.125 
b6.393 
(17.466 
68.767 
b4.  ti93 
5 6 -  637 
5q.457 
+h**h l  
45.796 
l l l .656 
36.826 
33.b16 
31.683 
3c. 959 
3L-  699 
205.3sa 
1ll.a~ 
9n.466 
2226.819 
2627.306 
2427.298 
2990.973 
2809.904 
3162.115 
3331.242 
3497.613 
3650.477 
3785.846 
3916*010 
4033.731 
4259.762 
4363.309 
4461.773 
4559.543 
4742.113 
4915.969 
4829.578 
*984.734 
5105.461 
5159.914 
5206.371 
5252.164 
5293.816 
5332.641 
5366.254 
5397.93* 
5459.586 
4127.a79 
4652.2a9 
bo*8.a24 
542a.891 
0 
F I I N / F  I 
0 . 9 d  
0.9Ld 
0.917 
0.9c3 
0.924 
0.9t8 
0.935 
0.949 
0.956 
0.972 
0.960 
0.972 
0.9/4 
0.977 
0.9b7 
0.9b8 
U.9U8 
0.966 
0.9b9 
0.933 
I.CL1 
1.013 
1.Glb  
1.022 
1.026 
1 .C>2 
1.0*1 
1*0*4 
1.0r5 
1.OC.1 
l * i ) b b  
1.0b3 
1 .Lb* 
1 .a65 
1.073 
1.1LZ 
1 - c i a  
1 - 1 ~ 3  
1.162 
l - l b b  
?b 53 75 
I I I 
100 
1 R A M  
37 
32 
35 
29 
28 
PO 
17 
26 
11 
36 
8 
7 
2 
13 
21  
19 
1 
24 
18 
16 
1 2  
5 
27 
14 
3 
6 
23 
4 
10 
9 
25 
15 
3 1  
39 
22 
34 
33 
30 
40 
3a 
LEGEND 1 
FMN/F = Resonant froqvency  of  m,n  mode/frequency 
J2M(w) = Joint  accsptance In x-dlrsction, j: (u) 
J W W )  
H 
BMN 
CUM. RES. 
RESPONSE 
PR 
PC R 
SXW/AW 
SYW/AW 
= Joint acceptance in y-dlrestlon, j:(u) 
= H' (u/umn) 
= bsponse of m,nth mod. (g2/(pl)') 
= * m n  
= Cumulative bspome 
= Parcontap of total relponre for  m,nth mads 
= StNCtUd wavolanpth,'x-dlrection/acwstic wavelength 
= Cvmulatim rnpome percentage of total m p a n a  
= S t N C b d  wavelength, y-dirrctlon/accutic wavalangth 
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FiiEbJLNCY . i23.671 
""""""""""" 
h 
4 
3 
7 
9 
2 
5 
10 
0 
12 
6 
6 
6 
11 
1 
I 1  
0 
6 
5 
12 
2 
3 
4 
12 
7 
10 
3 
Y 
4 
1 
2 
13 
5 
u 
7 
12 
9 
10 
13 
1 1  
0 
F:'.l*/t 
I .C l ' /  
1.034 
0.366 
l . L l 4  
1.017 
1 m030 
1.012 
1.062 
0 -9b9  
I -025 
0.946 
1 no56 
0.965 
1 .C20 
0.952 
1 .GS2 
0.932 
0.926 
1.041 
0 * 939 
0.92a 
0.922 
0.949 
1.102 
0.9?0 
1.112 
0.911 
0.949 
1.123 
1.061 
1 * 143 
1.1C7 
0.921 
1 125 
1.113 
0.899 
0.89.Y 
I l o a  
0.877 
1.07.3 
d2.'. I .I I . H. BElh RESPBhSL. CUM. UES. RANK H PR 
7.413 
7.316 
7.258 
5.447 
5.256 
5.026 
3.696 
3.167 
2.775 
2.479 
2.395 
2.126 
1.933 
1 y7 78 
1.567 
1.527 
1 -506 
1.450 
1.421 
1.322 
1.391 
1.024 
0.010 
0.782 
0.728 
0.709 
0.680 
0.620 
0.555 
0.543 
0.537 
0.504 
0.487 
0.4U7 
0.429 
0.420 
0.395 
5.782 
0 . a ~  
0.798 
PCR SXY/Ad S Y W A h  
1 11 
2 11 
3 13 
4 9  
5. 11 
6 11 
7 1  
8 11 
,352,119 
344.737 
3*7.409 
274.667 
243.650 
23d. 720 
175.566 
150.447. 
131  795 
117.749 
113.767 
190.976 
258.718 
10 10 
9 4  
11 10 
12 11 
13 6 
14 11 
15 7 
16 10 
17 9 
11 10 
19  5 
20  10 
21 1L 
22 10 
23  3 
24 I1 
25 7 
26 12 
27 U 
20 12 
29 10 
30 12 
31  1 
32 12 
33 12 
34 9 
35 2 
36 10 
37 9 
39 s 
40 9 
30 2 
3721.236 
3755.806 
3789.466 
3821.782 
3m51.24! 
3928.898 
3952 .a29 
3877.601 
3903.392 
3975.974 
3999.118 
*019.49* 
4039.456 
4058.206 
691.782 lOU.000 
75 
I 
100 
I FnhlF 
0.877 
o.nsi 
0.699 
u.911 
0.920 
u.921 
3.9& 
0 . 9 ~ 6  
0 .926 
0.934 
0 n 939 
0.946 
0.9s9 
0 -9 -9  
0.952 
0.965 
U.?hb 
1.012 
1.014 
l . ir l4  
1.017 
1.017 
l.il2CJ 
1 .a22 
1.033 
o.se9 
R A h K  
34 
40 
27 
39 
25 
35 
22 
21 
20 
17 
29  
1 1  
23 
16 
13 
3 
9 
7 
4 
2 
5 
1 
14 
6 
19  
15 
10 
12 
31 
38 
24  
33 
30 
26  
37 
28 
36 
32 
18 
a 
LEGEND I 
FMNB = Laanant fnquency of m,n mcde/fmlumcy 
JZh4(W) = Jolnt acc.phnc. In  x-dlrutlon, j (u 
JZN(W) = Joint  accaptanc. in y-direction, j:(u) 
A )  
H = Hz (u/umn) 
BMN = Bmn 
CUM. RES. = Cumulatlv* L c p r s m  
RESPONSE = L a p o n u  of m,nth m o d .  (pZ/(pal)') 
PR 
PCR = Cunulatlw nspom prcontag. of  total rmpmn 
= Parcmtog. of tdal rmaponaa for m,nth mod. 
SXW/AW = Structuml wovmlmngth, x-dlnctlon/ocovstlc  wavdmnpth 
SYW/AW Struchrml wavdngth, y-dlnctior/osarctic mvolmgth 
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Table 22: F d y  M a t  Danimnt R n p o n r r  Modn of the S L A  Struclurs for Bounrbry Layar Turbulenca (Uc =9810 in./sec; 6b = 12.0 in.), f = 398.105 Hz 
h 
6 
3 
1 C  
d 
7 
9 
4 
8 
0 
14 
11 
15 
13 
16 
12 
16 
5 
1 
17 
12 
4 
17 
8 
11 
7 
9 
13 
15 
1 4  
6 
16 
3 
15 
17 
16 
1L 
1 4  
l(r 
6 
F4 J/F 
0.3117 
1.011 
C.992 
1.523 
1.023 
1.029 
0.973 
0.989 
0.37* 
1 .doh 
0 e 992 
o.gao 
o.%a 
0.37a 
0.973 
0.979 
1.013 
0.991 
1.053 
1.021 
1 .G43 
0.935 
1.066 
1 *033 
1,059 
0.331 
0.934 
1 .a53 
0.945 
1 546 
1 .Ob3 
0.351 
0.919 
0.345 
1.346 
1 .d5+ 
0.366 
1.572 
0.896 
1 . a 2  
.J25(11. H. dah 
3.240 
3-78? 
3.921 
2.560 
3.842 
3.9G.3 
3.543 
3.878 
2. 000 
3.959 
3.965 
3.935 
3.953 
3.698 
3.945 
3.969 
3.698 
3.9t9 
1.000 
3.945 
3.972 
3.543 
3.972 
3.878 
3.935 
3.842 
3.903 
3.953 
3.965 
3.959 
3.7b7 
3.967 
3.240 
3.965 
3.97P 
3.963 
3 . 9 t l  
3.959 
3.921 
3.787 
RESPBRSE. CIJM. RES. PR 
4.953 
4.395 
4.329 
3.727 
3.272 
3.191 
3.102 
3.052 
2.692 
2.681 
2.655 
2.234 
23180 
4.846 
3.298 
2.118 
1.774 
1.661 
1.607 
1.520 
1.226 
1.198 
1.165 
1 * 066 
1.038 
1.032 
1.016 
0.984 
C.866 
0.781 
0.759 
0,766 
0.680 
0.741 
0.662 
0.553 
0.535 
0.525 
0.958 
0.801 
PCR SXY/AW S Y Y / A Y  RANK 1'1 
2 17 
1 16 
3 1 4  
4 17 
5 lb 
6 15 
7 17 
9 17 
10 10 
11 13 
12 d 
13  11 
14 16 
15 12 
16 b 
17 5 
19 1 7  
20 1 
21  1 3  
22 16 
23 2 
E4 16 
25  1 4  
26 15 
27 14 
29 9 
30 9 
3 1  1 1  
32 * 
33 lb 
34 7 
35 3 
36 7 
37 I 5  
38 11 
39 13 
40 15 
a 15 
18 17 
28 12 
90.718 
80.508 
238.766 
79.285 
68.262 
59.938 
60.r09 
58.449 
56.824 
55.901 
47.316 
49.103 
40.915 
39.922 
38.803 
32.495 
30.426 
29.427 
22.459 
21.945 
21.346 
19,521 
13.013 
18.896 
18.021 
17.540 
15.d60 
14.670 
1i.310 
14.028 
13.9C1 
13.573 
12.464 
12.128 
1U.135 
9.791 
9.625 
4a.626 
27.a47 
la.601 
1 7 9 . 4 ~ 1  
90.718 
407.538 
527.884 
259.992 
339.276 
467.947 
586.333 
643.157 
699.058 
797.477 
748.374 
846.103 
926.940 
965.743 
1028.664 
1085.937 
3130.342 
1151.687 
3190.220 
1209.116 
1227.718 
1245.739 
1263.279 
1279.139 
1293.808 
l jC8.119 
1322.146 
1349.620 
1962.084 
1374.212 
1384.347 
1394.138 
1*03*764 
887.018 
998.238 
1058.090 
1108.396 
1171.208 
1336.048 
9.799 
4.953 
14.194 
22 249 
25.548 
32.011 
35.113 
38.165 
40.857 
*3.538 
46.193 
50.606 
48.427 
52-725  
54.499 
56.160 
57.766 
59 1287 
60.513 
61.711 
63.942 
66.012 
67.027 
68.969 
68.011 
69.834 
70.635 
71 -417 
73.682 
72.941 
74.363 
75.025 
76.113 
75.578 
76.638 
18.523 
28.820 
62 .  a76 
64.980 
72.182 
2.35.133 199.012 
133.421 
216.618 
225.206 
147.996 
145.919 
123.355 
206.43S 
lq l . 619  
215.908 
21h.JSb 
lr6.7.33 
173.399 
91.702 
13U-519 
190.374 
165.638 
60.U79 
15Ssb20 
51.244 
66.376 
118.321 
51.194 
42.052 
50.393 
4bed7R 
59.366 
hS.6i17 
72.d7U 
2 8 . 3 5 3  
7S.*J1 
35.771 
64.7k4 
73.722 
29.270 
3 6 . 2 7 3  
29.122 
23.75ti 
~ 1 3 . a 4 9  
54.374 
427.910 10u.000 
nISTQSkA'1 PLOT 0; i .L iL i ' . lAut  FtSF.U'.SF A I j A I h S l  UBn"ALISE0 9ESBhANCE FREQUENCY. """""_""____""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 
100 
I F h N l F  
5 . Y d  
0.919 
0.931 
0.934 
0.935 
0.945 
0.945 
0.951 
0.958 
0.970 
0 . 9 7 3  
0.974 
0.979 
0.960 
0.9b7 
0.9a9 
0.991 
0.992 
0.992 
0.958 
l .ULb 
1.611 
1.013 
1.021 
1.OE3 
1,023 
1.029 
1.033 
1.046 
1.066 
1.0*9 
1.053 
1.G53 
1.054 
1 so59 
1.066 
1.072 
1.062 
1.063 
0.a96 
0 
I 
6 
C 
( r  
C 
G 
ti 
0 
C 
00 
00 
OG0 
uoo 
00 
OUC 
OOOUL 
CDU 
00 
(r(r0L 
COG 
LC30 
(133 
UGLIO[ 
OG 
LC 
oca0 
occ 
oou 
0 
0 
0 
GG 
C 
c 
L 
3 
c 
C 
C 
bG 
I 
75 
I RANA 
40 
39 
26 
33 
22 
27 
34 
30 
32 
14 
15 
11 
17 
13 
1 
9 
19  
3 
12  
4 
10  
2 
20 
16 
5 
6 
7 
23 
35 
29 
2 1  
a 
l a  
28 
36 
25 
24 
38 
37 
31 
LEGEND I 
FMN/F = Resonant frequency  of m,n modc/fraquency 
J2M(w) = Joint accepbnca in  x-direction, j:(u) 
JZN(W) = Joint  accepbama in y-direction, j:(u) 
H = H ' (U/U,,) 
BMN = ,Emn 
RESPONSE = Respwe of m,nth mods (gz/(psl)z) 
CUM. RES. = Cumulative Re~ponw 
PR 
K R  = Cumlat in  rapoms prcmta~ of toto1 rarpome 
= Parcantap of total raspw.  for m,nth, m a k  
SXW/AW = Strustuuml wovalangth,  x-dinction/acoustic wavalmgth 
SVW/AW = Strvsturnl wovalngth, y-dinction/acoustlc vmvalangth 
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RANU 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6. 
7 
9 
10 
12 
11 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
29 
30 
32 
31 
33 
34 
36 
35 
37 
40 
39 
a 
la 
28 
3a 
r. 
3 
2 
I 
4 
5 
4 
5 
3 
6 
5 
6 
6 
6 
5 
4 
3 
5 
2 
6 
5 
4 
3 
5 
4 
d 
6 
5 
6 
5 
4 
a 
4 
4 
3 
2 
3 
6 
3 
3 
4 
h 
C 
C 
0 
0 
E 
1 
3 
2 
I 
6 
c 
8 
5 
7 
4 
J 
2 
1 
I 
4 
5 
4 
3 
6 
5 
3 
7 
9 
6 
6 
4 
7 
h 
5 
3 
6 
7 
b 
C 
ACObSlIC I IA~ELE~GTH 150.799 
"""""""""""""""" 
0.992 
0.986 
1.OCb 
0.992 
1 -0L6 
C.96b 
0.968 
0-9b3 
0.993 
0.988 
1.04q 
0.964 
1.G11 
0.924 
Osb84 
0.666 
1.633 
0.921 
1.032 
0.882 
0.814 
C.781 
0-847 
0-749 
0.766 
0.825 
1.059 
0 a 820 
1.007 
0.697 
0.677 
0.665 
0 * 655 
0.59b 
0.604 
0.52b 
1 *Ob0 
0.495 
0.493 
0.985 
O*C572* 
0.C57i4 
C.057i4 
GnG57i4 
0.0572C 
0.0b7i3 
0.05715 
0.05720 
0.057i3 
0.056Lr 
0.C57i4 
0.05354 
0.05601 
G.05bC3 
0-057.15 
0.057C6 
0.05720 
0.05723 
g : z z  
C.057Cb 
0.G5691 
C.C5715 
0.056t4 
0 * C5LO 1 
O.Ga7TG 
0.05715 
0.05633 
O.CIC4D 
O.CbZS4 
0-056e4 
0.057C6 
0.05354 
0.056C3 
0-05691 
0.05715 
0.G56t4 
0.05720 
G.05623 
C.053t4 
i'l 6.76F. 
197.656 
ZCb.21L 
192.665 
214.107 
216.795 
h9.64C 
217.844 
104.939 
205.451 
82.464 
POG.277 
189.716 
39.921) 
19.635 
109.61G 
104.544 
37. c37 
lt-650 
6.593 
6.443 
12-0p3 
5.122 
50.846 
5.854 
9.534 
212.455 
5.069 
3.753 
3.386 
3.19L 
3.05: 
2.342 
2.473 
3C.108 
1.916 
1.753 
1.743 
173. cn6 
15.488 
i.COO 
2.GG0 
2.600 
2mCGO 
?.E60 
1 .C0O 
3-260 
i -560 
3.7b7 
1.0G0 
3.878 
3.698 
3.543 
3.842 
3.240 
2.560 
1 .COO 
3.543 
1.000 
3.658 
3.543 
3.240 
3.658 
3.7t7 
2.560 
3.240 
3.84? 
3.903 
3.L78 
3.7b7 
9.543 
3*E42 
3.878 
3.658 
3.240 
3.787 
2.560 
3.822 
2 . ~ ~ 0  
3.e78 
THE TOTAL RESPeNSt bF ALL b l h t R  W C t S  A 1  89.125 hZ s 
TOTAL  RESPBNSE . ii16320.Gb3 
RANU 
40 
39 
37 
35 
36 
34 
32 
33 
31 
25 
26 
23 
22 
30 
24 
28 
21 
17 
19 
16 
15 
8 
9 
7 
14 
3 
2 
12 
I 
6 
10 
29 
5 
4 
13 
20 
18 
27 
11 
38 
RESPBhSE. 
13642.121 
12542.hi4 
12317.566 
11287.168 
67h4sC20 
5825.367 
4940.918 
33C1.595 
4829.172 
2207,156 
P036.630 
2014.876 
1991-2b0 
1761.637 
1929.050 
1721.6h6 
1568.831 
1353.320 
1172.956 
998.479 
855.939 
822.760 
655.889 
556.316 
510.475 
475.?05 
444.749 
407.365 
442.754 
406.108 
3b1.183 
.376*352 
325.192 
300.141 
270.944 
253.791 
225.960 
206.268 
267.470 
148.946 
CUM- RES. 
13642.121 
26184.945 
49789.680 
56553.699 
62429.066 
67369.938 
75500.625 
72199.063 
77707.750 
38502.512 
101949.063 
102364.750 
102157.313 
102563.688 
3756.375 100.000 
HISTU2RA'l  PLbT EF PEiCLklAaL fitSFOhSt *GAINS1 lubWiALISED RESOlvANCE FREOUENCY. ."""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 
F h W F  
0.493 
0.455 
0.553 
0.528 
0.6L4 
0.655 
0.665 
0.677 
0.697 
0.7*9 
0.763 
0.781 
0.814 
0.820 
0.825 
0.8b4 
0.862 
0.921 
0.9i4 
0.948 
0.963 
0.964 
0.9b5 
0.986 
0.988 
0.9Y2 
0.992 
0.993 
1.006 
1.007 
1.011 
1.033 
1.042 
1.034 
1.059 
I -0hJ 
0.847 
0.864 
0.968 
I .oca 
0 
I 
PL 
I 
50 
1 
0 
C 
0 
0 
il 
GO 
0 
00 
00000 
000 
OOOOL 
OC 
OCOOLO0OLUOO 
00 
O0OOLOOOLO0G 
0000L0~0L0b02 
000000 
0000LO 
00 
0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 O L O L  
00 
0 
0 
00 
75 
1 
PCR S X W A Y  SI*/** 
1.543 9999.996 
2.314 9999.996 
4.629 9999.996 
1-15? 9999.996 
0.926 4.317 
1.157 8.634 
1.157 4.317 
0.771 1.4.39 
1.543 8.634 
0.926  2.878
100 
1 
I LEGEND 1 
F M N F  = Rmsonont fraqumnsy  of m,n mcde/frqusncy 
JZM(W) = Joint  ocoeptans. In x-dlrastlon, 1' (u) 
J2N(W = Jolnt occeptunse In y-direction, j:(u) 
H = H ' (-/-mn) 
BMN = 8 ,  
CUM. RES. = Cumulotlva b r p m  
RESPONSE = hsponw of m,nth mod. (gy/(pl)') 
PR = Percmbg. d t&l respoma f a  m,nth mod. 
K R  = Cumlotlw ".poru prsntag. of total rmpmu 
SXW/AW = Stnrcbml war*l.npth, x-dlnction/(Icwrtlc wav.Imgth 
SYW/AW = Structurnl wavaln@h, y-dlnstlon/occu~tlc wavelength _ _ ~  .~~ 
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I 
Table 24: Fmty M a t  Domimnt Moda d tha S L A  S.truchrn, with Rodiu: I n s r o a d  to 208 In., for a h w h m n t  Acwctic FIeld, f = 177.827 Hz 
F ~ € L J E N C Y  . 117.~27  ALGUSlIC WAVELLhGlH = 75.579 
""""""""""" """""""""""""""" 
RANK h h 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
8 
9 
10  
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19  
20  
21  
22 
23  
24 
25 
26 
27 
29  
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
39 
40 
28 
38 
9 14 
8 16 
8 17 
9 15 
10 I 1  
9 13 
b 15 
7 17 
10 li 
10 1 G  
9 10 
9 16 
b 1 4  
7 16 
11 5 
11 6 
11 4 
7 16 
16 9 
9 11 
11  3 
8 13 
11 7 
6 17 
7 15 
16 13 
1L: 6 
9 10 
11 E 
b 12 
6 16 
9 9  
7 14 
b 11 
10 7 
9 b  
11 b 
9  17 
8 1L 
9 7  
0.9t7 
0.972 
I eG33 
I e036 
0.995 
0.94t 
0.91i 
G.925 
0.96k 
1 .C32 
0.90-2 
1.093 
0.867 
0.86k 
0.996 
1.ClG 
0.9X5 
0.991 
0.936 
0.822 
0.867 
0.977 
0.b05 
1 .G?8 
G.831 
1.673 
0.914 
0.837 
0.763 
0.971 
0.769 
C.812 
0.755 
0.750 
0.792 
0.895 
1 eC49 
0.722 
1.153 
00776  
G.OY65C 
0.02764 
O.Ot07C 
0.028i7 
0.028bl 
0.02827 
G.6207b 
O-bcWhC 
0.02876 
(>.0286S 
0.C2764 
O.C2NL,C 
O.Oi'7t4 
'C.028M3 
O . O i ' k t 4  
O . C E h b *  
G.Oul5P 
~ 0 - 0 i b 7 9  
b - C E b t l  
GsU2b73 
0.C26hS 
O.(;2hb2 
0.0dbP7 
0.0207C 
0.02861 
O.C2876 
o.oY8te  
O.CY86C 
0.028h5 
0-C276* 
0.02879 
G.0265( 
G.CE873 
0.028tlC 
O.O2b&!c^  
0.0207C 
0.02876 
0.02REZ 
0 .02~73  
o.oPwc. 
i'CO.b5C 
139.58C 
108.957 
3.959 
3.969 
3.972 
3.935 
3.965 
3.953 
3.965 
3.972 
3.945 
3.9?1 
3.945 
3.959 
3.969 
3.9t9 
3169R 
3.767 
3.543 
3.97s 
3.9L3 
3.953 
3.935 
3.240 
3.842 
3.965 
3.972 
3.953 
3.921 
3.R78 
3.945 
2.560 
3.369 
3.9L3 
3.959 
3.935 
3.878 
3.642 
3.971 
3.972 
3.921 
3.842 
R A h U  
34 
39 
33 
31 
29  
40 
35 
24 
2 1  
32 
25  
27 
14 
20 
36 
13 
11 
7 
19 
6 
10 
30 
2 
22 
17 
1 
16 
5 
15 
16 
23 
9 
3 
4 
37 
26 
12  
2a 
a 
38 
415210k7 
4077.332 
23h5-288 
1950.416 
143*.643 
1028.561 
1253.367 
916.543 
719.030 
696.740 
461.810 
47G.636 
446.436 
436.207 
402.961 
351.251 
335.933 
320.570 
278.911 
268.227 
257.646 
250.114 
230.569 
228.773 
224.653 
204 - 802 
197.690 
180.610 
179.915 
174.824 
166.677 
145.827 
154.732 
145.602 
136.690 
132.644 
129.545 
127.590 
5 4 2 . ~ 0 6  
358.980 
1 1   ~ 7 5 6  
11.435 
6.689 
4 023 
5.470 
3.515 
2.570 
2.016 
1.954 
1.522 
1.295 
1.320 
10252  
2.885 
0.782 
C.752 
0.723 
0.701 
0.647 
0.640 
0.630 
0.574 
0.554 
0.507 
0.505 
0.490 
0-  473 
0.434 
0.409 
0.408 
01.383 
0.372 
0.363 , 
0.358 
9058.965 100.000 
HlSTc5RAM PLST UF FE4CLhlAoE WkSFPXSE AGAlkST 'hRRVAL1SL.D RESBhANCE FREDUENCV. """""_""""_""""""""""""."""""""""""""""" 
0 
FiItvIF I 
0.7c2 
0.751i 
0.759 
0.7t9 G 
0.776 
0.763 0 
3.792 
0.8L9 i 
. "  
5.e12 
0.822 5 
0.831 L 
0.b37 C 
0.864 C 
0.867 L 
0.867 C 
0.895 
0.9G2 GO 
0.914 C 
0.517 COO 
0.925 COD 
0.936 C 
0.542 GCOU 
0.964 GG 
0.971 (r 
0.972 CCUOLObGLCC 
0.977 U 
0.905 0 
0 . 9 ~ 7  OGDULOOCLiLL 
0.991 C 
0.5Y5 CLCO 
3.956 C 
1.010 c 
l.Gt8 0 
1.032 GO 
1.033 OOLGLOb 
1.0?9 
1.G73 G 
1.093 C 
1.153 
1.038 GOGCL 
26 
I 
50 
I 
11.756 
23.191 
39.373 
35.350 
45.773 
50 360 
48.343 
52.314 
55.156 
56,451 
57.703 
58.926 
62.048 
29.880 
42 888 
53 a36 
60.056 
61.063 
62 n 990 
64.671 
63.889 
65.424 
66.146 
66.847 
67.494 
68  764 
69 893 
69 * 338 
70 I 399 
70.904 
71.394 
72.710 
72.301 
73.502 
73.118 
74.237 
74.595 
68. 134 
71.867 
73.874 
75 
I 
I 026 
1 m 154 
I * 154 
1.026 
0.924 
1.026 
1.319 
1.154 
0.924 
0.924 
1.026 
1.154 
1.026 
1.319 
0.840 
0.840 
0.840 
1.319 
0.924 
1.026 
0.840 
1.154 
1.319 
1.539 
0.924 
0.924 
1 e026 
0 840 
1.154 
1.539 
1.026 
1.319 
1.154 
0.924 
1.026 
1.026 
1 154 
1.026 
o.a*o 
o . a40 
1.230 
I 077 
1.013 
1.566 
1.140 
1.325 
1.013 
1.436 
1.723 
1.436 
1.230 
1.077 
1.077 
3.445 
2.871 
4 307 
0.957 
1.914 
1.566 
1.325 
5.742 
2.461 
1.013 
1 e325 
2 -153  
10723 
8.617 
10436 
1.077 
1.914 
1.230 
2.153 
1.566 
2 I 461 
2.153 
1.013 
2.461 
1.723 
1.14a 
1.14a 
100 
1 
I LEGEND 
JZYW) = Joint acceptance in x-direction, j:(u) 
FMN/F = Resonant frequency of m,n made/frequancy 
JZN(W) = Joint  accoptonce In y-direction, j ib)  
H = H ' Worn,,) 
BMN = Bmn 
RESPONSE = Response of m,nth mado (g'/(pi)') 
CUM. RES. = Cumuldiv. Pasporno 
PR = Percantaw of total respwne for m,nth madm 
PCR = Cumrlatiw rapome porcmtage of total rupome 
SYW/AW = Structural waveingth, y-dinctladacwstic wavelength 
SXW/AW = Structunl wavelen(llh,'x-dlnctlon/.soudic wavelength 
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RANK n N 
1 0 2C 
2  11 14  
4 9 19 
3 IC. 17 
5, IO 16 
6 9 16 
7 7 21 
8 11 13 
9 12 IC 
11 11 15 
13 12 11 
12 12 9 
15 n 19 
14 1li 15 
16 11 12 
17 10 l h  
18 9 17 
19 9 20 
20 1E 6 
21  7 2G 
22 7 22 
23 11 11 
24 6 21 
25 6 22 
10 a 21 
26 1C 14 
27 11 16 
20 12 12 
29 12 7 
30 8 I t  
31 9 l b  
32 11 IO 
33 13 3 
34 IO 13 
35 12 6 
36 16 19 
37 7 19 
30 13 2 
39 13 4 
40 11 9 
0.907 
1 .GO4 
1.022 
1.023 
0.974 
0.960 
0.965 
0.967 
0.996 
1 ~05G 
1.045 
0 .973 '  
1.626 
0.93G 
O.YS3 
0.916 
1.C72 
0.952 
1 .Ob2 
0.9c2 
0.903 
1.032 
0.692 
0.959 
0.669 
1 .C57 
1 .C9G 
0.932 
0.872 
0.666 
0.L176 
0 , 8 5 3  
1.013 
0.918 
1.129 
C.843 
l.GC7 
1.022 
0.92n 
6.853 
0 .C i i39  
C.Ofib7 
~1.02278 
O.CBPhl 
D.C22E0 
0.01272 
0.021CR 
'0-G+9 
0.0dc9E 
0.0215h 
0-022€5 
0.C2293 
0-02251 
C.ti22hS 
3.960 
3.959 
3.972 
3.969 
3.978 
3.975 
3.962 
3.953 
3.921 
3.9b2 
3.965 
3.9L3 
3.935 
3.915 
3.978 
3.945 
3.975 
3.972 
3.960 
3.9bO 
3.9b4 
3.935 
3.9L2 
3.962 
3.959 
3.969 
3.925 
3.975 
3.969 
3.521 
3.240 
3.953 
3.7b7 
3.978 
3.978 
2.560 
3.543 
3.903 
3.878 
3.842 
THE  TOTAL RESPBkSi 0F ALL P l H L R  Pl6LL.S A T  223.b71 h Z  - 
TUTLL RLSP0hSE . 5371Lt.965 
RESPBNSE. 
662.344 
562.137 
516.960 
493.801 
$33.214 
423.142 
221.319 
412.587 
405.360 
383.221 
342.483 
307.574 
262.653 
2 S l - 9 3 1  
250.607 
239 * 563 
248.092 
228.542 
222.018 
2P1.*12 
2L9.855 
54a.*o6 
32a.024 
CUH. RES. 
30473.164 
31268,996 
31954.359 
32618.703 
33182.140 
PR 
7.361 
6.777 
5.550 
5.306 
5.349 
4.498 
4.072 
3.668 
3- 000 
2.341 
2.303 
1.813 
1.904 
1.650 
1-,602 
1.496 
1. 208 
1.249 
1 060 
1.031 
0.972 
0 928 
0.815 
0.795 
0.792 
0.775 
0.762 
0.720 
0.644 
0.617 
0.578 
0.535 
0.473 
0.471 
0.255 
0. 450 
0.430 
0.417 
0.416 
0.394 
12857.102 100.000 
HISTbSHAM PLOT OF b"E.(Ct4lAut kkSCIPNSE AGAINST NEfiYALIStC RESONANCE  FREOUENCY. 
RANK 
37 
34 
4 0  
3 1  
30 
26 
32 
24 
21 
23 
35 
18 
1 4  
15 
29 
16 
20 
25 
7 
8 
6 
I.? 
5 
1 
9 
38 
2 
33 
39 
3 
4 
13 
22 
11 
10 
28 
17 
27 
19 
36 
0 
FMNlF I 
0 0 0 4 3  
0.853 
0.853 
0.076 
0.872 
0.86n 
0.8b9 
0 .UY2  
0.962 
0.9L3 
0.916 
0.918 
0.928 
0.953 
0.930 
0.934 
0.952 
0.959 
0.965 
0.917 
0.960 
0.974 
0.973 
0.9b7 
I .oc* 
1 *Ob7 
1.013 
1.022 
1.022 
1.023 
1.026 
1 no32 
1.025 
1.050 
lsC57 
1.074 
1 .os2 
1.090 
1.129 
o.99n 
L) 
0 
ti 
L 
C 
L 
0 
c 
Cti 
co 
0 
0 
0 
D 
L;tiOO 
CGG6 
OOUC 
uc 
0ooou 
OOOOL0L 
COS 
GOOOLOC 
GODDCIO 
OOCOC 
00 
0 
00 
00 
0 
0 
0 
0 
25 
1 
PCR SXN/AY S Y W A Y  
5c 
I 
75 
1 
100 
1 
89 
c 
Table 26: Forty Mort Oomlmnt Moda of th S L A  S h u s t u n .  with  lbdiur  Insnomd to 208 in., f a  a Revetbemnt Acoustic Flmld, f = 398.105 Hz 
ACftUSTIC YAbELENGTH 33-76G 
"""""""""""""""" 
RANK t? h FMN/F J2r,lnl. JLNINJ. b. Whr RESPtlkSE. CUM. RES. PR PCR S X Y / A Y  S Y W A W  
1 12 25 
2 10 2b 
3 14 21 
4 16 15 
6 17 1G 
5 9 29 
7 13 23 
10 17 9 
9 17 11 
12 15 19 
11 1 1  27 
13 16 14 
14 1 1  26 
15 16 16 
16 17 b 
17 14 2G 
20 18  3
19 13 24 
21 15 17 
23 14 22 
22 18 4 
24 16 2 
25 12 24 
26 13 22 
27 10 27 
28 16 13 
30 17 7 
29 16 G 
31 18 5 
32 12 26 
33 10 29 
35 9 28 
34 18 6 
36 17 t 
37 h 29 
30 15 2G 
39 17 13 
40 16 17 
a 15 ib 
la 17 12 
0.999 
1 .GO0 
1 .GG2 
0.993 
1.001 
0.996 
0.993 
0.9h9 
0.981 
1.014 
1.G18 
0.976 
1.021 
0.972 
0.967 
1,027 
0.965 
1.033 
1.027 
1 a034 
0.960 
1-037 
1-03? 
0 * 956 
11023 
0.954 
0.953 
0.954 
0.954 
1.019 
1.040 
1.G43 
1.052 
1.049 
0.943 
0.944 
0.940 
1.054 
1 .C54 
1 ab55 
0.01291 
C.01289 
0.01292 
0-C129? 
0.01263 
0.01293 
0.01291 
0.01292 
3.01233 
O.Ul293 
0.01255 
0.01252 
0.012$3 
O*(li2'Ju 
0.01292 
O.Ul2Y3 
0.U1292 
,0-01271 
0.01293 
0.01293 
0.01i192 
0.012Y3 
0-01%91 
0.01293 
0.01291 
0.01291 
0.0120c 
0.01293 
OnC1253 
0.01293 
0.01293 
O.OlP9G 
0.G12F9 
0.01293 
0.012b9 
0.C1293 
O.ClLb9 
0.01292 
G.Gl203 
G.CliY? 
225.250 
223.799 
2P4.816 
224.652 
217.360 
Z23.967 
20b*h36 
187.219 
174.127 
166,764 
155.276 
i55.144 
138.369 
131.212 
118.275 
IG8.152 
113.344 
106.05P 
131.204 
109.d79 
97.101 
148.306 
R7.6dO 
12.s53 
81 -004 
81.715 
162.754 
63.29b 
67-43C 
78.637 
61.994 
66.771 
61.144 
62.829 
57.356 
56.046 
57.389 
56.h50 
>1a.?63 
9*.46m 
3.987 
3.990 
3.9b2 
3.9b5 
3.991 
3.9Li 
3.965 
3.975 
3.935 
3.9UJ 
3.971 
3.989 
3.9b9 
3.969 
3.9bR 
3.878 
3.980 
3.966 
3.945 
3.240 
3.972 
3.543 
3-9b4 
2.560 
3.986 
3.984 
3.969 
3.953 
3.842 
2.GlJ0 
3.688 
3.9ba 
3.951 
31767 
3.767 
3.990 
3.991 
3.960 
3.953 
3.972 
1445.339 
1437.774 
1437.720 
1423.176 
1400.791 
1400.315 
1399.473 
1174.540 
1083.579 
1071.285 
991 * 226 
961.493 
1332.448 
8811.878 
831.945 
731.376 
724.bDS 
660.252 
660.097 
668.063 
619,131 
611.836 
604.273 
596.660 
563.872 
529.233 
520.511 
516.149 
511.555 
510.235 
505.843 
5C8.118 
393.085 
397.333 
319.401 
368.717 
366.118 
365-1321 
360.748 
398.146 
3.035 
3.019 
3.019 
2.988 
2.941 
2.940 
2.938 
2.790 
2.466 
2-275 
2.061 
2-2*9 
2.061 
1 T 7*7 
1 :536 
1.521 
1.866 
1.428 
1.428 
1.2135 
1.403 
1.300 
1.269 
1.253 
1 - 184 
1'111 
1.093 
1.084 
1.074 
1.067 
1.071 
1.062 
0.834 
0.836 
0. a25 
0.797 
0.774 
C.769 
0.768 
0.757 
TOTAL RtSPbhSC = 4762L.215 
HlbTtJRAr, PLbT EC kF.<Crl.lAuE h t S W N S t  AGAINST hlehTALIStU RLStfkANCE FREQUENCY. """"""""""""".""""""""""""""""""""""""" 
RANI( 
37 
35 
36 
27 
26 
25 
30 
21 
17 
16 
14 
13 
10 
I 
5 
7 
6 
1 
3 
4 
2 
1 1  
9 
29 
12 
24 
15 
20 
22 
19 
. 23 
34 
34 
32 .. 
33 
39 
38 
40 
2a 
18 
0 
FMh/F  I 
0.940 0 
0.9~3 ti 
0-944 0 
0.953 0 
0.954 U 
0.954 5 
0.954 0 
0.956 0 
0.960 0 
0.965 00 
0.967 00 
0.972 00 
0.976 00 
0.9bl 00 
0.9a9 GOO 
0.953 COG 
0.996 COO 
0,993 CCO 
0.999 OOb 
I-OLO OG0 
1.0G1 GGC 
1.002 UOC 
1.014 OG 
1.018 OG 
1.019 C 
1.0211 OG 
1.023 0 
1.027 0 
1.027 06 
1.033 0 
1.032 b 
1.034 C 
1.037 t 
1.040 G 
1.043 C 
1.049 C 
1.t5.2 L 
1.054 G 
1.G54 G 
1.055 G 
25 
I 
50 
I 
75 
1 
3.035 
6 054 
9.072 
15.002 
12.061 
17,942 
20.880 
26.144 
28 * 420 
30 * 669 
32.750 
34.811 
36.677 
39.960 
42.910 
44.338 
45.740 
47 -040 
49.594 
52.030 
50.846 
53.142 
54,235 
56 - 392 
57.464 
58.531 
59.593 
60 * 429 
61.263 
62 * (188 
63.659 
65.196 
65.953 
23.678 
38.424 
41.rai 
48. 325 
55.318 
62.885 
64.428 
100 
1 
I LEGEND 1 FMNB = b s w r m t  frequency  of m,n mode/frequency JZM(w) = Jolnt occepbncs in x-dlraction, j:(u) 
J2N(W = Joint acceptarcs in y-direction, j:(u) 
H = H ' (U/U,,) 
BMN = 8 -  
RESPONSE = Response of rn,nth m o d s  (g2/(pi)') 
CUM. RES. = Cumulative R s s p r w  
PR = Percntop of total relpaye for m,nth modr 
PCR = C u m l a t i n   r a p m a  prswtap of total r a p m e  
SYW/AW = Structural wavelngth, y-dlnctlon/acarstic wovelength 
SXW/AW = Structud wavelength, x-dlnction/ocourtlc wavelength 
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I LEGEND I 
I J 2 W W  = Joint ascaptonee in x-dlr.ction, jl(u) F M N D  = b r o m n t  frequency of m,n mod./fr.qumcy 
JPN(W = Jdnt acceptanem In y-dlroction, j:(u) 
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SYW/AW = Strustuml wovrlmdh. r-dInstim/ncavtic mvelenntt 
H = Hz(u/umn) 
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LEGEND 1 
FMN/F = Resonant  frequency of m,n  mode/frequency 
J2hU.W) = Joint  acceptance in x-direction, j:(u) 
JZN(W) = Joint  acceptance in y-direction, j:(u) 
H = H ' b/umn) 
BMN = 8," 
RESPONSE = Response of m,nth m o d .  (g'/(pi)') 
CUM. RES. = Cumulative R e ~ p o ~ e  
PR = Parcontoga of total r ~ r p a n e  for m,nth mode 
PCR = Curmlatim reapon. prsmtaga of total r u p a a e  
SXW/AW = Structural wanlmgth, x-dinction/acwstic wavelmgth 
SW/AW = Structural wavelngth, y-dinetion/acwstic mvdenpth 
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326.362 
379.433 
132.750 
113.164 
153.772 
272.730 
252.536 
~~ "_ 
327.659 
2.000 
2.0G0 
i.OGO 
2.000 
2.ooo 
2-OGO 
2.000 
2.OCO 
2 0 0 C 0 ,  
2.000 
2.000 
2.000 
2.000 
2.560,  
2.560 
2.560 
'2. OLO 
1 .OCO 
l.CUO 
94.6114 '2.560 
232.67P  1-000 
212.105  .000 
294.32s  1.000 
189.686 1.OCO 
77.203 2.560 
396.552 2.000 
58.506 3.240 
165.219 l .O(rO 
71.077 3.240 
60.837 2.5b0 
47.426 3.240 
137.604 1.000 
37.6LcC 3.2'10 
107.220 1.000 
45.b75 2.560 
176.b63 2.560 
26 -16?  3-5k3 
29.197 3.240 
32.720 2.560 
34.871 3.543 
391127.102 
34912,922 
33920.758 
31056.141 
27466.195 
27151.723 
24241.824 
24135.578 
2n073.898 
3.870 
3.834 
3.804 
3.749 
3.717 
9-60? 
-3 .657 
3.670 
3.651 
3.648 
3.647 
3.647 
3.647 
2.856 
1 4 0 2  
1 570 
1.481 
1.446 
1 369 
1.335 
1.281 
1 -172  
1.107 
1*092  
1.055 
1.005 
0.952 
0.919 
0.866 
0.833 
0.865 
0.767 
0.672 
0.653 
0.598 
0.541 
0.529 
0.523 
0.467 
0.465 
THL T U T A L  RtSPOhSt  BF ALL UTHER MOLES A T  1770.27h Hi! m 1223353.000  100.000 
TOTAL RtSkOkSE . 5193742.OUO 
HISTDGRAH P L t T  @ &  PERC€NlAUE btSl 'BVSE AGAlhST hBHMALISt0 RESOlvANCE  FREQUENCY. """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""."""""""" 
RANK 
37 
38 
4 0  
39 
33 
34 
26  
3 1  
29 
30 
24 
20 
35 
16 
32 
15 
28 
17 
36 
25 
22 
21  
19 
23 
18 
11 
12 
13 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
, 14 
27 
25 
I 
50 
1 
75 
I 
3.870 
7.704 
11.508 
18.974 
15.257 
22.660 
26 330 
29.987 
33.638 
37.286 
40.933 
44.580 
48 227 
51.082 
54.454 
55.935 
57.381 
58 - 750 
6 1  366 
60.085 
62.539 
63.646 
64.738 
65.793 
66.798 
67.749 
68.668 
69.535 
70 399 
71 m232 
71.999 
72.671 
73.324 
73.922 
74.991 
74 s 463 
75.514 
75.981 
76.446 
52.884 
1.099 .~~ 
I. 191 
1.299 
1.429 
1.508 
2.041 
1.786 
2.382 
2.858 
3.572 
14.290 
7.145 
4.763 
.1 .021  
1.099 
1.191 
1  ,021 
1.099 
1.191 
1  a299 
1 .'299 
1.429 
1.021 
1.429 
1.588 
0.953 
1.099 
1.786 
1.021 
1.588 
1.191 
2.041 
1.299 
1.786 
0.953 
2.382 
1.099 
2.041 
1.429 
1.021 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999,996 
9999.996 
9999,996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
?999*996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
9999.996 
7.412 
14.965 
14.965 
14.965 
7.482 
14.965 
14.965 
14.965 
4.981 
9999.996 
14.965 
4.988 
7.482 
4.988 
140965 
7.482 
4.988 
14.965 
3.741 
7.482 
4.988 
7.482 
3.741 
?.*a2 
? - r a e  
?.*a2 
100 
I 
LEGEND 
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Table 30: Forty M a t   b n i m n t  Modr of Republic Cylinbr No. 12 (18 in.  bdiua by 54 in. Length by 0.020 in.) for a I*nrb.mnt Acoustic Field, f = J981 .Ob5 Hz 
RANK f' 
1 29 
2 2 b  
3 29 
4 2b 
5 30 
6 28 
7 29 
10 29 
9 27 
11 30 
12 27 
13 30 
14 27 
15 26 
16 26 
17 26 
19 26 
20 30 
21 27 
22 28 
23 26 
24 25 
25 29 
26 25 
27 27 
29 25 
31 29 
30 26 
32 3b 
33 24 
34 26 
35 24 
36 27 
37 2b 
39 23 
20 24 
a 30 
18 29 
ea 36 
38 25 
h 
7 
7 
b 
E 
7 
6 
6 
b 
7 
9 
6 
6 
5 
8 
9 
7 
6 
10 
6 
1L 
9 
5 
16 
7 
5 
6 
5 
5 
8 
9 
1 1  
11 
6 
5 
7 
1c 
11 
5 
6 
n 
ACAUSTIC Y A V E L L ~ G T H  3.376 "__"""""""""""""" 
H. BHh 
THE T U T A L  RESPBUSL bF ALL Bl r lLR W O E S  A T  3981.065 HZ = 
TOTAL RESPOhSE = i3104h.250 
RANK 
40 
37 
30 
36 
29 
31 
23 
35 
21 
19 
24 
39 
32 
15 
14 
16 
10 
20 
26 
4 
9 
13 
17 
3 
2 
12 
34 
1 
6 
27 
5 
7 
22 
25 
1 1  
28 
la 
23 
38 
a 
RESPONSE - 
334.001 
333.792 
333.392 
332.916 
332.899 
332.634 
332.543 
332.071 
331.575 
331.298 
331.239 
330.987 
330.916 
330.179 
329.644 
329.004 
3 2 1 . 7 3 0  
328.675 
328.560 
326.123 
327.917 
387.X45 
326.950 
327.699 
326.315 
326.160 
326.095 
325.973 
325.993 
325.730 
325.647 
325.610 
325.476 
324.725 
324.017 
323.619 
323.523 
332.681 
330.831 
328.001 
CUM. RES. PR 
0.145 
0- 144 
0.144 
0.144 
0.144 
0.144 
0.144 
0.144 
0.144 
0.144 
0.143 
0.123 
0.143 
0.143 
0.143 
0.343 
0.143 
0.142 
0.142 
0.142 
0.142 
0.142 
0.142 
0.142 
0.142 
0.142 
0.142 
0.141 
0.141 
0.141 
0.141 
0.141 
0.141 
0.141 
0.141 
0.141 
0.141 
0.140 
0.140 
0.140 
HI5TCGkA:i PLIJT HF PtFICtkTALxL RESPBhlSt LGLIhST Nt'RMALISCC RtSBkANCE FREQUENCY. """"""""___""""""""""""""""""""""""""""" 
0 
FMNlF I 
0.410 
0.410 
0.411 
0.412 
0.415 
0.416 
0.417 
0.418 
0.419 
0.4i5 
0.421 
0.423 
1.422 
0.423 
0.423 
0.424 
0 . 4 i S  
0.426 
0.429 
0.429 
0.429 
0.423 
0 . 4 i l  
0.432 
0.434 
0.434 
0.434 
00435 
0.436 
0.438 
0.439 
0.439 
0.440 
0.441 
0.444 
0.444 
0.444 
0.448 
0.452 
0.448 
25 
I 
50 
I 
75 
1 
PCR SXY/A!d S Y W A k  
0-145 
0.433 
0.289 
0.577 
0.721 
1.01" 
1.152 
1.297 
1.441 
1.5114 
1.727 
1.871 
2.014 
2.157 
2.300 
2.443 
2 - 727 
3.012 
3.154 
3.296 
3.438 
3.863 
3.721 
4.004 
4.145 
4.427 
6.286 
4 569 
4.710 
4 -850 
t.991 
5.132 
5.273 
5.413 
5.553 
5 - 693 
0.865 
2.585 
2. a70 
3.580 
1.103 
1.143 
1.103 
1.143 
1.066 
1.143 
1 103 
1 066 
3.103 
1.066 
1.185 
1.066 
1 - 185 
1.143 
1.230 
1.230 
1.103 
1 *230 
1.066 
1 185 
1.143 
1.143 
1.280 
1.103 
1.280 
1.066 
1 m280 
1.103 
1.230 
1.333 
1.066 
1.333 
1.230 
1.143 
1-391 
1.333 
1.1a5 
1.105 
1.1~5 
1.280 
100 
1 
r LEGEND 1 I JZM(W) = Joint  acceptonce In x-directlon, ji(u) F M N ~  = haonant frequency  of m,n modebrsquency 
JPN(W) = Joint  acceptance In y-dlrection, jib) 
H = H (u/umn) 
E" = E, ,  
RESPONSE = Reaponas of m,nth mod. (g'/(paI)') 
CUM. RES. = Cumulative Rasponre 
PR 
PCR = Cunuiotiw  rrpome p.rsentag. of  total respc-e 
= Percontop of total respame for  m,nth mode 
SXW/AW = Structvrnbwanlmgth, x-dinction/acauatic wovdanoth 
SYW/AW = Strusturnl wovdmglh, ydinctlon/acantic wavolmgth 
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Tobl. 31: Forty Mot Dmimnt R n p ~ m  M a  of Flat Plot. (IO in. by 12 in. by 0.040 in) ior barndory bymr Turbul.nc. (Uc - DBlO in./=; 5 = 12.0 in.), f = 3069.877 Hz 
hANK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
20 
19 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
35 
34 
36 
38 
37 
39 
40 
(.I I~ 
b Z  
5 5  
h 5  
3 1  
1 7  
7 6 
3 1 L  
Y E  
0 4  
( 1 7  
4 1L 
7 5  
b Y  
5 0  
b b  
a 3  
9 3  
9 u  
o b  
7 4  
4 5  
r . 2  
6 5  
7 5  
b l  
5 1L 
7 2  
7 1  
(1 4 
5 7  
1 11 
b 5  
b 2  
9 4  
b 1  
E 1L 
6 10 
b 7  
7 5  
b e  
CL*LBl:(. nACLLCt.(iTh . 3- 196 
"""""""""""""""" 
RANK 
35 
33 
29 
32 
28 
40 
24 
26 
23 
31 
20 
25 
19 
11 
22 
1* 
10 
21 
16 
36 
6 
9 
7 
1 
2 
3 
5 
4 
8 
30 
18 
12 
34 
15 
13 
17 
27 
39 
38 
37 
WESPUkSE. CbMa RES. 
478004.875 
639989.625 
768394.063 
911161.063 
931663-375 
959048.063 
971724.000 
9R1090.000 
986185.750 
991213.625 
996220-000 
1000214.938 
1004199.813 
1508158.125 
1011881.500 
1C18538.063 
1u15326-313 
1021304.813 
1023759.188 
lD28115.000 
1026127.750 
1030041.250 
1031901.625 
1~35181.313 
lC33550.313 
1536678.000 
103b124.625 
1L39542.000 
1L40831.750 
1C42054-500 
lL43163.750 
1C*5325.500 
1044271.000 
1C46352.938 
3047275.000 
104b133.688 
1048964.000 
1049727.000 
a57045.625 
94s439.43a 
PR 
45.021 
15.257 
12.094 
8.350 
5.097 
1.931 
1.298 
1.282 
1.194 
0.882 
0.480 
0.474 
0-472 
0.976 
0.375 
0.373 
0.351 
0.324 
0.303 
0.261 
0.231 
0.223 
0- 187 
0.1111 
0.175 
0-155 
0.154 
0.141 
C.136 
0.134 
0.121 
0.115 
0.104 
0.104 
0.099 
0.097 
0.087 
0.081 
0.078 
0.072 
12002.000 100.000 
r I I S T t d i . 4 1  PLcl  UI i'l < C t ' r l 4 d .  .IL'j+?hSL hG2IhSl s . I J *  .iLISLIJ 9tSbhANCE FREQUENCY. ""_"_"_"""___""""""""""""""""""""""""""""~ 
U.456 
0.482 
0 . 5 o b  
9.5c; 
U - b i d  
9.bC2 
0.644 
0 . 6 6 3  
0.601 
0. JB* 
0.7*7 
0.8U+ 
J .8A 
U.8i i l  
O-UbJ 
0.871 
0.873 
0.913 
0.USU 
O . % J  
0.9& 
O.Y/S 
1 .OLd 
l.01J 
1.Ul1 
1.032 
1.016 
1.0*1 
1.057 
1.3b2 
1.ua, 
1 . 1 ~ 6  
l . lS5 
1-147 
1.162 
l . l J*  
1.219 
1.311 
I 3ud 
0. r-,a 
J 
5; 
1 
75 
1 
PCR S X W A W  SYh/AIy 
45.021 
60.278 
72.372 
80.722 
8S.819 
89.047 
90.329 
91.523 
92 * 405 
93.358 
93.830 
94 206 
94.954 
95 305 
95.932 
95.630 
96.193 
96 - 424 
96.834 
96.647 
97.015 
97.191 
97.500 
97.346 
97 * 641 
97.777 
98 032 
97.910 
98.147 
98.251 
98.455 
98.356 
98.552 
98 639 
98.719 
98.798 
98.870 
a7.750 
92 a85 
94.5a2 
1 043 
1 * 252 
0.782 
0.894 
0.695 
0.894 
2.086 
0.695 
0.782 
1.043 
0.894 
1.565 
1.043 
1.252 
0.782 
0.782 
0.894 
0.695 
0.894 
1.043 
1.565 
0.782 
0.894 
0.782 
1.043 
0.89C 
0.894 
1.252 
1  ,043 
6 259 
1.252 
1.043 
1.043 
0.695 
::E 
1.043 
0.894 
0.782 
1.252 
0.469 
0.751 
0.417 
0.536 
3.755 
0.626 
0.376 
0,939 
1.878 
0.536 
0.751 
0.376 
0.417 
0.626 
0 469 
1.252 
0.469 
1 m252 
0.626 
0.939 
0.417 
1.252 
1 m678 
0.751 
3.755 
1.878 
0.376 
3.755 
0.939 
0.536 
0.341 
1.252 
0.939 
1.878 
3.755 
0.376 
0.376 
0.417 
0.536 
0.626 
100 
1 
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Figure 1 .  Pinned-Pinned Beam with End Couple, C (0,t); 
Orientations  of  Deflection U (x , t) , and Slope 
O(X,t). 
I I I I c 
0 X X L 
Figure 2 .  Orientations of Internal Beam Bending Moment 
M (x , t) , and Shear Force V (x , t) . 
Figure 3 .  Distribution of Applied Force Per Unit Length, 
F (x,t), Equivalent to a Point Couple C (xo,t) 
at x,, . 
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Frequency Parameter, a 
Figure 4. Space-Average Normal ized Def lect ion,  I (x) I, as a Function of the Frequency Parameter a 
for 6 = 0.10, 0.50, and 1 .OO. 
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Figure 5 .  Spanwise Dist r ibut ions of  Real ,  Imaginary  and Absolute  Values of  
Normal i zed  Def lec t ion  Ampl i tude  for  a = m  (Fundamenta l  Mode)  
and S = 1 .O.  
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Axia l  Coord inate ,% (= 1 -7) 
Figure 6. Spanwise Distributions of Real, Imaginary and Absolute Values of 
Normal ized  Def lect ion  Ampli tude  for   a  = 371 (Third  Mode)  and 6 = 1 .O. 
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1 .o 1 I I I I I I I .  8 
30 Modes 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .o 
Axiol Coordinate, Y 
Figure 7.  Comparison of Normalized Deflection Amplitude, ( u  (x) I ,  Determined 
by Modal Analysis Method for 5 and 30 Modes and for 6 = 1 .O, 
A, = 9.6095. 
1 .o I . I  I I 1 I I I I 
6 = 1.0 
I I I I I I I I I 
0 .2 .4 .6 .a 1 
Axial Coordinate, x 
Figure 8 .  Comparison of Normalized Deflection Amplitude, I u (x)\ , Determined 
by Modal Analyses, Using 30 Modes, f a  X, = 9.6095 and for 6 = 1 .O 
and 2Cm = 1 .O. 
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Figure 9 .  Contributions of Various Modal Components to the Mean-Square 
Deflection for 6 = 1 -0 and X, =. 9.6095. 
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9 
Figure IO. Relationship &tween Parameters X. and 9 
for Axial Coincidence of Shell Modes. 
Circumferential Mode Parameter, f i n  
Figure 1 1 .  Contours for Axial Coincidence Conditiord of Cylindrical Shall 
for Several Values of Parameter 9. 
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Circumferential M O ~  Pornmeter, f i n  
Figure 12. Contoun for Circumferential Coincidence Conditions of Cylindrical Shell 
I 
Circumferential ~ ~ d c  Pornmeter, fi n 
for Several Values of Pornmeter Yo 
Figure 13. Typical Contam for Axial and Circumferential Coincidence Conditions Shaving Regimnr 
of Acoustically Fast and Slow Modes of  Shell. 
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Figure 14 .  Contour Plots for Shell Resononce Frequencies 
and Acwstic Coincidences; SLA Structure Figure 15. Contour Ploh for Shall Resonance Frequencies and Acoustic Coincidences; SLA StNCtUrt,  lbdius = 52 in. 
Figure 16. Contour Plots for S e l l  Rermonce Frequencin ond Acoustic 
Coincidencn; SLA Structure, Rodius = 78 in. 
Circumferential Mode Pornmeter, fl n 
Figure 17. Contour Plota for Shell Raonance Frequenciea and Acorntic 
Coincidencea; S L A  Structure, Rodiua = I 5 6  in. 
Figurele. Contour Plots for Shell Resonance Frequencies and Acoustic 
Coincidences; SLA Structure, Rodius = 208 in. 
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E c 
1 
Circumferential  ode Pororneter, f l n  
Figure 19. Contour Plots for Shell Resonance Frequencies m d  Acoustic 
Coincidences; $LA Structure, D = 8 . 1  x IO' Ib/in. 
I, 
E c 
Figure 20. Contour Plots for Shell Resonance Frequencies ond Acoustic 
Coincidences; SLA Structure, D = 1 .62 x I O 5  Ib/in. 
Circumferential  ode Pornmeter, f l n  
Figure 21. Contour Plots for Shell Rmance  Frequencies and Acoustic 
Coincidences; SLA Structure, D = 6 . 4 8 x  IO* Ib/in. 
Figure 22. Contour Plots for Shell Resonance Frequencies ond Acoustic 
Coincidences; SLA Structure, D = 1.296 x lod Ib/in. 
Figure 23. Contour Plots for Shell Resonance Frequencies a d  Acoustic 
Coincidences; SLA Strucbre, p g  =0.0278 Ib/inf 
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E c 
Figure 24. Contour Plots for Shell Resonance Frequencies and Acoustic 
Coincidences; SLA Structure, p g  =0.0556 Ib/inf 
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Figure 25. Contour Plots for Shell Raonance Frequencies and Acoustic 
Coincidences; Rcpblic Cylinder No. 12, (le" Rdius x 54" 
x .om") 
I 
Figure26. Contour Plots for Shell Reacmance Frequencies and Acoustic 
Coincidences; Uniform Cylinder, (12" Radius x 48" x .040") Figure 27. Contour Plots for Shell Resonance Frequencies and Acouatic 
Coincidences; Uniform Cylinder, (24" Raliua x 48" x .W") 
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Figure 28. Distribution of Shell Resonance Frequencies versus Axial Made Number m; SLA Structure 
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Figure 29. Distribution of Shell Resonance Frequencies versus Circumferential Made Number n; SLA StNcbre 
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Figure 30. Distribution of Shell Resononce Frequencies venur Axial Mode Number m; SLA Structure, bdiur  = 78 i n .  
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Circumferential Mode Number, n 
F i p r e  31. Distribution of Shell Resonance Frequencies versa Circumferential Mode Number n; SLA Structure, Radius = 78 i n .  
112 
Axial Mode Number, m 
Figure 32 .  Distribution of Shell Resonance Frequencies versus Axial Mode Number m; SLA Structure, Radius = 208 in .  
Figure 33. Dirhibution of Shell ReKnance Frequencies versus Circumferential Mode Number n; SLA Structure, Radius 208 in. 
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Figure 34. Distribution of Shell Reromnce Frequencies =nus Axial MDde Number m: 
Uniform Cylinder, 2 4 ; " .  bdiur  by 48 i n .  by 0.040 in .  
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Figure 35. Distribution of Shell Resononce Frequencies venus Circumferential Mode 
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Number n; Uniform Cylinder, 24 i n .  bdiur by 48 i n .  by 0.040 in .  
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Figure 36. Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for Duct Excitation; 
N = l ,  Q = 1 5  
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Figure 37. Theoretical and Experimental Acceleration Spectrum, 
. of SLA for Duct Excitation; N = 2, Q = 15 
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Figure 38. Theoretical and Experimental Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Duct  Excitation; N = 4, Q = 15 
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Figure 39.  Theoretical and Experimental Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Duct  Excitation; N = 8, Q = 15 
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FigJre 40. Theoretical and Experimental Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Duct  Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15 
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Figure 41. Accelemtion Spectrum of SLA for Duct Excitation; 
N=32, Q = 1 5  
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F i w r e  42. Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for Duct Excitation; 
N =64 ,  Q = 15 
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Figure 43. Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for Duct  Excitation  with 
Decaying  Axial  Correlation; N = 16, Q = 15, A = 0.01 
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Figure 44. Accelerotion Spectrum of SLA for Duct Excitotion with 
Decaying Axial Correlation; N = 16, Q = 15, A = 0.05 
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Figure 45. Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for Duct Excitation with 
Decaying Axial Correlation; N = 16, Q = 15, A =0.10 
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Figure 46. Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for Duct Excitation with 
Decaying  Axial  Correlation; N = 16, Q = 15, A = 0.50 
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Fiwre 47. Accelemtion Spectrum of SLA for Duct Excitation with 
Decaying  Axial  Correlation; N = 16, Q = 15, A = 1 .O 
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Figure 49. Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for  Duct  Excitation  with 
Decaying Axial Correlation; N = 16, Q = 15, A = 10.0 
Figure 48. Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for Duct Excitation with 
Decaying Axial Correlation; N = 16, Q = 15, A = 5.0 
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Figure 50. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum of 
SLA for Duct Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15, R = 52.0 in .  
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Figure 51. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum of 
SLA for Duct Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15, R = 78.0 in.  
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Figwre 52. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum of 
SLA for Duct Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15, R = 156.0 in.  
Figwre 53. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum of 
SLA for Duct Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15, R=208.0 in.  
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Figure 54. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Duct Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15, 
D ~ 8 . 1 0  - lo4 Ib-in. 
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Figure 55. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Duct Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15, 
D = 1 .62. IO5 Ib-in. 
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Figure 56. Effect of Sitffness Change on Acceleration, Spectrum 
of SLA for Duct Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15, 
D =6.48 - lo5 Ib-in. 
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Figure 57. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration, Spectrum 
of SLA for  Duct  Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15, 
D = 1.296 - IO6 Ib-in. 
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Figure 58. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Duct Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15, 
D = 1.296 lo6 Ib-in., K, = 1.88. lo6 Ib/in. 
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Figure 59. Effect of Surface M a s s  Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Duct Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15, 
p g  =0.0278 Ib/in? 
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FigJre 60. Effect of Surface Mass Change on Accelemtion Spectrum 
of SLA for h c t  Excitation; N = 16, Q = 15, 
p g  =0.0556 Ib/in? 
F i g m  61. Acceleration Spectrum of 18 in. (Ibdius) by 54 in. 
by 0.02 in. Cylindrical Shell for Duct Excitation; 
N = 16, Q =30 
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Figure 62 .  Acceleration Spectrum of 12 in. (Radius) by 48 in. 
by 0.04 in. Cylindrical Shell for Duct Excitation; 
N = 1 6 ,  Q = 3 0  
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Figure 63.  Acceleration Spectrum of 24 in. (Radius) by 48 in. 
by 0.04 in. Cylindrical Shell for Duct Excitation; 
N = 16, Q = 30 
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Figure 64. Acceleration Spectrum of 24 in. by 16 in. by 0.032 in. 
Flat Plate for h c t  Excitation; N = 1 ,  Q = 30 
Figure 65. Acceleration Spectrum of 24in. by 16 in. by 0.10 in. 
Flat  Plate for Duct Excitation; N = 1, Q = 30 
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Figure 66. Acceleration Spectrum of Stiffened Flat Panel for 
Duct Excitation; N = 1,  Q = 30 
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Figure 67. Acceleration Spectrum of Equivalent SLA Panel for 
Duct Excitation; N = 1,  Q = 15 
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Figure 68. Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for Reverberant Field 
Excitation; Q = 15 
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Figure 69. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum of 
SLA for Reverberant Field  Excitation; Q = 15, 
R ~52.0 in.  
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Figure 70. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Reverberant Field Excitation; Q = 15, 
R = 7 8 . 0   i n .  
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Figure 71. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Reverberant Field Excitation; Q = 15, 
R = 156.0 in .  
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Figure 72. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Reverberant Field Excitotion; Q = 15, 
R=208.0 in .  
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Figure 73. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Reverberant Field  Excitation; Q = 15, 
D =8.10.  lo4 Ib-in. 
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Figure 74. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Reverberant Field  Excitation; Q = 15, 
D = 1.62 lo5 Ib-in. 
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Figure 75. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Reverberant  Field  Excitation; Q = 15, 
D =6.48. lo5 Ib-in. 
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Figure 76. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Reverberant Field Excitation; Q = 15, 
D = 1.296 . lo6 Ib-in. 
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Figure 77. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum I 
of SLA for Reverberant Field Excitation; Q = 15, 
D = 1.296 - lo6 Ib-in., Ke 1.88.106 Ib/in. 
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Figure 78. Effect of Surface M a s s  Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Reverberant Field Excitation; Q = 15, 
pgzO.0278 Ib/in? 
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Figure 79. Effect of Surface M a s s  Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Reverberant Field Excitation; Q = 15, 
ua ~0.0556 Ib/in? 
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Figure 80. Acceleration Spectrum of 18 i n .  (Rodiur) by 54 i n .  
by 0.02 in .  Cy l indr ica l  Shell for Reverberant Field 
Excitotion; Q = 30 
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Figure 81. Acceleration Spectrum of 12 i n .  (Radius) by 48 i n .  
by 0.04 in .   Cy l indr ica l  Shell for Reverberant Field 
Excitation; Q = 30 
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Figure 82. Acceleration Spectrum of 24 in.  (Radius) by 48 in.  
by 0.04 in.  Cylindricol Shell for Reverberont Field 
Excitation; Q = 30 
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Figure 83. Accelemtion Spectrum of 24 in .  by 16 in. by 0.032 i n .  
Flat  plate for Reverbemnt Field Excitation; Q = 30 
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Figure 84. Acceleration Spectrum of 24 i n .  b y  16 i n .  by 0.10 i n  
Flat Plate for Reverberant Field Excitation; Q =30 
Figure 85. Acceleration Spectrum of Stiffened Flat Panel for 
Reverberant FiCld Excitation; Q = 30 
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Figure 86. Acceleration Spectrum of Equivalent SLA Panel 
for Reverberant Field Excitation; Q = 15 
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Figure 87. Acceleration Spectrum of 12 in .  by 37.5 in. by 
0.040 in .  Flat Plate for Reverbemnt Acoustic 
Excitation; Q = 30 
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Figure 88. Acceleration Spectrum of 12 in .  by 19 in .  by 
0.040 in .  Flat Plate for Reverbemnt A5ourtic 
Excitation; Q = 30 
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Figure 89. Acceleration Spectrum of 12 in. by 10 in. by 
0.040 in. Flat  Plate  for  Reverberant  Acoustic 
Excitation; Q = 30 
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Figure 90. Acceleration Spectrum of 6 in.  by 5 in .  by 
0.040 in.  Fiat Plate for Reverberant Acoustic 
Excitation; Q = 30 
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Figure 91. Accelemtion Spectrum of SLA far Boundary Layer 
Turbulence Excitation; Mach 1 ,  6b = 12.0 in., 
Q =  15 
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Figure 92. Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for Boundory Layer 
Turbulence Excitation; Mach 2, 6b = 12 .O in . ,  
Q = 1 5  
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Figure 93.  Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for Boundary Layer 
Turbulence Excitation; Mach 1, 6b = 6.0 in., 
Q = 1 5  
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Figure 94. Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for Boundary Layer 
Turbulence Excitation; Mach 2, bb  = 6.0 in . ,  
Q =  15 
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Figure 95. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Bwndary  Layer  Turbulence  Excitation; 
Mach 1 ,  6 b = 1 2 . 0 i n . ,  Q = 1 5 ,  R = 5 2 , 0 i n .  
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Figure 96. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Boundary Layer Turbulence Excitation; 
Mach 1,  b b = 1 2 . 0 i n . ,  Q = 1 5 ,  R = 7 8 . 0 i n .  
Figure 97. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA far Boundary Layer Turbulence Excitation; 
M a c h 1 ,  b b = 1 2 . 0 i n . ,  Q = 1 5 ,  R = l % . O i n .  
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Figure 98. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Boundary Layer Turbulence Excitation; 
Mach 1 ,  6b = 12.0 in . ,  Q = 15, R = 208.0 in .  
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Figure 99. Effect of Radius Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Boundary Layer  Turbulence  Excitation; 
Mach 1, 6 b = 1 2 . 0 i n . ,  Q = 1 5 ,  D = 8 . 1 0 . 1 0 4 1 b - i n .  
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Figure 1 0 0 .  Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Boundary Layer Turbulence Excitation; 
Mach 1 ,  6b = 12.0 in. ,  Q = 15, D = 1.62.  l o 5  Ib-in. 
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Figure 101. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Boundary Layer Turbulence Excitation; 
Mach 1, 6 b = 1 2 . 0  in., Q = 1 5 ,  D=6.48 .105  Ib-in. 
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F i y r e  102. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Boundary Layer  Turbulence  Excitation; 
Mach 1 ,  6 1 , = 1 2 . 0 i n . ,   Q = 1 5 ,   D ~ 1 . 2 9 6 . 1 0 ~  Ib-in 
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Figure 103. Effect of Stiffness Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Boundary Layer  Turbulence  Excitation; 
M a c h l , b b = 1 2 . 0 i n . , Q = 1 5 ,  D = 1 . 2 9 6 . 1 0 6 1 b - i n . ,  
Ke = 1.88 . lo6 Ib/in. 
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Figure 104. Effect of Surface M a s s  Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Boundary Layer Turbulence Excitotion; Moch 1,  
6 b = 1 2 . 0 i n . ,  Qz1.5, pg=O.O278Ib/in? 
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Figure 105. Effect of Surface Mars Change on Acceleration Spectrum 
of SLA for Boundary Layer  Turbulence  Excitation; Mach 1, 
6 b = 1 2 . 0 i n . ,  Q=15 ,  pg=O.O556Ib/in? 
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Figure 106. Acceleration Spectrum of 18 in. (Rodius) by 54 in. by 
0.02 in. Cylindrical Shell for Boundary Layer Turbulence 
Excitation; Mach 1/p, 6b = 2.0 in. ,  Q =30 
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FigJre 107. Acceleration Spectrum of 18 in. (Radius) by 54 in, by 
0.02 in. Cylindrical Shell for Boundary Layer Turbulence 
Excitation; Mach 1 ,  6b=12.0in. ,  Q = 3 0  
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F i g m  1 0 8 .  Acceleration Spectrum of 12 in. (Rodius) by 48 in .  by 
0.04 in. Cylindrical Shell  for  Boundary  Layer  Turbulence 
Excitation; Mach 1 ,  6b = 12.0 in., Q = 30 
Figure 109. Acceleration Spectrum of 24 in. (Radius) by 48 in. by 
0.04 in. Cylindrical Shell  for  Boundary  Layer  Turbulence 
Excitation;Machl, 6bZ12.0in., Q = 3 0  
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Figure 110. Acceleration Spectrum of 24 in. by 16 in. by 0.032 in. 
Flat Plate  far Boundary Layer  Turbulence  Excitation; 
Mach 1 ,  6b = 12.0 in., Q =30 
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Figure 111.  Acceleration Spectrum of 24 in. by 16 in. by 0.10 in. 
Flat Plate  for Boundary  Layer  Turbulence  Excitation; 
Mach 1, 6b=12.0in., Q=30 
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Figure 112. Acceleration Spectrum of Stiffened Flot Panel for 
Boundary Layer Turbulence Excitation; Mach 1, 
6b = 12.0 in., Q =30 
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FigJre 113. Accelemtion Spectrum of Equivalent SLA Panel 
for Bwndary  Layer  Turbulence  Excitation; Mach 1, 
6b = 12.0 in., Q = 15 
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Figure 114. Acceleration Spectrum of 12 in. by 19 in. by 
0.040 in. Flat Plate for Boundary Layer Turbulence 
Excitation; Mach 1, 6b = 12.0 in.,  Q =30 
Figure 115. Acceleration Spectrum of 12 in. by 10 in. by 
0.040 in. Flat Plate for Boundary Layer Turbulence 
Excitation;  Mach 1, Sb = 12.0 in., Q = 30 
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Figure 116. Acceleration Spectrum of 6 in. by 5 in. by 
0.040 in. Flat Plate for Bwndary Layer Turbulence 
Excitation; Mach 1 ,  b b =  12.0 in., Q = 3 0  
Figure 117. Acceleration Spectrum of SLA for Boundary Layer Turbulence Over 
60.0 in. (Axial) x 30.0 in. Area Centered at Midheight; Q = 15, 
Uc = 9810 in./sec, b,, = 12.0 in. 
I 
I i 
Figure 118. Acceleration Spectrum of 60.0 in.  (Flow Axis) x 30.0 i n .  Panel 
Segment of SLA; Q = 15, Uc = 9810 in./sec, bb = 10.0 in.  
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Figure 119. Number of MDda Required to Achieve Various Percentages of Total 
Response, SLA Structure for Sixteen Uncorreloted h c t s  
IO 
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Figure 120. Number of Modes Required to Achieve Various Percentages of Total 
Response, SLA Structure for Reverberant Acoustic Field 
Fraquancy, f, Hz 
Figure 121 . Number of Modes Required to Achieve  Vmiovr Percentagcr of Tobl 
Response, SLA Structure for Boundary Layer Turbulence at  Mach 1 
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Figure 122. Number of Modes Required to Achieve 5% of Total Response for Various 
Excitation Fields; Republic Cylinder N o .  12 (18" Radius x 54" x .020"). 
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Figure 123. Number of Modes Required to Achieve 99% of Total Response for Various 
Excitotion Fields; Uniform Cylinder (12" R d i w  x 48" x i " ' ) .  
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Figure 124. Number of Modes Required to Achieve 5% of Total Response far Voriaus 
Excitation Fields; Uniform Cylinder (24" Radius x 48" x .040"). 
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Figure 125. Number of Modes Required to Achieve 99% of Total Response f a  Voriorn 
Excitation Fields; Flat Panel (24" x 16" x .032") 
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Figure 126. Number of Modes Required to Achieve 99% of Total Response for Various 
Excitation Fields; Flat Panel (24" x 16" x .1"). Excitation Fields; Stiifened Flat Panel (72.1" x 48.1") . '  
Frequency, f, HZ 
Fiaure 127. Number of Modes Required to Achieve 99% of Total Reswnre for Various 
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